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DEVELOP1TENT OF AGRICULTURE IN BOLIVIA 

INTRODUCTION 

Until the end of the last century, Bolivia remained isolated 

behind its frontiers and practically withdrawn from the world 

economic, system, Farming, which was at a feudal stage, with low-

per capita prcductiyity and very low yields, satisfied domestic 

food requirements almost entirely, while handicrafts to a large 

extent met the demand for manufactlirod goods. In mining, which 

was the sole export activity, only those ores were extracted which 

were valuable enough or sufficiently high in grade to warrant the 

costly traneportation. There were relatively few imports, those 

being confined to sme consumer and luxury goods. Later, the 

industrial countries were compelled, through the gro7 	demand 

for minerals, to seek new sources of raw materials abroad and 

they made heavy investments. in order to gain access to DoliviaTS 

tin and-mine it os a la7ge soale. 

The construGtion of the fh:rst railways, designed alMoet 

exclusively for the export of minerals, did net directly benefit 

the farming regions; yet caused a radical change in the . 06UntryTs' 

eccnomy, The railwaysbrought.in heir wake foreign'skjal, capital 

-and men to -conduct large-scale exploitation of Bolivlais extraordinary 

mineral wealth, in particular tin. 

The high demand for its ores permitted Bolivia to enter into 

closer contact with the world market and 	expand its trade 

considerabtly. Increased exports Made it Possible to imnert foods and 

consumer goods required by the increasing demand of the mining 

camps and the urban popul=ation, which could not be met by dothestic 

production, This transforMed the countryTs economy unt,• it became 

almost entirely dependent on the various facters governing the 

world market. 

In this way Bolivials development followed patterns similar to 

those of of er Latin Americen countries with a numerous indigenous 

population and traditionLA systems Of agriculture, The impoverihed 

farm lands unfavourable iNvather. Conditions, serious transport 

/difficulties as 
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difficulties as well as systems of land tenure and labour which were 

essentially feudal, offered no incentive for the capital investment. 

and the introduction of modern methods. Agricultural production 

therefore tended to continue along its precapitalist subsistence 

lines with very low per capita productivity. On the other hand, 

mining became a highly caitalisod industry employing foreign 

technological skills on a broad scale. Thus a small, hignly 

efficient and productive sector was created which together with 

associated activities, absorbs only a small proportion of the total 

population. 

This development created a dual economic structure in which a 

small sector developed in close harmony with the world economic system, 

giving rise to considerable trade, which a much broader sector remained 

practically shut off within its ancient custcmE:, at a subsistence 

level, unresponsive to the impact cf new economic incentives, 

Foreign trade and improved communications fostered imports of all 

kinds of consumer goods, and permitted these to compete favourably 

both in quality and price with -those produced locally. This was 

largely responsible for the continuance of the traditional rate 

of domestic farming, as the products of the semi—tropical eastern 

plains were entirely displaced on the principal High Plateau markets, which 

can more easily be supplied from abroad._ The farming activity of 

these fertile regions has thus remained undeveloped, and they 

have been relegated to almost complete isolation. One of the major 

contributory factors to this -situation is transport, which is very. 

difficult indeed and is prohibitively-costly.. Farming in the valleys 

and an the High Plateau was not so greatly influenced ..by the impact 

of the new flow of imports framabroad,.the,only.product immediately 

affected: being wheat, when large. quantities of foreign flour were 

imported; these regions have, therefore, during the last fifty years, 

retained their traditional structure with only slight, sporadic 

attempts at modernisation which have had no influence on development, 

Nevertheless, the other sectors of the country's economy have 

not remained stationary. The productivity of mining was improved 

through technical pregressi:5,ndustry began to develop more rapidly, 

and there was a considerable increase in urban building and commercial 

/activities, all 
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activities, all tending to raise .the 
	al income of the population. 

This higher.income, and in narticulr, the migration of 

considerable numbers of peasants to the cities, resulted in greater 

consumbtion of foodstuffs by the urban population or, where there was 

no actual increase in .consumption, a radical change in the composition 

of the diet of those people who moved to the cities. There is, 

moreover, a gradual change taking place among the peasant poeulation, 

as, from being almost completely self-sufficient, the countryside is 

now becoming a- part of the monetary -economy. 

As agricultureoremained static, during the last quarter of Lo century 

it has been unable to moot the growing demand for foodstuffs, either in 

quantity cr in variety of products, It.has been :necessary.to expand imports 

steadily in Order to meat the great deficiencies of domestic production, 

above all as regards certain basic foodstuffs (wheat, sugar, rice, 

meat and milk) and various agricultural raw materials (cotton, wool, 
oilseeds, hard fibres,•etc.) 

During.theHl?45:-49 	3d.5 per cent of the total value of 

imports hadto be assigned to foodstuffs and agricultural raw materials. 

Such great dependence on foreign supplies of goods which could 

easily be-  produced within the country. restricts the imports of other 

comaoditieS,' such as capital goods, which are more indispensable for 

economic developmHnt. 

Between 1925 and•1949, it appears that agricultural production 

increased to a. lesser degree than the growth.  of the population and its 

increasing demand.. .It was not until l9M-  that the Government policy 

of fostering agriculture, subsidy prices for sane cereals and the 

general:rise in prices for agricultural- products, provided greater 

incentives for production, whichi  favoured by. excellent weather 

conditions, increased considerably. Wheat provides an interesting 

example ( purchases by the Yllur mills rose between .1946 and 1949 

from 7,6;6 tons oto:20,657 tars), as well as the intensification of 

agriculture in the. eastern region .of. the country (Santa.Cruz) where 

BoliviaYs'new farming is developing with essentially manic features. 

/Agricutural Projuction 
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AgricUltural Production and Economic Development 

Excessive concentration of the rural population in the least 

fertile regions, difficult communications, systems of land tenure 

and labour, and the absence of educ4ItiOn among the peasants, together 

with many other factors, seam to have combined to prevent farming 

from playing a dynamic role in the countryrs economic developmont, In 

fact, the great majority of the rural population has remained withdrawn 

into its old traditional customs, scarcely becoming assimilated at all 

into a monetary economy Modern farming technique has been absorbed 

to a minimum degree by a small sector of agriculture; the remainder 

continues to use primitive methods of an essentially colonial nature, 

and consequently per capita producti7ity is snail. This is largely the 

result of the surplus of farming population, shortage of capital, and 

adverse natural and social conditions. 

The large concentrations of population on the High Plateau and 

in the numerous small valleys of the mountainous region date back to 

the pre-Incaid period, and are very probably due to the displacement 

of populatich surpluses from the regions- Closer to the coast. Later 

on, demographic groWth exerted severe pressure on the more fertile 

lands, and it became necessary to cultivate broken surfaces with steep 

gradients requiring a large quantity of labour but prOducing low 

yields in spite of this. The mountainous contours of the terrain and 

the resultant transport difficulties in these lectors, added to the 

scanty means at the peasantsr disposal for counteracting the 

unfavourable conditions of the tropical climates, prevented the 

population from extending towards the eastern plains. The Spaniards 

thus found densely populated regions where the Inca8 had introduced 

the system of communal agriculture in order to facilitate production 

and regulate diStribution. 

The conquerors introdubed a feudal.  System whiCh reduced the 

indigenoUs population to the level of serfs. The advent of the Republic 

did not bring with' it any radical changes in the situation, and apart 

from granting the'peaSant nominal freedom of action, sealed his fate by 

introducing or continuing a system of land tenure which, with few 

changes, kept him in almost the same conditions as before. 

The real reason for 
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The real reason for the stagnation of agriculture and its retarding 

effect on BoliviaTs economic development lies in the continuance of 

these forms of tenure of farm TDroperty and systems of work. 

Concentration of the land in the hands of a relatively small 

group of owners, and the habit of paying for farm work by handing over 

fairly small areas of land. from which the worker should obtain his 

livelihood has hdt the following results: 

1. It has ket the living standards of the peasant very low, as the 

area of land granted to him, with rare exceptions, is small and 

weather hazards as well as primitive working methods prevent him from 

obtaining anything more from the land than what is strictly necessary 

for his livelihood5 
his real income is thus amoung the lowest in 

America. 

2. The peasant's poverty and the almost entire absence of eduction 

have combined to keep him practically ignorant, 
	that it is difficult 

for him to assimilate progress. 

3. Demographic growth has created severe presaure on the lands handed 

over to the peasants, causing sub-division in some cases and emigration 

in othera As they are strongly attached to their own ways of living 

and to their awn plots of land, while at the same time they do not 

understand the language and customs of other regions, the maj.)rity 

of the indigenous elements (duechuas and Ay tiara's) seek sgricUltural 

employment in neighbouring regions or at best, move to the cities, 

There has been some migration abroad from certain regions in the south 

of the country, but only in very few cases has there been a movement 

towards the unpopulated and semi-tropical, but potentially rich, plains 

of the East, 

As a general rule the proprietor does not change the area which 
he uses for his own exclusive benefit, The 'part assigned tc 
the peasants cAhsequently has to maintain all the surplus 
population which remains on the farms, Only when he requires 
a greater number of wcrkers doe8 the landowner allot new plots 
for their maintenance, 

/More usually, 
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More usually, the population remains in the same region, so that 

the .large labour force on the estates persists. When the peasants 

have been able to accumulate small savings, they havetried to purchase 

little farms which would give them absolute independence, even though 

this entailed a drop in their already low standard of living, This 

has caused excessve sub-division in various regions, giving rise to 

a serious prol:lon for the development of agriculture, 

4. The dense. population on the High Plateau and in the valleys, 

has tended to perpetuate: the system of low remuneration for farm 

work, Consequently technical progress. and an improvement in the 

prices_ of primary goods have been disceuragedeto the extent that • 

mechanisation is uneconomic,. Initial steps towards farm mechanisation 

seem to have been originated already in sone regions through the 

absorption of this surplus population by industry and by urban 

.development, For this to continue at .the desirable rate it will be 

necessary, however, for large masses of the population to be absorbed 

by industry or transplanted to the fertile lands of the eastern 

plains-for employment in fare. work, 

. The points.enumerated abovsprovide en idea of the vast- retarding., 

influence on agricultural, development of the large amount of cheap 

labour available and the prevailing systems of land tenure and-

remuneration for work. The methods of cultivation have remained 

unchanged through the course of centuries and this explains why wooden. 

ploughs drawn by oxen predominate today, although in some.,parts it-is .  

still possible to find entirely manual labour whereby sowing .is 

carried out by means of opening .holes in the wail with sticks, or 

where the soil is upturned by means of the "chaqui-taklla".1/ 

Harvesting and particularly grain threshing is done by hand with the 

aid of sticks. Therefore a very great amount of man-hours are 

necessary to grow any crop and this explainS the need for a large 

number .of workers to attend to the tilling of any estate. This• 

1/ A kind of stick made of wood with a supporting device on the lower 
handle used as a footrest te help in inerting the implement into 
the sreund. It is used for work_similar to ploughing. 

/This explains 
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This explains the minimumanLunt of cultivation on the great estates 

whore, under the pretext DI' the land lying fallow within a very 

extensive rotation 'plan, large area are left untilled. There are 

cases on the High Plateau of the land being sown only once every 

ten or more years, This sparse capacity is in turn responbible for 

the physical impossibility of the peasant being able to improve his 

living standards. The short time at his disposal2  for working his 

own land only allows him to cultivate a small area each year. 

To the foregoing must be added the scanty and uncertain yield 

of the •arable lands. Except for some valleys which annually receive 

the benefits of washings from the hills containing fortilising loam 

and the eastern plains whore relatively new lands are being cultivated, 

Bolivia Ts soils are exhausted by hundreds of years of incessant 

cultivation without benefit of fertilisers which would restore lost 

fertility or of practices which prevent erosion. Unfavourable 

weather conditions very often lead to the almost total loss of the 

efforts employed in cultivation. Finally the• precarious nature of. 

agricultural technique means that methods of counteracting. some of 

these adverse factors are unknown; the proportion of irrigated lands. 

is very low indeed, seeds used are degenerate and unsuitable for the 

soil conditions, and agricultural pests and diseases destroy a fair 

proportion of the harvests, since there is no knowledge of how to 

combat them. 

It is easy to understand that with such adverse climate and soil 

conditions, and no effective means of counteracting their pernicious 

effects, productivity per capita is very low, and consequently receipts 

from agriculture are •small. At the worker level, these receipts only 

permit him a precarious standard. of living, as the greater part of 

his scanty production has to be used fur food and clothing; the small 

surpluses which he may at: times possess are exchanged for the few 

goods needed for this work and his other limited activities. Only 

in isolated instances on the High Plateau, and somewhat more 

frequently in the country(s richer valleys, are there cases of 

1/ He only has 43 per cent of a complete week for himself, as by law 
he has to work 4 days for the estate owner and only 3 for himself. 

/peasants who by 
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peasants who(by means of commercial activities, seasonal work in 

the mines, or household iniustry which they can undertake at 

times when farm work leaves them freer) can accumulate savings 

which permit them either to achieve partial improvements in their 

standard of living or to purchase small fams, 

At the proprietor loyal, the low prodtivity and small receipts 

are a Paultry source of savirgs, When it is possible for these to 

be accumulated, they are seldom re-invested in capitalisation of 

farming, but are frequently used in activities outside agrarian 

production or, at best, in purchasing new lands to be worked in the 

traditional mann,--, 

Capitalisation of Agri(7111ture 

One of the outstanaang feature-;. of Bolivian agriculture is the 

almost complete absence of either fj_xed or working capital investments. 

As already explained, the'work is mainly carried out on the basis of 

remuneration in kind (land, Dart Jf the harvest or Subsistence 

requirements). In may placos the peasant himself has to provide 

the working imploment3; when the proprietor provides them, they are 

cf a primitive type very often made by the workerS th,-,tselvos° Seeds 

are usually retained from the previus harvests or at best are the 

result of a hasty selection° In 	in buldings, storehouses, 

fences and machinery, and even irrigation worked  are of very little 

importance in comparison with the area under cultivation or the 

value of production. 

It is estimated that less than 600 proprietors throughout 

Bolivia have invested capital in the purchase of farm machinery.
1/ 

In spite of the fact that the country has no fertiliser industry, 

only an average of 144,  tons a year of fertilisers were imported in 

1945-49. 

Altogether, F;45 traAors were imaorted from the United States from 
1925-1929 (about 98: per cent 

of  the total tractors.  ..imports),-  of • 
which, judging by sLze, less than 607) were for farming° Between.  
1931 and 1.c:9 the: were also 1:.-113or 	of 3d 	Ploghs., 597 
harrows, 121 grain drills and 7.72 thoosheroand 

.49457.49.: 
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1945-49. 
Use of agricultural .science is very limited, as there are few 

agronomists and in general thoy are not engaged by the estate owners, 

as the payment of their services would entail the use cf working 

capital which the landowners either do not have or are not accustomed 

to spending on their farms, 

The Government, en the other hand, has paid more attention to 

other sectors of the national economy. The Ministry of Agriculture, 

an institution entrusted with agricultural research and the improvement 

of technique, has always had few funds preventing it from developing 

on the scale necessary to give a strong incentive to the development 

of agriculture and to foster its capitalisation. Nevertheless, this 

Ministry► s action has produced some positive results such as that of 
spreading the advantages of mechanisation through its service of 

renting agricultural equipment; moreover, after 1945, it initiated 

the Servicio Cooperativo de Estaciones Experimentales, the benefits 

of which are now beginning to be evident. 

Although several irrigation: projects have been studied, construction 

of only two has commenced, one,"La Angostura", being near completion, 

and the other at the half—way mark. 

Direct government assistance to the capitalisation of agriculture, 

in the form of specialised development loans, has been provided only 

to a very limited extent. A tentative estimate for the year 1946
1/ 

shows that only about 2 per cent of the total value of production was 

financed by means of loans from the Banco Agricola. Moreover, only a 

small .part of these loans wore directed towards the small farmers or 

towards the production of any particular crop. Shortage cf capital 

prevented the Banco Agricola from providing greater assistance to the 

producers or even from introducing a. specific policy of covering the 

cultivation of certain crops. 

Construction of roads and the improvement of communications also 

forms part of the capitalisation of agriculture, At present the road 

and railways systems are very deficient, not only because they are 

inadequate in relation to the area and topography of the territory 

but also as regards quality and maintenance. As a result, transport 

is very scarce and costly, so that the farming regions are not linked - 

1/ Made on the basis of data covering loans granted by the Banco Agricola 
and the value of agricultural production calculated by the Banco Central. 

with the 
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with the different markets and many of the country's richest regicns 

remain marginal. Transportation is really one of the principal 

obstacles to agricultural development. 

The Eastern flains region is undoubtedly the one most affected 

by lack of suitable communications, and its considerable agricultural 

potential has scarcely been teomed at all , There is no doubt that 

this difficur haS been the u.jor cortribtory factor to maintaining 

the present low population de:aSity of the region, 

is already ihdica, the populnion of tne valleys and the 

High Plateau is 1.:.nwillihg to move to the tropical regions; there is, 

however, no basic reason why the peasants should not become acclimatised. 

It is prohalte that good resdts would be obtained from any properly 

organised effort to transfer large 7e-ups of this population it is 

also possible that such a colonisation project using native elements 

would be less costly than one using immigrants, although it might 

take much longer, 

There are, moreover, other obstacles to the oapitalisation of 

agriculture, apar from those airoady mentioned There is no economic 

incentive to increase production, The Governmont 7s price polity, 

designed to'limitlas far as possIle any sharp rises in essential 

commodities — aTraiScworthy eeer for protecting the urban consumer — 

during a period of considerable inf7.ation,•hari meant subsidising itperts 

by granting„prefeential exchange rates, aid ')e, fixing of ceiling 

prices for clmest-deally produced foodstuffs, These measures have 

removed all incentive from de-,nestic prodUction, as imported foodstuffs 

or raw materials reach the country at low prices and provide stung 

competitions • 

The incentive to produce is further redUced by the absence of 

efficient distribution systems, and the inacessibility and poor ' 

integration of the markets. Even under existing transport difficulties 

it would be po7sible to integrate the different forming regions of the 

countr7-, 	'geater degree, preNj.dlog there wore more efficient 

distribution ,e:;- ems'wbich would 	goed org:cisat!on and 

eliminate too numers middlemen who at pro sent absorb the greater 

part of the profits in the distribution process. This would prevent 

/the almost 
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the almost immediate saturation of the local markets and resultant 

falls in prices. 

well directed policy towards capitalisation and technical 

improvement of farming for the primary purpose of developing production 

of all those articles with a large consumption which at Present have 

to be imported - wheat, sugar, rice, meet, milk, oilseeds, coffee, 

cotton, wool and hard fibres - might be, the starting point for a 

vigorous impulse to the countryTs general economic development. 

Bolivia has the land and the laborer necessry to carry out such a 

programme and not only to meet domestic requirements, but to have 

an exportable surplus of some products with a high value. The present 

world shortage of some agricultural raw materials and foodstuffs, their 

high prices and very encouraging prospects, appear to provide the 

tangible opportunities in this connection. 
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CHAPTER I 	AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF BOLIVIA 

Develoment of agriculture and animal husbandry 

Despite the fact that Bolivia is eminently a mining country it 

in fact, essentially agricultural, more than 75 per cent of its Population 
; 	, 	• 

depending directly on agriculture for their livelihood. Official 

estimates=/ indicate that 80 per cent of the gainfully employed population 

is engaged in agriculture and animal husbandry, Rough estimates' of the 

quantum of national production-Vsuggest that the contribution of 

agriculture (including fruit growing, livestock production and its by-

products) is much greater than that of any other economic activity in the 

country, including mining. Were an estimate made of the National Income 

in 1946 on the basis of these data, agriculture and livestock products 

would represent about one third of the total, the position of mining 

being substantially below this level. However, though agriculture and 

animal husbandry form so important a part of the country's economy, they 

are inadequate to cover domestic demand. 

Innumerable hindrances, of a physical, social, political, economic 

and technical order - which will be duly analysed below - have not 

allowed Bolivian agriculture to overcome its marked pre-capitalist 

deficiencies to any extent nor to lower the large proportion of 

subsistence of agriculture. The sharp rise of foodstuff and agricultural 

raw material imports leads to the conclusion that the percentage of 

domestic production, which supplies the growing domestic demand, has 

gradually become smaller. 

No statistical information is available by which the trend of 

domestic agricultural production can be roughly measured, Existing 

offioial data for four er five different years, starting with 193d, are 

1/ Data published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Bolivia. 

/ Memoria-of the Bolivian Central Bank, 1948. 

/contradictory and 
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contradictory and seem, in some cases,to be entirely out of touch with 

reality since they appear to indicate expansions or contractions which 

would be impossible within the relatively static development of Bolivian 

agriculture. According to this material, the total production of nearly 

all crops in 190 was greater than in 1938, but especially in the case 

of potatoes, quinua and sugar cane, all three of which show increases of 

more than 300 per cent. Though quinua production in 1938 was estimated 

at 3,382 tons, :it reached 18,000 tons in 1949, that is, an increase of 432 

p6r cent. Over the same period, potato production rose from 92,442 to 

406,000 tons, that is, an increase of 339 per cent. Aheat production, 

however, shows a reduction of 15.6 per cent, whereas domestic wheat 

purchases by the mills showed en increase.of 189 per cent from 1938-49. 

It should also be pointed. out that this was the only crop which was given 

any efficient assistance from the Government. The contradiction becomes 

even paradoxical when the increases or decreases of production are 

compared with the fluctuations of the cultivated area, the most 

outstanding example is that of maize production, which, according to 

official sources, increased 135 per cent over the aforesaid period, 

whereas the total area cultivated with this crop increased 336 per cent. 

It is impossible to believe that so great an increase in the cultivated 

area could have occurred under conditions of extraordinarily decreasing 

yields, since according to the figures recorded in 1938, the yield per 

hectare was 29.7 metric quintals 	one of the highest known avereges-- 

whereas in 1949 it would have been only 16 metric quintals per hectare. 

On the other hand, the yield of potatoes and quinua appear to have 

practically doubled. Based on reliable data which are available for both 

years, climatic conditions appear to have been relatively normal, and 

it is therefore impossible to admit the occurrence of these sudden 

changes. 

Taking into account the systems adopted in making the afore-

mentioned estimates, it is likely that those for 1949 are the more 

accurate of the two. However, for the purposes of the present report, 

these figures will only be used for comparative purposes, since they 

throw no ]ight on the tendencies of agricultural production (see Table 1). 

/Table 1 
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Table 1 Bolivia: Estimates of production and of cultivated areas 
for the 	1 crops 

19382 

Production 
(tons) 

1949:t/ 1938E/ 

Cultivated 
(hectares) 

area 

1946Y 14912/ 19412 1941L/ 

hice 8,476 8,476 15,000 18,400 •• 8,700 7,500 12,267 
Oats 700 612 900 900 620 0• 1,125 
Barley 28,077 61,796 36,000 36,500 37,347 44,150 52,143 
Maize 80,139 71,600 150,000 188,000 26,956 40.900 83033 117,500 
Quinua 3,362 4,630 20,000 18,000 .6,749 4,630 20,000 22,500 
Wheat 32,641 33,400 .14,op0 27,570 34;470  44,000 18,600 37,000 
Potatoes 94,442 76,700 400,00o 406,000 26,213 13,950 80,000 62,462 
Oca 8,560 9,100 9,000 9,400 3,678 3,250 3,000 1,157 
Cassava 32,665 20,150 220,000 30,100 4,089 8,000 9,680 3,763 
Coffee 19,705 11,500 1,800 1,800 041 00 00 900 
Tobacco 3,335 3,320 2,960 2,960 3,075 2,200 00 1,940 
Sugar cane 47,000 236,000 1,100 5,900 
Cacao 7,336 5,8,,10 4,856 4,298 17,465 •• 15,000 3,587 
Broad beans 5,815 6,000 9;300 3,(s)69 7,;00 5,294 

source: L/ Direcci6n Leneral de EstadoTstica, Estadistica 
Agricola 1938' - 1941. 

12/ Direccian General -de EConomia ivura 
Ministerio de 4r1cuitura. 

After this readjustment, agriculture followed t:hesame pattern 

observed heretofore, that is a secular tyTe of agriculture, in which there 

was an almost absolute lack of funds either for investments or as working 

capital; the technique was primitive and. a high percentage of agriculture 

remained solely at .subsistence level. The cultivtod .ar.ea remained unchanged 

and yields were subject to alterations in climatic conditions, though no 

improvements were attepted, The eastern part ofHJhe country, with its 

immense resources in fertile soil and favourable'climate; remained 

economically isolated from the rest of the country and merely supplied local 

demand for foodstuffs. Only from time to tirde did. few farmers seek to 

better agricultural production, introduCing farm machinery, improved livestocks, 

and other technical improvements. These initiatives, however, wore not 

followed up by the majority of the great lindownurs, and the system of 

cultivation on 	lAre12. tended to remath . uhchanged. 

The increment to population Lind. greator economic activity brought 

about by the intensification of- mininoand.•fonign trade, together with the 

deficits of domestic - production resulting. from bad harvest, in abnormal 

years and the limited capacity of expansion, led to increased consumption 

which was met by increasing foodstuffs imports. 

/In the impossibility 
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In the icapossibility of using the aforesaid data as a means of 

analysis to verify the rate of expansion of agricultural production, it 

becomes necessary to have recourse to other elements which facilitate 

the measuring of the variations of the past 25 years. 

Until the beginning of the present century, when the country's. principal 

centres of consumption were connected with the outside world by means of 

railways, Bolivia was practically self-sufficient insofar as foodstuffs 

are concerned. Agricultural production was able to meet the limited 

requirements of domestic consumption entirely. Production in the high 

plateau region was sufficient to cover regional demand for potatoes, 

barley, quinua, broad beans, mutton, wool and part of the beef and pork. 

Nearly all these products were found in the valleys, together with the 

wheat and maize required by the greater part of the country. The plains 

of Santa Cruz amply supplied domestic demand for sugar and rice, and a 

surplus was exported to ':]-orthern. Argentina and the Southern part of Peru. 

The construction of the railways revolutionised the structure of Bolivia's 

economy. Mining production increased together with foreign trade, 

creating now sources of income,.which, in time, raised the level of 

consumption, especially of foodstuffs. 

As a result of this revolution in the country's economy, agriculture' 

was completely disorganised. Railway transport facilitated the entry of 

foreign agricultural produce which was of higher quality and was offered 

at lower prices than its national counterpart. This, for instance, 

occurred with sugar, rice, flour, etc., these products flooding the 

country's principal markets and rapidly displacing domestic production. 

In these circumnstances, cultivation of rice decreased sharply barely 

sufficing to meet demand in areas surrounding the production centres. 

The greater part of sugar cone production was diverted to the manufacture 

of alcohol. Wheat production in the central valleys seems to have been 

rapidly supplanted by maize - a hardier crop - with a much higher yield. 

/At the beginning 
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At the beginning of the period 1925749, agriculture's poSition was 

more or less as decribed above. Domestic prodnction supplied demand for 

a few basic foodstuffs,such as:potatoes, meat, barley, quinua, vegetables, 

coffee and fresh fruits, but it only covered part of the demand for wheat, 

sugar, rice,-  brewery barley, milk, edible fats and aji (Chili peppers), the 

the rest being .supplied by imports. 

As has already been shown, the lack of statistical data and even of 

mere estimates of the total volume of agricultural prodnction during 

this early period, make it absolutely impoSsible to verify the proportion 

in which domestic production covered domestic demand. 

It is perhaps possible to ha2ard some conjecture as to the true 

position. '---iheat production could hardly have been enough to supply more 

than 10 per cent of domestic demand, that is, about, 3,000 tons. Nearly 

the whole of this crop was processed in nome2ous low-capacity stone mills, 

and the wholewheat flour met with growing competition from imported white 

flour, the price of which was low and the quality high, 

Rice production was small md concentrated on the eastern plains and 

in a few valleys with semi-tropical climate, being barely sufficient to 

meet local demand, The principal ecneumer centres were exclusively 

supplied with imported rice. The same applies in the case of sugar; the 

limited amount produced in the eastern aroa, possibly ranging between 500 

to 800 tons, only sufficed to cover part of the regional consumption, 

while the rest of the country imported more than 14,000 tons. (1925) 

During this period, domestic production of beef, lamb and pork 

practically met domestic de=nd, which apparently was rather low. 

Industries absorbing agricultural raw raterials had not yet developed, so 

that the volume of imports of fibrs, h at 
	

' /and cacao wes limited. 

1aorts of Foodstuffs 

The deficiency of agricultural production compelled the country to 

use a growing proportion of its import cepacity in purchasing agricultural 

foodstuffs and raw materials. 

L 	the flve-yea:,7 period 1925-29, the value of foodstuffs imports 

1/ Only TV.C.;?.6 flour was imported_ 

/amounted to 
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amounted to 22.3 per cent of the total value of ;reports; that is, of a 

total of 68.1 million 18-penny bolivianos, 15,2 million bolivianos were 

spent on foodstuffs,. The only group of imports surpassing the volume 

during this period was textiles and textile manufactures, which absorbed 

26.7 par cent of the total foreign exchange expenditure on imports. 

During the period 1945-49, Bolivia depended to an increasing extent, on 

foreign supplies for basic foodstuffs and agricultural raw materials for 

its industry. Foodstuffs, livestock for slaughter, became the most 

important group in the import trade, constituting 33.5 per cent of total 

imports. The group of textiles and textile manufactures takes second 

place, being equivalent to 16.5 per cent of the total value of ir4Dorts. 

Foreign purchases of foodstuffs and textile raw materials in 1945 

and 1949 called for an expenditure of 76,1 million 18-penny bolivianos as 

against a total import expenditure of 197.9 million bolivianos, 

The excessive proportion of scanty foreign exchange avail-abilities 

which must be employed annually in importing foodstuffs and agricultural 

raw materials - the majority of which could well be produced in the country 

affected domestic economy seriously; because of this circumstance other 

essential goods were sacrificed, =oung which are imports of capital 

goods, 

In the absence of further data which Would make it possible to 

estimate the development of agricultural production, it is necessary to 

resort to the foreign trade statistics for foodstuffs, cattle and 

agricultural raw materials, in order to determine, wren very roughly, the 

trend during the last 25 years. 

Imports of processed and non-processed foodstuffs together with 

livestoOk for slaughter (41 products which make. up more than 98 per cent 

of total imports in this group), remained almost unchanged during the 

period 1925-1930. (See Table 2 and. Chart 1) 

/Table 2 
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Table 2 	Bolivia: The Quentuir of Total Imports and of Foodstuffs 

(Values at 1937 prices. Thousands of 18-penny bolivianos) 

Years 	Total 	Total of Total 	Basic Food- 	Live- 	Fats 
i2Eorts agricul- food- food- stuffs stock and 

tural 	stuffs stuffs which 	for 	oils  
origin 	41 ar q 	c/ 	are not slaugh 
52 anti- cies L/ 	 ter, 
cies L/ 	 dad in 	fresh 

general and 
consumla dried 
tion 1/ meat 

1926 	50,244 	11,430 	9,718 ' 	6,593 	1,220 	968 	517 

1927 	47,960 	11,686 	10,117 - 	6,700 	1,301 	1,068 	403 
1928 	56,780- 	10,139 	8,602 	5,018 	1,207 	1,394 	301 

1929 	55,760 	10,359 	8,634 	5,871 	1,167 	. 742 	327 

1930 	48„950 	104625, 	8,482 	5,817 	1,098 	762 	290 
1931 	27,520 	8,183 	6,443 	4,693 	692 	529 	206. 

1932 	24,350 	8,435 	5,940 	4,426 	745 	410 	120 

1933 	35,129 	7,962 	5,557 	4,676 	415 	66 	101 

1934 	59,946 	7,812 	4,985 	4,138 	375 	88 	78 

1935 	61,109 	. 8,287 	6,116 	5,155 	422 	138 	78 
;936 	51,794 	12,152 	9,913 	7,505 	602 	•650 	458 
1937 	55,900 	15,004 	11,791 	8,007 	661 	1,595 	619 
1938 	68,210 	19,367 	16,711 	10,101 	954 	3,873 	561 

1939 	65,417 	.20,159 	16,720 	9,180 	1,040 	4,941 	966 

1940 	64,365 	21,729 	18,668. 	10,577 	1,668 	3,886 	1,394 
1941 	85,379 	34,152 	29,502 	13,920 	2,773 	6,158 	3,483 
1942 	80,877 	35;505 	28,935 	15,727 	2,641 	6,847 	1,619 

1943 	88,225 	36,0).2 	29,881 	12,519 	2,139 	10,173 	3,907 
1944 	84,839 	36,564 	30,528 	13,801 	'3,185 	9,356 .- 	2,526 

1945 	73,620 	32,002 	26,151 	13,621 	2,835 	5,820 	2,264 
1946 	82,291 	31,881 	24,581 	13,377 	2,817 	5,009. 	2,312 
1947 	81,707 	29,415 	23,437 	10,839 	2,467 	5,535 	2,407 
1948 	87,395 	26,129 	22,350 	12,939 	2,690 	4,838 	1,203 . 

1949 	94,187 	25,747 	19,465 	11,103 	2,755 	3,115 	1,803 

/However, after 1929, /However, after 1929, 

Sourcet - Basic data from ,%nuario de Comercio Exterior.(Foreign Trade 
Annual) 1925-19490 

c/ Includes foodstuffs and raw materials of agricultural origin. 
12/ Includes only foodstuffs, raw materials for foodstuffs and cattle for 

slaughter. 
Includes wheat grain, wheat flour, rice and sugar. 

1/ Includes condensed milk, butter, cheese, eggs, fresh and dried vegetables, 
fresh and dried fruit, preseved. fruits, coffee beans and ground coffee, 
cacao, chocolate, tea and chili peppers. 

2/ Includes lard and edible oils. 
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However, after 1929, the World Crisis and the subsequent fall of both 

prices and ore exports provoked a serious upheaval in Bolivia's economy, 

consequently weakening its capacity to import. This situation led to a 

violent contraction of imports as a whole. Imports of foodstuffs, however, 

diminished to a lesser extent despite the fact that between 1929 and 1932, 

1/ Bolivian harvests were extremely good, 	thus offsetting the shortage of 

certain foodstuffs. horeover, the abundance of the harvests, together with 

the weakened purchasing power of the population, caused a sharp fall in 

prices; whilst the quantum of total imports fell 52.7 per cent in 1932, as 

compared with the period 1925-29, that of foodstuffs fell only 35.5 per 

cent. This decrease, however, persisted (though at a lower rate) until 1934, 

when the quantum of foodstuff imports was 45.9 per cent lower than in 

1925-29. After 1935, a rapid increase occurred in these imports, so that 

in the course of two years, imports h< d recovered the level obtaining prior 

to the Chaco har (1932-35). the upward swing continued at an increasing • 

rate, until 1941, when the rote of expansion slowed down for the next 

three years. Imports reached their maximum level in 1924, when their 

volume was 231.2 per cent higher than in 1925-29. 

bince 1945, imports of foodstuffs have decreased slightly and this 

downward trend was maintained at a constant rate until 1948. In 1949, 

however, imports of foodstuffs fell sharply, due to abundant domestic 

production of agricultural goods and especially to the expansion of wheat 

production and the better utilization of domestic cattle. During the 

periods 1940-44, and 1945-49, imports wore 190.4 per cent and 152 per 

cent higher than in 1925-29, respectively. 

If the period of depression Coused by the •:forld Crisis and the Chaco 

ar are not taken into account, it will be noted that a c zparisen of imports 

and of the growth of the population reveals .that the former expanded at 

a much higher rate than the latter. Per capita imports during the period 

1940-44 had increased 147.6 per cent and in 1945-49 they were 98.3 per 

cent higher than in 1925-29. 

Foreign exchange availabilities have undoubtedly influenced the 

quantum of imports. About 80 per cent of the value of foodstuff imports 

1/ Bolivian Central Bank Memorias 1929-1932. 

/is mode up 
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is made up of essential goods cwheat, flour, sugar, rice meat, lard and 

edible oils), which form the ipsic urban staple diet of Bolivia. The 

Government has maintained prices low, and made supplies maple enough to 

meet the greater part of demand. It follows3therefore,that Under the 

regime of exchange corkrol, these imports have always held priority, In 

order to facilitate the present andlysis, it will therefore be assumed 

that demand for imported foodstuffs has been mot without the restrictions 

imposed by the shortage of foreign oxchang;. 

Disregarding this factor, the trend of the foodstuff import indices 

may be explained in one of two ways: 1) that per capita demand, increased 

substantially and tnat there was a change in its structure, duo to the 

increase of income accruing both from urbanization and the increase of 

economic activity in the country (in,c, stris)i;tion, building, mining), 

which would imply that the growth of agriouiL,h1:1 production was lower, 

or, at best, only equLvaleht to that of th:) rop,i,ation, at least vntI1 

the period 1940-44, 2) n:it,.raatively, it hay be that per capita demand 

remained stable, despite the changes in the composition of Bolivian diet, 

which would moan thst sar'cuitu2at - A liv,stoch production had decreased 

considerably. 

Taking into account the inamanrablt. factors which 1.=e influenced 

Bolivian economy, and esPecially its agriculture, it is likely that the 

former of these hypotheses is the mor,  accurat.. 

In fact, various isolated d-te suggest 'whet per car,itn ince-IL has 

increased considerably between the beginning and the end of-the last 

quarter century. -,,,, oreov.:r, th_se 	 ap-- ar to indicate that, 

owing to this and to the fact that at v_ry low ,:ons,mgtion levEls, the 

increment to income tends to produce a ore 'ole.,,enal increase in domand 

for foodstuffs, p-acticaily Equaling the rice of the formor, per capita 

foodstuffs imports almost del- bled and were propertionny much greater 

than imports as a whole, Thus, whereas between the perl.od 192-29 and 

1945-49, per capita food imports increased 9d3 eh cent total imports 

only increased 27,9 per cent (See Tabl 	4 ), 

From the following feats it may he Aduced tbat per capita income 

has increased: 

1. 	The educational effects of the Chace AIS:.rbfra large number of the Indian 

/population and the 
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population and the intensific lon of economic activity in the country 

has produced a sharp increase in- the trend towards urbanization since 1932. 

The principal cities, and especially La Paz, have developed at a very high 

rate. Thus, between 1928 and 1948, the population of the Bolivian Capital 

increased 111 per cent. The population of the town of Cochabamba increased 

107 per cent between 1936 and 1948, whilst that of Santa Cruz expanded 59 

per cent and Potosi 40 per cent.1/ The mere fact that so considerable a 

migration of the rural population to the town occurred indicates that there 

has been an increase in the real income of the population. Even in the 

extreme ,cases, when the native Bolivian population moves towards the towns, 

it maintains its former mode of life almost unalterd, earning a money 

wage which enables it to improve the food consumption standard. 

2. The sharp expansion of industrial production allied to •a per capita 

increase in average imports of manufactured goods, is also another 

indication of the increment to real :income. Considering only the production 

of 9 articles produced by domestic manufacture, for which full statistical 

data are available, it will be noted. that between 1936 and 1948 the indices 

thereof. rose 442 per cent.21  OnG should remember, furthermore, 

that during this period many large factories were built which, had they 

been included in the calculation of the indices, would have caused the 

latter to rise even further.  (See Table 5 ).  

3. In all the principal cities, and especially in La Paz, there has been 

an extraordinary development in building and a consequent high rate of 

employment in this occupation. This may be deduced from the fact that 

even taking into account the large proportion of the building requiring 

only adobe and bricks, the consumption of cement bctwen 1920 and 1948 

increased from 11,386 tons to 39,539 tons, that is, 247 per cent over the 

20-year period. 

1/ Calculations made on estinAes of the Direccian General. de Estadistica 
(General Statistical Department). 

2/ An index of the value added by manufacture.was calculated for cotton 
cloth, blankets, shawls and woollen cloth, cement, wheat flour, 
electricity, cigarettes, beer, sulphate of quinine, and totaquina. 
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Table 3 
	

Bolivia: Per Ceait Jnehm s the Quantum of Imports of 

1925-29=100 

Years 	Total 	Total 52 Total 41 Basic 	Food- 	Live- 	Oils 

imports articles articles food- stuffs stock and 

stuffs which are for 	 fats 

d/ 	not in- • 	slaugh  
g/ 

eluded in ter, & 

goneral 	fresh 

consuMp-  and said 

tion .c_.1/ 	ted meat 

1925 93,3 100,6 
1926 99.0 lc,7 
1927 93,3 107,7 
1922 108,9 92,2 

:1)29 10').5 92,8 

1930 E./1,4 94.1 

1931 50.7 71 6 
1932 44.3 72 
1933 63,1 (2.0 
1934 106.7 69 
1935 107,2 6E9 
1936 89,7 100.0  
1937 85.8 122,1 

1938 115.4 1)5.6 
1999, 139,5 160,2 

1940 106.5 170.5 
1941 139,6 264,9 
1942 1 30.8 272.4 

1943 141,0 273,1 
1934 134.2 274 4 
1945 115.2 237,6 

1946 127,7 214,1 

1947 123.7 213„3 
1948 133.3 187,8 
1949 137.9 102.7 

	

100,3 	103,3 	111.2 	47,7 	12079 
o69 	1- ,),0 	';6 	106,5 	229,1 

	

10) -- 	,_ ) 1 - r t-, ( 	104,1 	116.2 	99.3 
92, 2 	 _l_ 7 	93,9 	149.6 	72.2 
r 	1 	 yi 0 	79,7 	78.5 
50 5 	32 ) 	39.4 	79,,7 	68.6 
69. L 	r- -t ..., 	i,  6 	547 	48.2 
6,-4 	00,3 	00,) 	41,-3 	27.7 

	

5 	7-,5 	30,7 	6.6 	23.1 

494 	uP, 5 	27,4 	 :7 	17.6 

	

)) -) 	76.9 	30.4 	1'.4 	17.3 
96,0 	310.6 	49.0 	6:3,2 	100.8 

	

112,7 	 110.7 	146.7 	 153.1 	134.7 

	

157,8 	145,6 	63,5 	367,1 	120,5 

	

i56 ,o 	130.6 	71.7 	463.2 	205.2 

	

112.2 	142,7 	113.6 	359.7 
	292.7 

269.0 	193,4 	18,7 	
, 
)-'.0 	722.7 

261,0 	 216,2 	175,8 	 619.9 	332.2 

)56.6 	170,2 	143,8 	-10,, 	792,7 
269,2 	1c',5.6 	207c4 	325 4 	507.1 

223,1 	18,...2 	1-8' 	 509,0 	449.7 

212,1 	I. 'A.0 	179.5 	4339 	454.1  
199.8 	333.2 	751,6 	474, 6 	467.8  
288,7 	112 .6 	267,9 	430.3 	231.3 
164.,6 	1,1.1 	11/,7 	 260.7 	341.8  

Basic data from 	 de Comor r3o E-,-te"'or (Foreign Trade 
,'„nnuals) 1925-1949. 

2/ For purposes of deflating the oz;71ht.,um :indices of imports, use was made 

of the population 11:100e 	Joi on th,, 1700 Census, and on the pn:IL-Tii=y 

ostirn:ltsof t 	 L-1,1±3, 	 the Cat ,' in,,?thorcd 11 the 

Statisticd Ser-vic, 01 00.0 ootluJ on u-e-.,- ;1-1--,7 =1,t as ref=ds the tote1 

population of toe country had 	1L -Ty-,L '2.J-2 error of more than 500,000 

inhabitants, 

b/ Includes foodstuffs Fnd row flateri'ls of agricultural origin. 

/ Includes only processed and non-prc.,_:sed fe(- dstuffs, and livestock for 

slaughter. 

/ Includes wheat grair, wh,at flour, rice end s-x7,-z., 

el  Includes condensed milk, bunter, cheese, eggs, fresh and dried vegetables, 

fresh and dried fruit, preserved 2ruit, ground coffee and coffee beans, 

cacao, chocolate, tea and 031 (aili peppers). 

1/ Includes cattle for moat and fresh and dried meat. 

/ Includes lard and edible oils, 

Source: 
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Table 4 	Bolivia: Five-:,-ear and Per Cacita Averages of the 'iantlim  
Indices of Foodstuff 2=22.  

1925-29=100 

Years Import Total 52 Total of Basic 
totals articles 41 arti- food- 

2/ clew stuffs 
IL)/ 2/ 

1925-29 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1930-34 76.1 79.3 68.1 78.4 
1935-39 117.4 138.2 132.9 131.9 
1940-44 156.8 302.2 298.4 219.7 
1945-49 162.6 267.5 251.7 204.3 

Per Capita 

1925-29 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1930-34 71.2 74.5 63.9 73.7 
1935-39 101.5 121.4 116.5 116.1 
1940-44 130.4 251.1 247.6 182.8 
1945-49 127.9 211.1 198.5 161.2 

Foodstuffs Live- Oils 
which are 	stock 	and 
not includ for 	fats 
ed in gene slaugh 	f/ 
ral con- 	ter & 
sumption I/ fresh 

sad 
dried 
meat 2/ 

	

100.0 	100.0 	100.0 

	

53.2 	4u.3 	39.2 

	

58.9 	243.5 	132.2 

	

198.4 	792.0 	637.4 

	

217.0 	528.8 	492.3 

	

100.0 	100.0 	100.0 

	

51.0 	38.3 	37.0 

	

51.7 	212.0 	115.7 

	

164.9 	656.4 	525.5 

	

171.1 	417.9 	388.9 

Source: Pasic, datafrom dnuarios de Comercio Exterior (Foreign Trade Annuals) 
192571949. 

21 Includes foodstuffs and raw materials of agricultural origin. 
2/ Includes. only processed and non-processed foodstuffs and liv stock for 
2/ Includes wheat grain, wheat flour, rice and stlp7T. 	, /slaaghter. , - - 

Includes condensed milk, butter, cheese, eggs, freshand dried vegetables, 
fresh and dried fruit, preserved fruit,, ground c: 	and coffee beans, 
cacao, chocolate, tea ard. ,;11 (chili peppers). 

2/ Includes fresh and dried meat and livestock for slaughter. 
1/ Includes lard and ediblm: oils. 
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Table 5 Bolivia: 	Index of 	 Production 1936-1948 

1947 = 100 

 

	

1936 	 21,0 

	

1937 	 54.9 

	

-1938 	 61.3 

	

1939 	 68,2 

	

1940 	 67,8 

	

1941 	 75.0 

	

11+1 
	 77.0 

89,9 
1944  91,3 
1945  98,1 

	

1946 	 96.4 
1 	 1947 	 00.0  

	

1948 	 109,7 fl/ 

Notes: Basic data from the ReviSta Mensuc:r (Monthlyileview), April 1950, 
of the DirseciZn General 'de S a c A .=s Lica y Censos (General 
Statistical and Census Service), 
This publication shows the—grb:s-s values of industrial production; 
on the basis of these tables, the added -,-alue was estimated, in 
order to obtain a m.:ose correct weighting For. this purpose, it 
was "necessary 	calculate the pros;ortion of the value of both 
dome:stic and iLported Iaw ynterinls in relation to the gross 
value of produCtien for each ..ranch of industry; this, was done 
by the Department of La Paz, based on data contained in the 
Momoria ri•Jal (Annual Report) for 1945 of the C6,mara Nacional 
de Industries (National Council of industry). 
The indices Were-calculated on the bas'lS of production of the 
following 9 articles and an indication is given of the percentage 
of gross value which it was estimated that the added value 
represented:' cotton cloth, 59 per cent; blankets, rugs and 
woollen cloth, 44 per cent; cement, 55 per cent; wheat flour, 
22 per cent;'electricity, 90 per cont; cigarettes, 72 per cent; 
beer, 66 per cent; Sulphate of qu'4nine, 39 per cent;,  end 
totaquina, 39 per cont.' 

In 1948 the index only included 7 1Droducts, since sulphate of 
quinine and totaquina were omitted, owing to the lack of data 
relating thereto. 

Together with the increase in the pepulationts purchasing power, a 

marked change has been introduced in the consumption of foodstuffs. The 

Chaco War also played an important part in this trend. The native,  soldiers 

became accustomed to foodstuffs such as sugar, rice, bread, and, in 

certain cases moat, which heretofore had been entirely beyond their reach. 

/At the 
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At the end of the war, they continued to consume these foodstuffs and to 

a certain extent introduced them among the rest of the rural popUlation. 

However, it is not among the latter that the greatest increase in 

consumption took place, since the very low purchasing power of - the mass 

of the population only enabled them to acquire such products in small 

quantities, making use of them as luxury goods on special occasions. The 

rural population is still essentially self—sufficient, producing only 

about 70 per cent of its own foodstuffs. The subsistence level of agriculture 

only barely covers the more urgent consumption requirements of foodstuffs 

and clothing, but does not leave a balance with which to raise the 

standard of living. It is likely that between 35 and 40 per cent of 

Bolivia's total population lives under such conditions. 

The increases and the changes in the habits of consumption of 

foodstuffs have principally taken place among the urban population, and 

especially among that portion which migrated from the country to the town. 

Since 1934, in fact, there has been a sharp increase in imports of certain 

foodstuffs which in the period before the world crisis and the Chaco War 

were of little im portance. None, or else only very small quant;ties of 

these products are grown in Bolivia. 

From a dietary point of view, the most significant increases in 

absolute terms were those of basic feed products. Thus, taking into 

1/ It may be said that about three—fourths of the rural population in 
Bolivia lives on a basis of subsistence agriculture. In fact, even 
in cases where the "colono" or "pe6n" on a large estate employs 
50 per cent of his time in the production of commercial crops (for 
the exclusive benefit of the landowner, in return, he is only 
entitled to cultivate a given area for himself, On the wholo,• a 
great doal of hard work is involved in the production of food cn 
such land. Only in years of good crops is it possible for them to 
dispose of a small surplus production which is sold or traded to 
obtain other foodstuffs, clothing, tools or work stock. 

/account only 
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account only the consumption of imported -goods and exdiudingethe 

consumption of similar Produdts of.domestic origin, per capita wheat 

	

consumption rose from 12.7 kilogrammes during-1925-1929, 	21.2 

kilogrammes during the five-year period 194571949. During the same 

interval, the consumption of imported•sugar Vincreased.fram 5.4. 

kilogrammes per capita to 9.3 kilogrammes, whilst .that of rice rose from 

1.0 to 2.6 kilogrammes; per capita .consumption of preserved milk increased 

from 200 to 720 grammes, and of lard from .130 to 590,grammes..Imports of 

beef (live cattle in terms of fresh beef plus freshmeat. imported as such 

and dried. meat) increased from 300 to 1,600 granaes pe,r inhabitant. Per 

capita import indices of the foodstuffs shown in theetable point more 

clearly to the increas:Ing trend of consumption,7 There was also an 

appreciable expansion in per capita imports of hogs and sheep for 

slaughter and of butter, tea and fruit, but 4  orolativeimportance of these, 

in relation to total foodstuff' iffyerts, waovery snail. 

So rapid an expansion of;foodstuff im:oorts, made up of goods which 

are only produced or a .small scale in the country, seems to confirmethe 

	

. , . . 	. 	. 

belief that it is a Question of- an iresc: Pf.,...cons-amptioll rather than 

a decrease of agricultural ond livestock production. Constant efforts 

are being made' to increase production of these goods, .and at least in 

one concrete example, namelvewheat„ positive results have been obtained. 

There is good reason to believe, moreover, that the production of rice 

and milk also expanded substantially. 

At the same time, it is possible that the increasein:the consumption 

of basic foodstuffs may have been made at, the expe.nse - of displacing 

other foodstuffs of domestic origin. Offieial'estimates and information 

which was priVately gathered regarding 	productien of thesS goods, 2/ 

lead one to assume that. this ,did notocc , since_ consumption-appears 

to have expanded at more or,less•the sane rate as- too population. 

2/ It may be assumd that the volume of sugar iworted represents total 
consumption, see doostic pzo.:Jio+ion does not constitute 5 per cent 

of imports and until 1.(7 	was only consumed by a very limited sector 

of the countryls populion. 

2/ In order to calculate per capita cons=ntion, the population data was 

corrected according to the 1900 Census and the preliminary estimates 
of the 1950 Census. 

2/ Potatoes, coffee, barley, cacao, maize, quinua, fresh vegetables and 
fruits, broad beans, etc. 

/Table 6 
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Table 6 Bolivia: 	Per Capita Ln ort Indices of Selected Products 
1925-1949 

1925-29 = 100 

Years 	Refined and Wheat, wheat 	Rice Cattle, fresh Lard Edible 
brown sugar flour & "mote" 	meat and 	 Oils 

in terms of 	 dried meat 
	  wheat grain .  

1925 101.2 104.0 107.2 54.1 123.0 119.5 
1926 86.8 116.7 133.0 81.4 132.4 120.3 
1927 97.6 117.4 101.0 119.8 114.0 73.2 
1928 108.1 73.o 67.2 155.6 60.0 96.4 
1929 106.3 89.8 92.6 89.1 70.6 90.6 
1930 109.5 85.6 93.o 77.1 54.4 94.0 
1931 103.3 66.4 53.3 42.0 25.9 87.6 
1932 76,8 72.4 44.5 33.3 11.9 55.8 
1933 89.4 76.7 19.9 5.8 5.4 54.4 
1934 105.6 52.5 29,8 9.1 5,7 38.8 
1935 109.7 73.1 36.2 11.6 2.8 43.3 
1936 146,1 103.1 106.5 82.9 101.8 98,9 
1937 143.0 110.4 129.2 173.4 159.1 91.2 
1938 158.2 139.2 207.8 496.8 103.0 151,4 
1939 177.2 121.6 109.0 610.7 263.6 101.4 
1940 188.1 134.0 208.4 471.2 354.3 183,0 
1941 239.8 169.4 218.7 732.4 9682 286.1 
1942 253.7 221.9 191.2 867.6 417.3 181.1 
1943 155.8 202.3 68.1 1,243.6 1,092.5 259.5 
1944 208.8 189.5 194.9 776.0 648.7 255.1 
1945 199.4 187.2 184.8 582.9 612.7 159.9 
1946 166.0 185.4 190.4 579.4 489.2 391.3 
1947 111.o 170.3 71.2 635.3 530.4 356.5 
1948 196.3 163.2 148.7 554.0 243.7 209.1 
1949 190.5 140.1 114.9 346.6 425.2 194.3 

Source: Anuarios de Comercio Exterior (Foreign Trade Annuals) 1925-1949 

Imports of fibre, cotton and wo61 developed rapidly after 1929, 

due to the introduction and expansion of a textile industry into Bolivia. 

The trend of these imports does not thrNAAT much light on domestic production 

cotton, .thus far, having only been grown for experimental purposes and 

domestic wool sold to the factories,(in competition with the imported 

article)does not indicate the volume of total production, since a great 

deal of it is processed by the principal producers, namely the Indians, 

and ahother part is sent as a contraband to Peru, where it fetches higher 

prices. 
/The value of 
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The value of imports of mules, horses and asses stands out in the 

total, there being little breeding in the country; throughout the years 

this occupation has never. achieved much importance. 

In conclusion, judging from the trend-Of imports, it may be said, 

agricultural production expanded at slower rate. than the population, or 

at best commensurately with it, at least until the middle of the forties. 

The following comments show that apart from the changes breUght 

about by climatic conditions, the foregoing Conclusions, and specially 

the firstone are cIOSS to reality. 

.1. With the exception of isolated cases which have no great bearing on 

the total, agriculture has maintained its secular structure and there 

have been few important changes in pr,duction. 

2. . Technical,improvemmts and the sm11-scale introduction of 

mechanisation seem mainly' to have offset the growing'  difficulties 

brought about by a withdrawing of part Of the population from some 

of the rural areas, and by the sociarturmoil among peasants. 

3. The native population still pursues subsistence,leVJ1 agrhulture, 

only a small part of its Preduction t'eaching the doMbStic marketsi 

4. Tho cultivated area in the country does not seem to have varied 

much. On the high plateaU, there hove' been no increases; on the contrary, 

it is probable that there. has been a reduction of the cultivated area, 

partly as a result of social difficulties. 

In the valleys, road- building has enabled small regions which were 

formerly isolated to be incorporated into the national economy. On the 

other hand, the excessive break-up of. properties haa.Teduced the 

efficiency of Production,' Erosion has' caused considerable damage, 

especially in the valleyS of the south(farija). 

In the Santa Cruz region, the cultIvated area has been increased. 

Mechanisation in this area was a determThing factor in facilitating the 

incorporation of new land and in sustantially increasing the volume of 

rice, sugar-cane, maize and Oil seed production, It may in truth be sair4. 

that the greatest agricultural progress of reeent years was' recorded in 

this region. 

5. Agricultural yields have deteri,lrated owing` to the progressiVe 

exhaustion of the-  soilsand to the. degeneratiOn of 's'eeds; ft.S well as to 

the increasing attack of pests and.diseases.:: 

Only during the past six years has a well organised programme been 

undertaken in which new varieties of seeds are being imported and developed 

locally and improved techniques are being acplied to cultivation. The 

results of those improvements have not yet influenced overall production. 

/Development of 
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Development of certain specific crops  

Though total agriculturl production seems to have expanded to a 

- lesser extent than the population, certain changes have taken place 

within it, affecting the rate of production of certain crops, which it 

would be advisable to consider separately. 

The Government has been increasingly concerned with developing the 

cultivation of basic foodstuffs, especially those which must be imported. 

The methods used to develop production, however, have not been very 

successful and therefore the results are not very encouraging. 

Wheat. This cereal is one of the basic elements of Boliviangdiet, 

being the principal source of calories for the urban population; it 

is therefore necessary to import large wheat supplies each year in 

order to over the gap left by the limited domestic production. 

Consequently the Government has Liven preferential attention to the 

expansion of wheat cultivation. 

The first measures ta'.;,en with this object in view were'adopted - in 

1918. No results were - obtsj:.):(,)d, however, since the Government did not 

have the means with which to eut them into practice. Until 1929, the 

greater part of c ,nsumetion of this cereal was supplied by flour imports. 

The milling industry was in ceo primary stags and the greater part of 

Bolivia's low -wheat producti n w-sground.in many stone mills located in 

or near the area of cultivation. In 1929, by:means-of government 

legislation, the Junta Naciinal de .Agricultura (Nation Agricultural 

Board) was creAed principally for the purpose. of fomenting wheat 

producti n. The plan adopted consisted in taxing wheat flour and wheat 

imports on a progressive scale, with,  a view to prohibiting such imports 

after a reasonable_,,,rind, and also in order to aid domestic milling 

industries in their development. The sole measure specifically intended 

to increase wheat cultivati al was that of providing for 'the continuation 

of imports of foreinn seeds to be distributed to farmers". 

The only result of t is law was the rapid expansion of the flour 

milling industry, since domestic wheat production remained stationary. 

Competition of imported wheat together with the demands made by the 

millers regarding both quality and price, checked the anticipated 

/increment 
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increment. However, a radical change did take place in the composition 

of wheat and flour imports. 	whoat imports increased tremendously, 

imports of flour decreased proportionately!  (Dee Table 7 and Chart 2). 

In view of the failure of earlier legislation, the Government created 

the Junta de Fomento Triguero (dheat Development Board) in 1936, for 

the purpose of increasing the production of wheat. No immediate results 

were obtained, but this Board engaged the services of a mission of Mexican 

technicians, who began ,studying the problem of irrigation and carried 

out the first irrigation system in Bolivia. 

Later, the "Comit6 do Fomonto Agricola y Rega:ion ('agricultural 

Development and Irrigation Committee). was established and, was granted 

special funds to carry on its work. Together with theliinistry of 

:igriculture, of which it was a part, this committee began a more 

constructive task mid gave more direct aid to farmers, offering them 

technical advice, low priced seeds and, moreover, it hired out 

agricultural machinery .for their work. 

:Is an additional measure to stLaulto the cultivation of wheat, in 

1941 the government decreed the .:,rading and fixed support prices for 

the purchase of domestic crown wheat granting a bonus of 45 per cent 

on the prices Quoted that year. The following year, the price was 

readjusted to 120 bolivianos per 46 kilogramme quintal, instead of 

128.e5 bolivianos. 

As a result of these oieasures, farmers showed some enthusiasm for 

wheat cultivation. Production during those years seems to have increased 

slijatly, though this did not have any repercussion on demand as imports 

continued to increase at a high rate.  

/Table 7 
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Table 7. Bolivia : Imports of Whuat 1Tris.,at and Flour and Whole Wheat, 
in Terms of Whoat'  and Wheat Purchases for the 
Milling  Industries 

(Tens) 

Years 
Imports of 	Imports of 
wheat grain 	whbat flour 

Imports of 	Purchase of domestic 
I'mote" 	wheat by the milling 

industries 

1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 

(In turas of 
grain) a/ 

	

239 	33,717 

	

7 	39.377 

	

492 	24.330 

	

737 	30.238 

25 	32.638  

(In turas of 
grain) b/ 

• 	. 	 .. 

SO 

.. 	 .. 

1930 2.323 	27,537 .. 
1931 10,476 	13,000 .. 
1932 22,011 	4,242 .. 
1933 24,254 	3.562 
1934 15,185 	4,097 .. .. 

1935 19,275 	7,904 
1936 31,660 	7,107 15 
1937 31,659 	10,360 .. 3,053 
1938 39,209 	1',,585 .. 1,858 
1939 36,018 	11,357 .. 7,126 
1940 42,067 	10,031 738 5,813 
1941 52,692 	19,262 2,603 1,783 
1942 57.994 	2,862 2-153 45 798 
1943 50,820 	32,872 804 6,203 
1944 50,326 	25,508 9 961 -v--- 7,520 

1945 50,186 	25,871 1,951 5,531 
1946 27,131 	495 958 _ 1.030 7,X96 
1947 299 917 	42,181 496 4,550 
1948 30,231 	3,:),624 388 12,100 
1949 26.945 	29,368 202 20, 657 

Source: :muario do Couer io Exterisr do Bolivia (Forcij.2. Trade Thnunls) 
and statistics published by tholAilul.s ,,.:773Jciatin of'aolivia. 

a/ 70 per cent uxtraction --, 
b/ 85 per cent extraction 

/Thore-was- 
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There was no great change. in proaaction despite the adoption of 

these measures, the only fluctuati ,rns which occurred being accounted for 

by climatic factors. The price fixed. did not offer the producer 

sufficient incentive since in the valley region the cultivation of maize 

yielded grontCr profits and was a safe and h7rdiur.crop. • - Inthe high 

plateau, the small emodnt produced was concentrated 'in the vicinity of 

Lake Titicaca, and involved considerable risk due to frost hazard. 

Potatoes, barley and quinua were far more advantageous than wheat. 

However, nowher: had any serious experimental work been-  c erried out in order 

to find out which wore the best adapted varieties for each region. 

In 1946, in view of-the considerable rise of prices on the world 

market, the Bolivian aovorniaont fixed what prices, at levels similar to 

those of thy.: world market (220 bolivianos.por 100 pound Quintal) leaving 

the way clear for the subsequent annual adjustment of prices. In 1947, 

the price was increased to 335 boliyianos.-- 

At the s.7ne time organized oxporimont,d work was begun both in the 

valleys and in the high-platoau area; tae acclimatization of sevoral 

foreign variotios was carried out together with the breeding of others, 

in order to obtain well adapted varietios for the diverSe ecological 
2/ 

conditions of the varimus wheat growing rogi.ns in the country.- 

11 these development, measures were of groat value since in the 

course of the crop year 1946-47, there was a slight increase in the total 

cultivated aroa though harvests were not very encouraging duo to poor 

climatic conditions, and a serious attack of rust in the Cochabamba 

Valley. 

High oric s brought about winter wheat cultivatiOn in the irrigated 

araa of the La Mgostura Dan, with excollent result's. 

In the crop year 1947-1948, a greater relative price increase of wheat, 

1/ By Suorome Decree 02024, of May 11, 1950, the price of wheat was 
again raised to 450 'bolivianos per 46 kilogrona'eu quintal. 

2/ The"Sorvicio Coporativo do Estaci nos Exporinuntalos" (Co-operative 

Service of Exporimontol Stati ns) in which both the Ministry of 
Rgriculture and the Office of Foroign Rgricultural Relations of the 

Department of -griculturu of the United States co-operated, hay, 
continued the work boun by the llinThtry of Rgriculturu at the Tamborada 
and Bul6n stations and havo extended this work considerably. 

/as compared 
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as compared with other cu': ,̀ 7,1s included in the price support decrees 

enacted, led to a slight inoreaso of the cultivated area, displacing 

other products, especially maize and barley. 	a result of this 

expansion, and principally boceuse of good climatic conditions wheat 

producti -n reached the highest level up to that year- 24,000 tons 

according to eTtimstes made by the "Direcci5n General de EconoMia 

Rural" (General Board of Rural Economy) . 

During the year 1948-1949, a marked change took place in the 

structure of agriculture of the valleys, when as a result of the ,high 

prices paid for wheat and the fall of maize prices, there was an 

extraordinary stocking substitution of the latter by the former. 

That year's harvest reached cn unprecedented total. The-millers 

purchased 20.657 tons of domestic wheat, an increase of 70 ,nor cent 

over the preceding year, and of 267 per cent above their 1946 purchases. 

These increases in production may be princi:ally attributed to the 

increase in the cultivated area and to the good 	conditions 

which prevailed during the last few years. The results btalned from 

the work on the exprImLental etatins and the ihroroved technique of 

wheat cultivati)n, hswev r ha ve not yet bee shfficiently publicized 

to influence the yield to any great extent. On the other hand, 

mechanization has facilitated wheat cultivatian and harvesting c-:Tisidorably, 

eseecially in the central valleys of Cochabc.Mba. 

The increase of wheat produetion, at prices sup::orted by tht  

Governaent, has sleant a c-eid rabic: saving in foreign exchange for 

Bolivia; at the same time however, it has created di ffic-slties for the 

State in t_ e latter's efforts to maintain the Trice of bread at levels 

wfthin the roeh of consum.ers. Thu higher price,  of ati.nal wheat, as 

compared with the imported product, compelled the State to pay the 

millers a sum which, in 1944, mounted to 25,792,000 bolivianos, that is, 

to about 30 per cent of the total value of the wheat; in 1949, the 

amount involved was even groat.Lx. This subsidy was )bt:',ined from the 

revenue- derived from imports and other foodstuffs and was paid with a 

1/ Profits obtained by the State frold the importatim of other foodstuffs. 

/ view to 
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view to avoiding the discrocortirnate ribe sf the price of flour and its 

by-products (all types of bran) used in the cYnCentratod. feuding of dairy 

cattle). 

Undoubtedly, if the policy of price supports is: not. Coupled With a 

vigorous campaign for the introduction of technical methods of cultivation, 

and the improvement of yields (and therefore the ruductien of productin 

costs) the efforts thus far made will not -have -lasting. r-sults, since any 

reduction of price would involve a corresponding reduction in. the cultivated 

area. It is necess ipy to emphasize that so far, the ctltivttien of wheat 

was fortuitous. The cultivating of imported varieties, the vegetative 

cycle of which is to long for the majority of Bolivia's se-called :wheat 

growing regians, and .their susceptibility of rust attacks, h._'„ve resulted 

in annual losses of large areas on which wheat has been sown, or 

alternatively in.the lowering of the yield. The lack of phosphates in 

the groater proporti,n of Bolivian soils and the fact that no fertilizers 

are used combine to limit yields. 

Maize. 	In Bolivian agriculu-re, maize occupies the greater proportim 

of the total cultivated area. -cc.)rding to estimates made by that 

country's Ministry of -gricuIture during the crop year 1948-49: it was 

planted on 117,000 hectares,-  that is about twice the area sown with 

potatOes (its nearest competitor), namely 62,000 hectars, However, both 

the value and the volume of maize production seem to be well bolow that of 

this root crop. 

Maize is of outstanding importance because it is a basic element in 

the diet of the mass of bolivia's rural population and because of.its use 

• as the principal raw- material in the nanufactu..- e•of alcoholic beverages 

(alcohol and oChicha").' - Its use in cattle feuding is very limited, being 

reserved alMost exclusivUlTfor poultry, Its cultivation extends from 

the valleys of the high plateau to the tropical and semi-tropical plains 

in the East, It 	most highly concentrated in the central valleys of 

Cochabamba and Chuquisaca (Province of zero). 

Until the end of pro !.ct, n seemed to have re seined 

fairly stable, sinc transport difficulti - and the r_-:latively low value 

of the product hinder its transport to rug..ons•far from the producing 

arca. During the 1930's, with the mechanizati n of transport, markets 

/wore to a 
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were to a certain extent widened anl. demand for maize increased, principally 

with a view to the manufacture of alcohol and flour.--
1
,
/  
 Sincc the caddie 

of the 1940's, production seems to •have reanined stable and the 

cultivated area seems to have decreased. Recently, with the opening 

of the Cochabamba-Santa Cruz road, a part of'production seems to have 

been displaced from the Cochabamba Valley to more distant zones where 

land is cheaper and the cost of production lower; Wheat , alfalfa, 

potatoes, and later linseed seem to have displaced maize. 

It should be made clear that lack of irrigatton, and variations in 

cliMatic conditions considerably influence the volume of production and 

prices. Given that demand for this product is very stable on the 

domestic market, and that there are few possibilities of exporting 

maize, any chalve in the volume of tae harvosts is sharply reflected 

on the price level. Since the influence of price is basic in determining 

the extent of cultivation, it is evident that then prices are low, a 

ruductien in. the cultivated area follows, and vice,v rsa, that is, the 

area increases when - rices are high. 

The area planted with maize during the period 1945-1949 appears to 
have been greater than that cultivated in 1925-1929, but aaller than in 

1940-1944. Average production seems to have increasod at a lower rate 

than the increase in the area sown, due to the fact that in its expansion, 

maize cultivation was extended to areas where the yield was lower, and 

Where labour productivity, as a result of the exclusive use of manual 

methods of cultivation was very low. 

Apart from the limited utilization of machinery 

the soil and in the shelling, no technical improve 

maize,  cultivation. Unimproved native varieties acc 

few experiments made with hybrid maize have hardly 

a whole. 

Potatoes. 	Potato production seems to have increased in a measure with the 

growth of the population, imports, save in exceptional years, having 

remained at a low level. During the last few years, however, 'greater 

1/ Between 1936 and 1943, production of alcohol increased more than 200 
per cent; most of the raw material ccnsumod. for this in increment was 
maize. However, during 1943, the whole industry baely consumed about 
4,500 tens, which constitutes only a small fraction of total maize 
production. 

/difficu. eies 
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difficulties have been encountered in its cultivation due both to social 

turmoil in the ruraI,pepulatien of the high plateaus and in.the valleys, 

and to attacks of pests and diseases, which are relatively new to Bolivian 

agriculture 
 

Potatoes arc the most important crop in the country both bec-use of 

the volume and the value of its production. To:ether with maize it 

constitutes the basic diet of the fopulation, though the former is consumed 

to a greater extent by the urban population. Potatoes dried by natural 

processes (exposure to frost and sun) are very popular and facilitate 

consumption over long periods (chuiio and tunta). 

The same as with the majority of other crops, the production of 

this tuber was not affected by modern technique, Hechaniz:- tion was largely 

used in the Preparation of the soil; sewing, cultivation and harvesting 

are almost entirely done.  by manual metods, using primitive tools and the 

Egyptian plough, 

Tho.experiments Indo to develop, select and introduce now varieties 

have only been carried out on a very small scale. Thu results haVe not 

yet been adopted - by tao producers. 

Rice. Until th, beginning of the 'forties, there- had been no expansion in 

this cultivation which was practically cc_ncuatrated in a few isol- ted regions in 

in the country, mere production was.raerelv carried out in order to supply 

local markets. 

After the beginning of the Second. World War, the price of rice rose 

sharply and imports became scarce because of the interruption of trade with 

bothEurope and the Far East, It was thertfore necensary to have recourse 

to South American markets for suppli,s, wh:re prices were is 	higher 

and stocks were limited. The:c events imerovc.d the cOmputitive position of 

the domestic product to such an extent that the farmers of the Santa Cruz 

region began to plant more rice. ,1 similar reaction took place in various 

regions of warm climate in Bolivia which, on the whol , are isolated and 

have difficUlty in obtaining supplies from abroad. 

1/ Phitopthora Infectans in the valleys and the u7orgojon or potato worm 
(Promnotrypes sp.) on the high plateau. Lanac.by fungi such as 
Sponge spore and Rhizoctomia is widespread. 

/Since l915, 
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Since 1945, the Corperacin Boliviana do Fosiento (Bolivian Development 

Corporation) centributed to the exo 	 O ansion of ere.uction with the Chan 
/ 

_ 

project, in which 130 hectarea-
I  were cultivated; in 1948 about 150 tons 

wore produced and only 60 tens in 1949. Increased utilization of 

agricultural machinery by the Santa Cruz area favoured the cultivation 

of rice, lowering its costs of production and facilitating its 

transportation to lare ceasumer markets at Cochabamba and Sucre, etc. 

despite high transport rates, 

The introduction of several Brazilian varieties increased the yield, 

but there is still much room for new improvements. The Servicio. 

Cooperativo de Estacjenes Experimentales (Cooperative Service of 

Experimen 	Stations) has started investigations in the cultivation of 

rice on the station at Naranjel, 

Sugar-cane, The cultivation of sugar-cane, like that of rice, is 

principally centred around Santa Cruz, but there aro rely Lively small 

plantations in other wary., re ions of the country. 

Production seems to have daveloped slowly and for the most part has 

been used in the manufacture of .elcohol, since it thus yieles higher 

profits than in the manufacture ofmgar. Loreever, because of its higher 

unitary value alcohol can be placed ern the larger markets in the country, 

The production of su-:ar itself is very small and is limited to ceverinL; 
local requirements, 

Since the late 'thirties the rate of expansion of sue:ar-cane was 

furthered bygreater mechanization with a view to the manuf cture of 

alcohol over th short period andever the long period, for the purpose 

of undertaking large scale sneer production, 

The Bolivian Development Corporation in 1945 p1,7nIlurl c,Substantial 

capital investment for the oetablishment of a 5,050 tea capaCitY suear 

mill,and preparatory work was started on the project. This includes the 

introduction of new varieties of cane, the clearing 	17.nd, buildings, 
etc. Lack of fundsinterruptod the -erogramele of which only the initial 
phases had been completed, 

On the other hand, relying only on the assistance of the'Agricultural 

Bank, a small mill (La Esperanza) was slowly begun in 1944. In 1946, this 

1/ Memoria of the Bolivian Development COrperation, Jay 1947, August 1949, 
La ?az, page 45. 

/plant produced 
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plant produced 122 tuns of semi-refined sugar. With a loan of 460,000 

dollars and 800,000 bolivianos, leaned by the Bolivian Development 

Corporation, the extension of this plant was undertaken with a view to 

its being in full operation by tiLe time the 1950 crop was harvested, when 

it was expected to hove an output of 1,500 tons. The area of their sugar-

cane plantations has expanded at a high rate .1/  

The banding of the paved road from Cochabamba to Santa Cruz has 

coincided with increased interest in the development of large scale su-ar 

plantations. Various companies have been fuUnded with national rnd foreign 

crpital; they have bought up the land, andkradually begun to plant sugar, 

to a certain extent, on an experiental basis, with a view to developing 

production in the future. 

Barley.  The production of barle r seems to have leveIoped r ry little, 

despite its increased cprisuluption in brewing hoer and ,.lanufacture of 

alcohol. Judging from the scarce data available, the ruantity of domestic 

barley used as a raw materiel in industry deubied between 1940 and 1947, 
/ when 2,400 tons.-2/  and 5,0")0 tons.- were cn.:umed, respectivel. This 

amount is equivalent to enl- ab_vt 13 por cent of the total production 

estimated for 1949 by the Direccian Geller' 1 Jo L'concle Rural (Copartment 

of Rural ,]conomy). Industry has consumed increasing amount_ , but the 

consumption of barley, -s a foodstuff for the copula Lion, has decreased. 

The rural population. of the high plateau has been roplecing this product by 

other foodstuffs. 

Since 1946, owing to the tact that the price guarantee for this cereal 

increased to a lesser extent than that for oth.r similar roducts, there 

seems to have been P slight cuatracti,n is the ar-a scorn. Howev,r, 

good cli-a-tic conditions during the past tow years h ve 	lted in on 

appreciable increase of production. 

Other crops. 	The majority of other crops are only of loC-1 impertance 

and few statistics are available with which to study their development 

during they period under observation. Thu cultivation of oil seeds in the 

1/ In 1950, those sugar-cane plantations spread over about 450 hectares, but 
the mill also bought u.,) additienal sugar•cane freM nei hbo•ring 
properties. 

2/ Industrie Febril y Manufacturera, 1940, General Statistical Department 
of the Bolivian idinistr; of Finance, La Paz, 

3/ Statistics of raw materiel used by de:eLtic industry, 1947,-Dirucci6n 
General de Economia Rural. 
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valleys, and on the easteni plains in developing significantly, In these 

valleys and especially in the valley of Cochabamba, successful results 

have been obtained with linseed crops. On the eastern plains, sunflowers 

and peanuts appear to offer good prospects. 

The cultiv tion of quinua has been extended on the high plateau as 

a result of price supports for the pre duct and its use has already been 

introduced in baking bread, 

The commercial cultivation of cotton .is still in an experimental 

stage though it appears that there arc possibilities of a large scale 

exbanSion within the near future. 

Livestock production 

Bolivian cattle breeding seems to have been even more ill-'starred than 

agriculture, the number of earls on the whole having decreaSed 'considerably. 

Cattle. dith the exception of the :eastern and southern regions, there 

7k:.e not in Bolivia any sbcialized cattle raising regions 

though to varying, degreus,cattle is raised everywhere in the country 

for a dual purpose. First, They are used as draught animals and-after 

a few years, when they have grown in siz, and weighti tney'are slaughtered 

to supply meat for censTptitn. 

Under the cenbit:_ons whch prevailed duringthe gres er part of the 

last quarter century, when the cattle in the eastern area could not reach 

the main centres of consumption, the doiu 	cattle raising Capacity 

was very limited and appear to show a decreasing tendency, as a result 

of the expansion of the cultivated area, and a corresponding reduction 

of natural pasture field. Un the other hand, most consuLlption has 

increased remarkably, and preslumably demand co:aid rdt entiroly. be met 

by increasing imports ; the ap has therefore her. covered' by domestic 

cattle production. The slaughtering of breeding cattle reached its 

highest point during, and imimediately after, the Chaco :Warp  and it 

has never been possible to replace it. The drought which be -an in 1941 in 

the high plateau 

stocks of this r 

the herds in the 

The fact that 

area, and which lasted for four 'years,' reduced the cattle 

-ion. Later, :foot-and-mouth disease broke out among 

Jistrict arH in the valleys, causing serious losses. 

cattle imports increased by 190 p,r-cent between 1938 

   

1/ Presidential.Mossage to Congr'b by President unTranda, 1943, page 
220. 

/and 1 940, 
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and 1948; whilst consumption PD SO 54 P 	cent,77
1/  shows clearly that 

. the ..contribution of domestic cattle production to domestic consumption 

is decreasing progressively, 

Since 1946, domestic beef consumption on the high plateau markets has 

been increasingly supplied by the cattle of eastern Bolivia. This 

region until recently was completely isolated from the principal centres 

of consumption but with air transportation it has now become one of.its 

principal sources of supply. 

Up to 1945 cattle in-the plains of Beni were practically. wild and 

only occasi'-nally did man intervene in its mann gement Sometimes a few 

heads were led to the western markets, but the losses over the long aid 

mountainous tracks were great, They were also frequently taken to centres 

far away from the cattle arca, in the eastern zoneitself„espeCially 

Santa Cruz, Riberalta and Cobija, and exported to the villages along 

Bolivia's frontier with Brazil, though this involved also substantial 

losses. These limited markets, the difficultios in transport and the very 

afm prices obtained were not sufficient inducement to improve breeding 

conditions. Moreover, endemic diseases, lariodipal. floods, and the 

poor quality of the prairie grasses brought about a sort of balance between 

the habitat for the cattle and cattle production itself. 

In 1946, the Ministry of Agriculture and the.Bolivian Development 

Corporation studied the'possibilit- of oponine the large markets of the 

high plateau to cattle production from the Beni region. In a short time 

an air transport company was . organized and successfully initiated neat 

shipments from Beni.:..cold storage warehouse was built and the link 

between the two regions was definite 	established. The slaughter of 

cattle increased and the good commercial prosp.ects in thisbranch have 

lately induced new-formed companies to make uw of the abundant cattle 

stocks of Beni. 

The rapid growth of cattle slaughter ha:snot been followed'by a 

corresponding increese and improvement of breeding methods,' Only in some 

isolated cases have measures been.taken to develop "the rationalization 

1/ In 1938, in the capitals of the nine Departments, 52,811 heads of bovine 
cattle were slaughtered, this nthlber avin increased to 81,587 by 1948. 
(The data lacking for certain Departments have been interpolated). 
Source: Central Bank Bulletin number 86, October, Noyember.and 
December 1949. 
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of cattle breeding, but on the whole,the only rogres made has been in 

dealing with-the health of the adult and the youn or cattle. Conseuently 

the has been a slight shortage of oxen ready for the market and 

occasienally breeding animals have been slaughtered. The increase of 

demand has-clased prices to rise more than 500 per cent botwcaen 1946 and 

1949,   

Despite the fact that the cattle population in the area is large (704,967 

heads in 1946)1/, the percentage•of animals which may be ready for 'the 

market is vary low, It is therefore not possible to draw on these herds 

to an unlimited extent, without censidering impmediatereplacement 

roduirements. Under present conditions, the fertility of the cattle is 

low and the calf mortality rate very high.-- Moreover, the.poor quality 

of the cattle, the low f.,od value of the pastures , and the: contaminated 

waters hinder normal growth of cattle. Cattle de not roa,oh full maturity 

before five years. Thea factors _result in a low replacementrate, and 

limit to a minim= its rational utilizatin. 

Little has been done in the country to improve the c:uality of bof 

cattle. The•unl-:: me suras 	_-lJ.ticnirvg 	o the introduction. of 

the zebu cattle in the h rho of the east, and the ext, neicn of a 

campai:,n calried cut by the Ministry of , r1 (_t. 	threugh the 

Imotituto Oriental do Biologia (Eastern hiolegical Institute) and the 

regiJnal cattle offices. 

Dairy Cattle, 	Until about the middle of the 'thirties , dairy production 

remained static, and like the rest of agriclture, only a. few odd examples 

of progress were observed, miter the Chaco War, demand for dairy products 

increased greatly. The production of fresh mil'_gwas very limited, so 

that increasing amounts of condensed milk had to be imported .3/ 

As a result of this extraordinary increase in demand, dairy production 

developed slowly, especially in the vicinity of La Paz and Cochabamba,. 

This was made possible by importing improved dairy cattle, Prl,ncipally 

from nrgentina. 

1/ Data supplied by the cattLe census, carried oit by the Bolivian 
Dovelopment Corporation. There are r,asons to believe that this census 
did not include all the nerds , since many catthr,,en ignore the exact 
number of their herds. It is therefore Possible that the r.al number 
is even higher than th- t mentioned by the census, 

2/ Between 40 and 50 per cant of tiro elves born, according to statements 
made by cattlemen in this area. 

3/ 2,479 to is in 1948, as compared with 564 tons in 1925. 

/These imports 
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These imports increased after 1940, as a result of founding of the 

Agricultural Bank, and thanks to its wholeheflrted cooperation in the 

establishment of dairies. The area on which alfalfa was cultivated 

increased correspondingly. However, all these efforts were inadequate to 

meet growing demand; consequently imports of evapbrated milk continued to 

increase. Despite this progress, there is very little dairy cattle in 

Bolivia — certainly not more than a total of 5,000 heads. 

Sheep 

Sheep breeding is of considerable importance in the high plateau area 

and is principally concentrated thereabouts. 

By the beginning of the last quarter century, the natural meadows of 

the region were overloaded and overgrazed by decadent locks of sheep, 

with very low yields in wool and meat (1/2 to 1 1/2 lbs. of poor quality wool 

and 10 to 15 lbs. of meat on the average). The low rate of reproduction — 
• 

about 50 per cent-
1/  — together with the limitations of the pasture itself, 

absolutely checked the expansion of the horde. 

About the middle of the 'thirties, some breeders began improving their 

flocks by introducing pure—bred or improved rams, merino, Corriedale 

and Romney Marsh, obtaining quite successful results. This improvement, 

however, though it has been further developed during the past ten:years, 

is still too slight to show any progress, in the total yield. 

Between 1941 and 1944, the long drought which caused so much damage on 

the high plateau, also brought death to whole flocks of sheep. According 

to some estimates; over 200,000 hoads were lost and thesehave not yet been 

entirely replaced. 

No effort has yet been made to improve the pas arcs in this region and 

very little has been done in the way of sanitation. Luckily, they are 

affected by few endemic - diseases and even fewer epidemics. 

The statistics of the wool purchases by the Agricultural Bank for sale 

to the textile factories do. not indicate the trend of production since a good 

deal is used by the cattle breeders themselves and apparently large 

quantities are also sent across the Peruvian border as contraband. 

Hogs. 

The total number of hogs seems to have incroa,sedvery little despite 

the fact that they are essentially bred in the farmyards. Their price has 

1/ H.G. Dion, Agriculture in the Altiplano of Bolivia, - Food and 
r_ 

Agricultural Organization, Washington 1949, page 22. 
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Increased to a much greater extent than that of ovine or bovine cattle/  

but there has not been a corresponding increase in the number bred. 

The cholera epidemic which has affected various regions of the country 

since lr;46 caused great damage among these animals; very often, this disease 

killed off whole herds in a few days. 
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CHAPTER II THE STAGNLTION OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND ITS CASES 

The factors which have retarded and continue to hamper Bolivia's 

agricultural development will now be considered. In order to understand 

them better, it is necessary to pause and examine the principal 

agricultural zones. 

Agricultural Zones  

Owing to the differences of altitude there is a diversity of climates 

and soils which might well facilitate efficient production of the 

foodstuffs and raw materials required for domestic consumption. 

The table lands of the Altiplano are suitable for the cultivation 

of cereals and for the breeding of sheep. The temperate conditions 

prevailing in the valleys of the mountain range are ideal for the 

production of fruit, vegetables and cereals. Lastly, there are vast 

areas in the eastern plains suitable for the growing of semi-tropical 

and tropical crops and for large-scale cattle breeding. These regions 

differ radically from one another as regards climate, soil, topography 

system of land tenure, systems of labour, population etc., and therefore 

the problems hampering their individual development are likewise very 

different. 

The High Plateau Area  

The High Plateau is in the ;.lest of Bolivia, between the two 

mountain ranges which traverse the country from north to south, in the 

Departments of La Paz, Oruro and Potosi. It covers an area of about 1/ 
15.3 million hectares. of which it is estimated that only about 33,000- 

2 are being cultivated. 

1/ H.Y. Dion: Agriculture in the Altiplano of Bolivia (Food and Agriculture 
Organization, August 1949.) 

V The total arable area in this region is not known, but it is certainly 
more than 2,000,000 hectares. Those flat lands where climatic and 
soil conditions hinder cultivation, have not been included in this 
total. 

/The average 
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The average altitude of this region is about 3,000 metres above 

sea level. Average temperatures arc relatively low (10° C ) and the 

rigours of the climate are increased by the sharp variations between 

day and night temperatures. During the winter, the thermometer fells to 

10° C and 15° C below zero, especially in the southern area, and even 

in the summer, frost frequently damages the crops. These violent changes 

do not occur to the same extent in the regions near Lakes Titicaca. and 

Poopoo where the influence of these bodies of water greatly favours 

agriculture. 

Non-irrigated agriculture is possible, because there is a rainy 

season, which coincides with the vegetative cycle of plant life, It 

should be noted that this rainy season is remarkably different from 

the dry winter months. 

The rainfall decreases sharply towards the south, In the northern 

area, influenced directly by Lake Titicaca, the annual average rainfall 

amounts to about 500 millimetres, whereas in Uyuni, in the extreme south, 

the average is only about 177 millimetres. 

Rainfall distribution is irregulHr and in some years there are 

periods of copious rainfall alternating with dangerously long periods 

of drought. 

On the whole, the soil is poor, especially as regards its phosphorous 

and nitrogen content. There is little organic matter in the greater part 

of arable land, so that even small amounts of manure improve the harvests 

considerably. The absence of phosphorous may be inferred at a glance 

from the fact that the cattle are accustomed to chewing bones, pointing 

to the lack of phosphorous in the pastures and therefore in the soil. 

This condition dangerously retards the development of Plants, exposing 

them to autumn frost. 

The other soil components exist in fairly normal quantities, 

Erosion has had much to do with the impoverishment of the soil. 

Surface erosion is common throughout the Altiplano and furrow erosion 

is also leading to serious problems in many areas. There is also constant 

danger of wind erosion during the windy, dry months of July, August and 

September. 

Thus, from the physical point of view, there are numerous factors 

which limit agricultural production on the High Plateau and which may 

be briefly summarized as follows 

/1) Larked deficiency 
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1) Marked deficiency of nitrogen and phosphorous in the soil. 

2) Inadequate distribution of rainfall. 

3) Frequent sharp falls in tomperatUre(frosts) during the vegetative 

cycle. 

4) Occasional hailstorms. 

5) Erosion. 

This combination of factors make agriculture in this area .rolativoly 

poor, though it could be substantially improved. Under present conditions 

a large part of the area under cultivation might be considered as 

marginal, in view of the low average yield obtained. 

In this region, the following crops are grown, listed in accordance 

with the area of land on which they are cultivated: 

Region influenced by 
Lakes Titicaca and 	 Rest of the.  

Poopoo' 	 High Plateau 

Potatoes 
Forage barley 
Grain barley 
Quinua 1/ 
Boars 
Wheat 
Canagua 1/ 
Alfalfa 
Ocas 	2/ 

Forage barley 
Grain barley 
c.uinua / 
Potatoes 
Cariagua 1/ 
Ocas 	L/ 

Agricultural products, on the whole, 	 fair to poor 

quality, since varieties of all the crops cultivated are 1117-suited to 

the region or have degenerated owing to the lack of seed selection and 

the impoverishment of the soil. 

It is not oven possible to make a rough estim•u of the volume of 

agricultural production in the High Plateau area, but it is known that 

it supplies at least 80 per cent of the food of the indigenous producers 

and the surplus, especially of potatoes and their by—products (chu'hun 

and tunta) meets a substantial part of demand from principal consumer 

centres such as La. Paz, Oruro and some of the large mining establishments. 

/ Edible grains of high protein and vitamin content. Quinua is 
consumed more or loss liko rice and caliagua is consumed in the 
form of toasted flour, 

are of only 

/ An edible root crop. 	
/Stock breeding 
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Stock brOoding on the High P1 t u is of 	 low grade with the 

exception of the auchonidos, (?lams, huonocos and olpocas), that is 

native animals and thorofore accustomed to the surroundings. 

Shoop predominate, followed by cattle, hogs and donkoys. Thu 

animals are small and thin;. their yield being extremely low whether in 

l000t, wool, milk or butter. The irapovorishloiont of the soil and the 

consequent shortage of pa.sturo, together with the fact that brooding is 

unregulated, have caused the prosont degenerate state of the 

This does not mean, however, that the High Plateau is not suitod for 

stock breeding; on the contrary, it could be the ,Aost lucrative 

occuption in the greater part of this arum,, :os has already boon shown 

in various isolated spots by coreful r:ranogeolont and utilization of the 

pasture land. These few spots have been used too often and the various 

species of good natural grosses in the area have been gradually exhausted. 

Thus, whore two hectares of natural pasture per head of sheep per _annum 

should he the normal distribution, as ..::,any as 4 and 6 heads per hectare 

per 	are being pasturod. Under these conditions it is not surprising 

that the avonago weight of on adult sheep is about 23 kilogrooiuus 

that the ,annual yield of wool is about 500 groo..s, with not more than 

45 to 50 'our cent of births among  the owos. The poor quality of the sheep 

stands out more clearly when copo. red with other countrios. In UrugthaT 

for instance, the average woight of on adult sheela is about 40 kilogr-nzaos 

yielding about 2 1/2 to 3 kilogrooles of wool, with o birth rote of 80 to 

90 per cunt of the nuubor of owes. 

Dospito current agricultural and stock brooding conditions on the 

High Platea u, this is one of the most densely populated are:s in thu 

country, especially the regions of Loku Titicoca and Lake Poopoo where 

the syst LI of land tenure has becomu very serious problu. In the 

southern port of the country, where agricultural possibilities are 

poorest, the population is not very dense and .:zany londholcLrs complain 

of o labour shortage. 

Thine gion of the Valleys  

There is little continuity of cliloote in this region in contrast 

with prev-ailing conditions on the High Plateau or the eastern plains. 

It is =.do up of number of different sized volleys located near the 

spurs of the Andes Range, at the foot of high mountains or on their 

slopos. This mountainous area is about one quarter of the country 1 s total 

/area and 
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arc and includes 7 part of the Dopartmonts of La. Paz, Potosi, 3anta Cruz 

and Tarija, as well as practically all of Cochabamba and Chuquicaca. 

However, only about 3 per cent to 5 per cent of this area is under 

cultivation at present. 
The climate in these valleys fluctuates (according to the altitude 

and goographic location) between a temperate regime with low rainfall 

and a tropical regime of high temperatures and more than 4 metres of 

rainfall. The largest proportion of arable land and the most intensively 

cultivated area are located in the temperate area with average annual 

temperatures fluctuating between 12° C and 187 C and a rainfall average 

of 600 to 1,200 millimetres. 

The agricultural methods vary according to the topography of the 

area under cultivation. There aro large flat surfaces whore mechanization 

could be introduced (the central valleys of Cochabamba, the Valle Grande 

in Santa Cruz etc.), where draught animals are at present being used for 

agricultural purposes. In the mountainous region, however, cultivation 

is only possible with manual labour as, for instance, in the deep 

ravines of Yunga, where coca and coffee are grown. It is impossible to 

generalize as regards the soil, ns it also varies considerably. On the 

whole, though, it may be said that it is of better quality than that of 

the Altiplano. 
Owing to the limited arable aroa in the mountainous region, to the 

density of the population and to transport difficulties, the system of land 

tenure differs somewhat from that in other parts of the country. In the 

greater part of the valley region each square aictre of arable land has 7 

very high economic value and there is a great demand fOr its utilization. 

Therefore, there are greater contrasts hero than in the rest of the 

country between the largo and the small estates. The greater 

profitability of agriculture and the sobriety of the customs of the 

indigenous population have enabled the people to obtain small pieces 

of land which, on the whole, are far too small to facilitate self-

sufficiency in foodstuffs. 

At present this is the most important agricultural region in the 

country. A large proportion of Bolivian. cereal production, especially 

wheat and maize, the whole of the temperate fruit crops and a large part 

of the tropical fruits, as well as the majority of vegetables consumed 
/in the 
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in the large urban c ntrus, ere reduced in this area. In the warmer 

valleys coffee, coca, cassave, bananas, rice and sugar cane (for the 

manufacture of alcohol) are grown. 

Agricultural production is consider-bly less risky here than in the 

high -Ileteell end the crop yields ere for higher. The qu-lity of the 

produce is also better as the result of good chaotic and soil conditions, 

With the exception of certain isolated places there ere no 

specialized stock breeding areas; however, in those valleys where draught 

can be used there is 7 feir amount of cattle production. Their 

development is normal both as regards size, weight and their haulage 

power. Sheep breeding is net very important, especially in the central 

valleys, Little hes been done in the way of breeding hogs, though the 

prospects would appeer to bo good. 

Dairy products hava hardly beon developed, chiefly because of their 

low price, However, there would also appear to be 	scope for 

improvement here, ospccielly in the irrigated velley of CochatImba. 

The ',Postern  fl•ins Region  

The whole eastern part of the country, from the nprthern lieu is 

with Brezil to the Peraguayen and 'u'-.gentine frontiers in the South, 

consists of plains, This is the largest of the country's three divisions, 

covering bout 60 per cunt of the total territory but, beceuse of the 

dearth of communications and the exceedingly low density of population, 

it is the least developed region. 

The northern part, in the Department of Pando, end parts of the 

Department 	Beni, have a decidedly tropical climate. Almost all this 

area is covered by dense forests, in which are found rubber trees and 

chestnut trees, the products of which form practically the only source 

of income in the region. 

In the central region of the Department of Beni there are vast 

natural grasslands, on which, in 1947, there were from 70D,000 to 

800,000 head of cattlel/which received little tending by man. A large 

part of this area is flooded every year during the rainy season, causing 

great losses of livestock. 

1/ Cattle Census of Beni, carried out by the Corporaci6n Boliviana de 
Foment() (Bolivian Development Corporation), 

/A few 
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A few small isolated spots in these areas are farmed, but only at 

subsistence level. 

Further to the south, in the Department of Santa. Cruz and in the 

larger part of the Provinces of Cercado, Warnes, Santiesteban, Ichilo 

and Sara, the richest agricultural region of Bolivia is found, with a 

temperate climate and an average annual rainfall of 1,300 millimetres. 

About 60 per cent of these rich fertile plains is woodland and; despite 

the high cost of clearing away the forest covering, it is this part 

which is preferred for cultivation. Just to the north of the town of 

Santa Cruz the "pampas" begin, that is, natural pastureland with 

scattered groves of medium-sized trees. The "black pampas" consist of 

soil of average consistency and fairly good quality, but'in no way 

comparable with the fertility of the woodland soil. During the last ten 

years, with the introduction of farming machinery, the area under 

cultivation in this region is being steadily extended, though the yields 

are still low. 

The "white pampas" consist of relatively unfertile sandy soil 

lacking in organic matter, and they are covered by poor pasture of low 

nutritive value. 

Despite the extraordinary fertility of the soil and the excellent 

development possibilities, this region is sparsely populated and only 

about half of 1 per cent is cultivated. Some estimates go so far es-to 

suggest that only one hundredth of 1 per cant is cultivated. The absence 

of an economic system of communication with the consumer markets seems 

to be the principal cause of the backwardness of this area. 

The principal crops grown are sugar, rice and maize, whilst cassava, 

bananas, coffee and some citrus fruits are also of some importance. The 

climate and soil of the Santa Cruz area enables it to produce a variety 

of semi-tropical and tropical crops and there are good facilities for 

stock breeding. 

In the southern part of the Department of Santa Cruz, towards the 

frontier with Paraguay and Argentina, the rainfall becomes scarcer and 

it is increasingly difficult to grow annual crops on eelerge scale 

without the assistance of irrigation. At present the limited area under 

cultivation is used to meet the demands of the small population engaged 

/in cettle 
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in cattle breeding. eith the help of irrigation some places in this region 

of Bolivia would offer ideal conditions for the cultivation of cotton and 

might well meet the requiremonts of domestic consumption 

Ratio Between Area Under Cultivation and the Population 

Preliminary calculations of the last census, show that about 75 per 

cent of Bolivia!s population depend entirely on agriculture and animal 

husbandry for their subsistence. 

According to official estimates made in 1947, of c total of 

1,178,000 gainfully employed persons, 1,000,000 -- that is, 84.8 per 

cent -- are engaged in agriculture and livestock production, This estimate 

seems somewhat exaggerated bo-causo a. fairly large proportion of the 

population draws its livelihood from trade,, transport or seo.sonal 

employment in urban building and industry, rather than from agriculture. 

i,ioreover, a part of the population classified as agricultural labour is 

also engaged in mining. 

Taking into account its total area, it may be said that Bolivia is 

under—populated, since its average population density is 3,21/  inhabitants 

per square kilometre, Howov,Jr, when the total arda under cultivation and 

the rural population are considered, or,- alternatively, the population 

exclusively engaged in agricultural occupations, it will be seen that in 

comparison with ether Latin m, rice countries, Bolivia is over—populated 

as both the cultivated area per inhabitant and production per capita ar,e very low, 

It was estimated by the Anistry of Agricillturo that during the 

agricultural year 1948-1949, 'bout 350,000 hectares were cultivated 

throughout the country, Contrasting this figure with that of the 

population gainfully employed in agriculture, it will be seen that there 

is a total of about 0.35 hectares of cultivated land per farm labourer, 

The very low and fortuitous yields indicate that the cultivated surface 

is too small to maintain even the rural population. A. more exact estimate 

would place the average cultivated area per agricultural labourer as 

being slightly more than about half a: hectere per capita. 

Comparing these figures with those of other countries it will be 

seen that Bolivian agriculture is inefficient and that the country is 

over—populated within its present azricultural frontiers. The following 

Figure calculated on the basis of the preliminary estimates of 
the 1950 population census. 

/table shows 
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table shows the position: 

Table 8 	Bolivia: Number of Hectares under. Cultivation per Person 
Gainfully Eaployed in Agriculture  

Year of the 
Estinu to Country 

Number of Hectares per 
Person Gainfully Employed 
•in•Agriculture 

    

    

1939 
1940 
1946 
1940 
1947 

United States 
Mexico 
•Chilo
Brazil 
Bolivia 

El 
1Y, ' 
fl, 
41/ 1 
121.i 

12.8 
2.5 
2.4 
1.9 

 0.35 

Source: L/ Agricultural Development of Brazil ((Document E/CN.12/16Li 
Annex.B.) Economic Commission for Latin America, May 195W 

h/ Calculated on the basis of official estimates. 

Comparing the total population with the cultivated area, it will be 

found that whereas in. Bolivia there are 10 inhabitants per cultivated 

hectare, in Chile there are 3.7, in Brazil 2.5, and in the United States 

1.02.1/  

The foregoing figures, however, do not reflect the problem very 

accurately because, while in some regions of the High Plateau and in the 

valleys there is a far greater density of populatinn than the average 

indicated, in the eastern plains the density of population does not 

even amount to one inhabitant per square kilometre. It should also be 

noted that in the eastern area agricultural tasks are entirely executed 

by manual labour, without the assistance of draught animals or any 

implement which might save time or effort. It will thus be seen that the 

question of distribution of population is extremely serious. 

In the High Plateau, along the shores of Lake Titicaca, there is a 

much larger rural population than is required for the type of extensive 

farming prevailing there. Due to the system of land tenure and to 

traditional customs, the density of population varies from one part to 

another within the region itself. An investigation carried out by the 

Ministry of Agriculture in 1945  showed that, whereas there was a shortage 

1/ This included on1S, 	surfac on which 52 maili crops are grown. 

/of agricultural 
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of agricultural labour in some parts] there was a surplus elsewhere. 

Thus on some estates the area given to each peasant in return for his 

labour was not more then one hectare, whereas on other estates it might 

exceed 30 hectares.-1/Along the shores of the lake there is a fairly large 

population which in return for a house, pasturage for a few animals and 

fishing rights, works on the owners estate for one or two days a week. 

In the southern region of the High Plateau, the population is 

relatively small because of the limited agricultural possibilities. 

The Chaco Jar brought many of the peasants into contact with 

better food habits and ether advantages of modern civilization, and as 

a result, many migrated towards the towns (especially La Paz). This 

trend was emphasized during the drought which affected the High Plateau 

between 1941 and 1945. This displaceMent of population was harmful to 

many farming areas, but in other parts it was not strong enough to 

relieve the congestion of the surplus population. 

The obstinacy of the rural population in maintaining their customs 

and remaining on the small plot of land where they were born has not 

permitted any redistribution of the population within the High Plateau 

region itself, much less from thence to other parts of the country. 

It is known that before the Spanish Conquest, the High Plateau was 

an important farming region which supplied the larger part of the 

requirements of its inhabitants. Since then, there is little doubt that 

the change from the communal regime of the Incas to a system of large 

estates has been detrimental to the indigenous population, lowering 

their social position and taking the land from them. Moreover, the 

constant increase of the population and its refusal to seek employment 

in other activities or regions have helped to make this situation even 

worse. Climatic conditions have also become less favourable and the 

soil has become increasingly impoverished; 

Briefly, the position of the rural population of the High Plateau 

is as follows: 

1) There is excessive population density in the northern regions, and 

especially in the neighbourhood of Lake Titicaca. 

2) Thu inefficiency of the farming methods makesit necussa ry to 

utilize a large labour force for extensive cultivation of the 
area. 

1/ Agro-economic Study in the Provinces of Los Andes', Oma8t;vos and 
Ingavi, (Ministry of Agriculture and Colonization.) 

/3) The rooting 
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3) The rooting of the rural. population to their plots of land has 

contributed to an even greater concentration of population in 
certain parts; moreover, a greater number of persons depend on 

one single cultivated area; 

4) The prevailing system of land tenure has contributed towards 

reducing the amount of arable land available per gainfully employed 

person in agriculture and has prevented its better distribution. 

Every year large surfaces are left to "rest", and on many of the 

large estates only a minimum use is made of the land. This is 

also partly the result of low agricultural labour productivity. 

The ratio between the area under cultivation and the population in 

the valleys also presents serious problems, though of a somewhat 

different nature. 

Because climatic and soil conditions are favourable and higher yields 

are obtainable, the majority of Boliviats rural population is concentrated 

in the arable area of this region. The density of the agricultural 

population in relation to the cultivated area is much higher than on the 

High Plateau, but even so, the standard of living and of nourishment is 

much better because the land provides higher yields.  
The shortage of lands guitable for farming, together with the 

concentration of the population and the consequent abundance of cheap 

labour, have enabled large areas to be cultivated on the slopes and 

steep inclines where terracing is necessary before sowing (coca 

cultivation). It is naturally impossible to use agricultural machinery 

or draught animals in this area. 

Another factor which has contributed greatly to the concentration 

of population in this region, is the fact that some of the valleys can 

be easily reached from the main consumer centres where surplus 

agricultural production is sold. It will thus be seen that the greatest 

density of population is located in the vicinity of the cities of La Paz, 

Cochabamba, Potosi, Lucre and Tarija, or, alternatiVely, those densely 

populated areas have good transport communication with these cities or 

large consumer cer:6res. Just 	in the High Plateau area, the farming 

population of some valleys is closely attached ti) its native plot. A 

survey conducted an the centr- -;[alley of Cochabab,:r1 '
/ 
snowed that 66 per 

1/ Olen Leonard—Canton Chullpas, Economic and Social StIldy in the 
Cochabamba Valley (Ministry of Agriculture, La Paz, 1(:47.) 

/cent of the 
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cent of the agricultural population interviewed had remained on the same 

estates they were working since birth. There was even.  more stability 

among the landowners. 

In other valleys, especially in the southern part of Bolivia, the 

position is different due to the nnnunl immigration of large numbers of 

day labourers from the northern part of Argentina, in search of bettor 

working conditions. It is likely that this situation probably prevails 

to a greater extent in the poorer valleys where the population is denser. 

It is nevertheless obvious that in many of the richer valleys there has 

been an increasing pressure on the limited area under cultivation, 

causing the price of land to rise considerably. Many large landholders, 

tempted by this rise in prices, have sold their estates in small lots, 

the majority of which have been acquired by the peasants who formerly 

worked there as "peons". Thus there are now tens of thousands of small 

holdings, some of which are not more than 1,000 metres square. The 

average size of these holdings, however, fluctuates between one and 

three hectares, which even in the more fertile regions is insufficient 

to provide the owner and his family with a satisfactory standard of 

living. 

The ratio between the cultivated area and the population imthe 

eastern pinins of Bolivia contrasts sharply with the position in the 

other two areas. In the Santa Cruz region, in which agriculture is of 

outstanding importance, the soil is fertile and there are large arable 

tracts, but these have not yet been developed, principally because of the 

shortage of agricultural labour. 

The most primitive type of farming predominates in this region, 

and even more so in the rest of Eastern Bolivia, requiring a large use of 

manual labour. This results in a strong demand for labour which is met 

during the harvest by the seasonal transfer of labourers from other 

regions of the eastern plains. 

Due to the system of land tenure, however, as well as to the 

existing customs of remunerating labour, and to the limited market for 

the products grown there (excessive transport costs to the consumer 

centres in the interior of the republic), agricultural wages do not vary 

greatly from those paid in other parts of the country. Acreas-  w7Igs in 

currency on the High Plateau wore about 20 bolivianos, they were 

/30 bolivianos 
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30 bolivianos in the valleys, and 40 boliVianos in Santa Cruz. 

There are several reasons for the continued shortage of population 

in Santa Cruz, the principal ones undoubtedly being the lack of good 

communications between this region and the principal consumer centres of 

the country, which has restricted the market for farm products, and the 

difficulty of getting groups of Aymar6 or Quechua people to move to 

tropical climates, Freight rates between the farm properties and the city 

of Santa Cruz, and between this and Cochabamba are prohibitive; products 

therefore become too costly to compate with those imported with preferential 

exchange from Peru, North America, and even from Europe and Asia. 

In the other regions of Eastern Bolivia, there are very few populated 

areas, and the shortage of labour is the principal hindrance to development 

There is no doubt that problems of this nature can only be solved by 

means of a unified colonization programme, which would have to consider the 

possibility of reducing the congestion in the more densely populated 

regions of the valleys and the High Plateau, The difficulties and high 

cost entailed in such a project are obvious, but any large—scale agricultural 

development of the East will necessarily depend on the success in putting it 

into practice, It would undoubtedly be much more costly to colonize with 

immigrants, and it is posSible that there would be equal or lesser chances 

of success than by colonizing with indigenous elements. 

Systems of Land Tenure and Labour  

Bolivian statistics indicate neither the number of land holdings 

nor their size, and it is therefore impossible to make a detailed study 

covering land tenure, its changes in the course of time and its influence 

on production. Consequently, it will only be possible to give abroad 

outline of the problem. 

The typical features of farm property in Bolivia are the existence 

of a relatively small number of large estates which comprise the great 

majority of the area under cultivation, and the tens of thousands of small 

farms which altogether probably cover no more than 10 per cent of it. 

Both the distribution of the land and the labour system vary 

according to the different regions. 

Great estates predominate on the High Plateau, with areas exceeding 

a thousand hectares, and there are relatively few small farms. Data 

obtained from the office of Catastro Rustic° in Oruro, provide inforuaticn 

/ There are few farms in the eastern region which pay wages in currency; 
the majority pay by advancing large quantities if consumer goods. 

/concerning the 
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concerning the distribution of faru property according to size in the 

Cercado province of this Departent, and although this cannot be considered 

as representative of the whole High Plateau, it provides an approxiunte 

idea of the system of land tenure. It should be ragorabored that the greater 

part of the province is used for pasturing sheep, Farr:dng production is 

United to a considerable degree by the scanty rainfall, about 300 

odllinetrus, and the low teuperatures. 

Sone 29 per cent of the ferns hove an area between 1,000 and 2,500 

hectares, 23 per cent are between 2,500 and 6,500 hectares, end 34 per 

cent cover an area exceeding 6,500 hectares. On the :ether hand, only 14 

per cent of the fnrus have areas of less than 1,000 hectares. 

Table 9 	Bolivia: Distribution of Property According to Area in the 
Province of Cercado, Departuent of Oruro 

Area in Hectares Nuober of Farus 

Loss than 500 2 
501 to 1,000 13 
1,001 to 1,500 14 
1,501 2,500 15 
2,501 to 4,500 10 
4,501 to 6,500 13 
6,501 to 8,500 9 
8,501 to 10,500 4 

10,501 and ever 21 

Because of the better 	conditions and the greater density 

of population in the region close to Lake Titicaca, the properties are 

s=iewhat saller and are worked _toro intensively. 

An analysis of figures taken frm a survey conducted by the 

idnistry of Agriculture in 3 provinces along the shores of the lake, 

where a randolA sauple was taken of 39 	shaws that in this region 

there is a greater percentage of fars with areas between 500 and 1,500 

hectares; that the percentage corresponding to faros under 500 hectares 

is also higher than that registered in Oruro and that there are very few 

estates exceeding 10,000 hectares. In recent years and at isolated points 

whore weather conditions and the quality of the soils peruits somewhat 

higher yields, a certain trend towards property sub—division can be seen. 

Mereever, it is known that curtain landowners, in view of the difficulties 

encountered in continuing the existing labour systcu, and in view of the 

possibilities of obtaining 	-)E1 prices for their land, are planning to 

/divide it 
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divide it into smallholdings. 

On the whole, the position in the valley regions differs somewhat 

from that of the High Plateau, but the great estates still predominate in 

spite of progressive sub-division. In the richer valleys there is a 

marked trend towards sub-division of property, and as a result there is an 

even greater contrast between the great estates and the small farms. In 

the less fertile valleys, or those which lack good communications linking 

them with the consumer centres, this trend is not nearly so evident; the 

position in such valleys may only be compared with that on the High 

Plateau. 
The trend towards sub-division is not recent, but has grown more 

pronounced since the crisis and the Chaco War. Wherever yields allowed the 

peasant population to accumulate savings, the people seek social and 

economic independence by purchasing a small piece of land where they can 

build their home and grow some of their own food. 

In the principal valleys, particularly Cochabamba, a strong demand 

for small farms has arisen, with the resultant rise in prices. Despite 

this, however, the sub-division of properties has continued at a fast rate. 

A study of the Chullpas Canton in the Cochabamba Department. although 

the system of lend tenure is not completely representative, does provide a. 

clear idea of the development which is taking place in the size of 

agricultural holdings. Chullpas provides a typical case history for the 

region. The whole Canton was at one time a single estate purchased in 1828 

by a person who retained it for the greater part of his life. In 1870 the 

estate was divided among his ten sons who little by little, sold their 

portions. Today no one belonging to the original family owns land in the 

Canton. 
"Of all the types of farm operators in Chullpas, seven (3 per cent) 

operated lands of less than one 'almud', that is less than a tenth of a 

hectare. This scarcely exceeds the area of a small garden, and is 

obviously insufficient to provide more than a part of the foodstuffs 

required by a small fnmily."(See Table 10.) 

1/ Olen E. Leonard: 22. cit. Page 29, 	
/Table 10 
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Table 10 Bolivia: Size: of Property  in  the Chull 
By 	Type of Operator 

roprietors Part owners 	Share crop4ers Pegula1eros Total 
N° 	N° 	- $ 	N°  

as Cnnton 

Area in square P 
metros 

Less than 900 7 5.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 	3.0 
900 	to 	5399 41 34.5 4 5.2 2 11.7 1 4.6 48 20.4 
5400 to 10799 11 9.2 15 19.5 7 41.2 14 63.6 47 20.4 

10800 to 29999 39 32.8 43 55.8 8 47.1 7 31.8 97 41.3 
30000 to 99999 16 13.4 15 19.5 0 0 0 0 31 13.2 

No data availlable 5 4.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.1 

n/ Clan E. Leonard: Op. cit. Page 29. 

b/ Labourers paid in kind (especially land). 

However, this is not the whole story concerning .smallholdings, 

because the problem is _aggravated by the fact that many farms are divided 

into small and minute proportions which are separ-ated from each other. In 

this same Canton of Chullpas;  "of the 237 families which cultivate one or 

more units of land, only 73 were working one single unit, 67 were working 

2 units and 46 worked 3. Other families had as many as 6, 7 or 8 

allotments each, and finally, there were four families each possessing 11 
1( 

or more separate lots.' 

As may be gathered from the foregoing quotation, the control valley 

of Cochabamba has greater problems due to the extreme sub-division of 

property. Bolivian legislation has only tried to prevent such splitting-up 

in the area watered by the "La Angostura" system of irrigation works, but 

has not been concerned with the rest of the country. It should be remembered 

moreover, that in the principal valleys and particularly in the Cochabamba 

valley, the existing great estates cannot be compared with those of the 

High Plateau and the East; here there are only a very few estates with an 

area exceeding 10,000 hectares. Even in these cases, the great er part of 

their property is not in the region of flat, rich lands;  but rather in 

the neighbouring hills, extending to the peaks where they may possess.  

extensive areas. Here, however, the climhte resembles that of the High 

Plateau and production is more haphazard, and smaller. Moreover, it is 

essential to remember that in the richer valleys, farms exceeding 500 

hectares are considered largo, 

1/ Olen E. Leonard: OP. cit, P r-g. 33. 
The great 
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The great estate system predominates in the eastern plains. As this 

region is still sparsely populated, the estates retain the original areas 

owned when the Republic was founded or when, at the beginning of the 

century, these lands were sold at the price of 0.10 bolivinnos (0.027 

dollars at the exchange rate of the period) per hectare. This explains why 

estates frequently cover 10,000, 20,000, 30,000 or more hectares. 

A survey conducted in the more intensively cultivated area of Santa 

Cruz showed that among 48 properties reviewed, 27 had areas exceeding a 

thousand hectares and of those, 6 had over 20,000. At the other extreme, 

there were only 8 with areas below 50 hectares.1/ The proportion of 

smallholdings declines and almost. disappears in the regions further removed 

from this farming centre. 

During the last ten years, and particularly since construction began 

of the highway from Cochabamba to Santa Cruz, a strong demand has arisen 

for farming and timber properties in that region. In view of its great 

possibility of becoming Bolivia's principal farming region, there has 

been considerable interest in investing domestic and foreign capital 

there (particularly Argentine and Brazilian capital), with a view to 

starting farming and industrial exploitation. 

Apart from private property, Bolivia has what is called the 

"communal system", that is, more or less extensive areas of land which 

were formerly granted to the indigenous population for working on a 

communal basis for their personal and exclusive benefit. The position has 

remained the same under the Republic, as there is a law which declares 

that all communal property belongs tc the State and is ceded on 

permanent basis to the peasant in return for a nominal tax, payable each 

year. The purpose of this law is +4o prevent the transfer or sale of these 

lands to third parties. 

Within the "community", the system of tenure and use of the land 

differ very little from private holdings. Each "comunero", whether his 

ancestors were the original lessees (i.e. when the titles come down from 

colonial times), or whether he or his ancestors entered the community at 

1/ Olen Leonard: Santa Cruz-- Estudio EconOmico Social de una Region 
(Ministerio de Agriculturn, Ganaderla y CelonizaciOnj- 

/a-later 
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a later date, possesses one 	several allotments of land with defined 

limits, distributed over the different areas under cultivation in the 

comunity. The original lessees usually possess larger areas than the 

newcom.ers)  and therefore pay a higher proportion of taxes to the Gvernment 

The "communities" are generally very large but the corresponding 

area allotted to each "comunero" varies in accordance with the nuLiber of 

f,a,tilies in the comzunity. In the survey conducted by the Direccir'n 

General de Econcula Rural, covering the c7.ifl.funities in the provinces 

Ouasuyos and Ingavi, it was fund that of 16 communities, in one the 

area corresponding to each "c ouncro" was only 2.7 hectares; in another, 

this rose to 8 hectares, whereas in four uore the area ranged between 

73 and 83 hectares. In another group, the areas were even greater, and 

there was even one case where the "comuner s" as a whole owned certain 

properties in the valleys, which wore worked exclusively as private 

property. 

In 1941 there were 306 cemmiunities in the whole country. This 

number was solaewhat greater in fenmer times, because in spite of existing 

laws, some of then. were transferred for various reasons tu private hands, 

with the resulting loss of the rights of the "comunores". 

The distribution of property, with all its defects and injustices, 

cannot be considered by itself as a factor holding bock agricultural 

development, because it is closely linked with the labour and land tenure 

systes, which together aggravate the problem and m.ake it difficult to 

solvu. 

tJhen the Spaniards arrived, the ,Indion lost hiS right to the land, 

and practically became a part f it./ This position continues to the 

present day, because in exchange for snail plots which are given there 

to grow their own feed and keep their livestLck, they are obliged to 

give their own services during three, four and'ore days of the week, and 

1/ Direcci(n General de Econla Rural: Estudio Agre-. con6mico de los 
provincias do Los Andes, Omasuyos o Ingavi. 1945. 

/ Ben. H. Thibodeaux: An Econ-iiic Study of Ar.riculture in Bolivia. 
(United States Department of Agriculture, 4ashington D.C. 1942.) 

3/ The land was allotted 	the conquerors and the Indians living on it 
were also allotted, as part and parcel of the land. 

/moreover, to provide 
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moreover, to provide the animals end implements for cultivating the 

proprietor's lands, with no additional remuneration. They were also 

obliged to provide a series of additional services which included the 

transport of agricultural production to the consumer centres, with their 

own aniaols, the service of "pongo" or servant in the proprietor's house 

fcr a given number of days in the year; that of shepherd, once every so 

many years, etc. 

Some of these 	dens have been abolished, but the system still 

continues (varying with the different regions), whereby the peasant has 

to work three or four days a week fcr the estate owner in exchange for 

- small plot of land and the right to a hLuse and pasturage for a given 

number of animals. 
In the estates _gin the High Plateau, each peasant or peen receives, 

in exchange for his work, areas varying between one and fifty er more 

hectares, depending on the size of the estate end the number of peasants 

dwelling on it. The quality of the lands cultivated by these also depends 

on the particular region, but in general, the estate Jwner keeps the 

richest lands for himself. In this way, en average of 60 to 70 per cent 

of the property is given to the colonists for their own personal and 

independent benefit. There are only isolated instances _I' the estate 

owner taking a small percentage of the colonists' own production as a 

contribution towards the payment of the property taxes on the estate. 

The area of land corresponding tL each peasant is net, in general, 

made up of one single field or unit, but is rather distributed in small 

lots in accordance with the rotation system ,f the estate.
1 

In the valley region, the area corresponding to each peasant or 

pegujalere is smaller, due to the greater yield of the land, but at the 

same time, the services which they hove to provide to cover the "rent" 

are somewhat less onerous. In the majority of cases, they have to work 

for the proprietor three or four days a week, but they are not obliged 

tc contribute the services of on assistant or the use .f their drought 

animals and implements, as is the case on the High Plateau. As regards 

the other personal services ("pengo" or servant, shepherd, milkman etc.), 

the burdens are also less. In certain cases, the worker receives, moreover, 

1/ In ardor to prevent greater stripping of the sails, the great majority 
of estates divide their land into "z,  nos de r,toci'n o ainokos" 
(rotation regions) where the central part is made up of cne cr more 
fields used for the owner's crops, and Lne or more plots for each 
peon who works 	the estate. S. ma of these are cultivated each 
year, while others ore left for animal pasturage (fallow). 

/- small 
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a small premium 	"ratin" in currency for each working. day. On the 

estates possessinL  lands in the high regions (estancias) each peasant 

may cultivate the area which he wishes, paying; a rent of 50 per cent of 

the total yield of the crop. 

Within these regions there are other forms of service in exchange 

for the ri_jit to cultivate a strip of land. It would take too ion:, to 

describe them all, and it suffices to state that, in summary, the results 

are the same: an assured and permanent labour supply is obtained at a 

very low cost which only allows the worker to maintain a primitive 

standard of living 

In the eastern rc.3ion the custom is usually to remunerate 

agricultural labour with a daily wer;e phis food, housing and even a piece 

of land for cultivation. Nevertheless, in spite of the shortage of labour, 

this wae is low and does not permit the worker a higher standard of 

living, than that of the peasants in the rest of the country. Moreover, 

the isolation of the farms and bad communications encourage a system of 

credits :Tanted by the proprietors in the form of food, clothing, etc., 

so that the workers remain in debt, which must be paid in labour; in 

this way, the proprietors are 2.ssured of a certain number of workers 

for varying periods of time. 

Since 1945, when laws were introduced prohibiting; certain of the 

services and obligations which weiLned en the agricultural workers, end 

reducing; others, their position has improved somewhat, particularly in 

the more accessible estates. 

It is easy to understand' that with the systems of land distribution 

and labour already describe::, Bolivia Isaricultural .lovelopment could 

hardly be expected to achieve any important momentum. The system of land 

tenure concentratin 	/-es in the hands of a very few owners, who 

lack the initiative and capital to undertake a more. rntional exploitation, 

linked with the difficu clicotic and soil conditions which predominate 

in Boliviats 	regions, prevent the cultivation of the excessive 

amount of land lying fallow. This situation is further aLT„Taxated by the 

low productivity cif farm labourers, as well as the primitive and inefficient 

implements available, which only permit the cultivation of small areas. 

a result, 
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As a result, both in the valleys and on the High Plateau, as well as in 

the East, the large estates, on the pretext of following pre—determined 

crop rotations which do not "tire" or deplete the soils, keep large areas 

of land lying fallow, without making any use of them at all. There are 

farms in the High Plateau region where land is cultivated only once every 

ten years. Generally, however, the "rotations" are more frequent. This 

explains why only 350,000 hectares of the estimated 801,000 hectares of 

arable land in Bolivia are under cultivation; the remainder are presumably 

lying fallow. 

These customs, and the fact that the uncultivated lands are used 

occasionally for pasturing, mean that the peasants are necessarily obliged 

to follow the same rotations as the proprietors, as their lands are usually 

distributed along the edges of the fields cultivated for the main property. 

The land is not enclosed, and the cultivation of, isolated plots is exposed 

to great losses or damage caused by the herds of animals. Consequently. 

even in those cases where each worker has fairly large areas, force of 

habit, material impossibility or merely lack of initiative prevents him 

from cultivating greater areas than those absolutely essential to provide 

his meagre requirements. Moreover, as farming is mainly of the unirrigated 

variety, the proprietor requires the work of his people during the most 

suitable seasons for ploughing, sowing and other tasks, including the 

contribution of additional days which are later discounted when the 

immediate need has passed. As a result, when the colonist does have the 

time to work his crops, the season for doing so has passed, and 

consequently yields are lower and losses greater. 

In view of this system, it is easy to understand that the High 

Plateau peasant has little enthusiasm for the work he does for the 

proprietor and resists the cultivation of larger areas than those 

established by custom. 

The situation in the valleys is somewhat different. The utilization 

of the land on the large estates is somewhat greater than on the High 

Plateau, but even so, a large proportion of the land is not cultivated. 

The system of work and its remuneration is essentially the same, 

although there -are slight variations. Due to their higher yield and 

/greater value, 
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greater value, the plots allotted to the peasants 	smaller, but the 

obligations are similar, except in certain regions whore the contribution 

of draught animals and implements is no longer customary, There is no 

doubt that the farm labourer in the valleys has a higher income than the 

peasant of the High Plateau; his food is better and therefore his output 

is greater, Nevertheless, the system itself, just as in the case of the 

High Plateau, provides the estate owner with abundant cheap labour to 

meet all the tilling requirements of his crops, which, as they are grown 

under primitive methods without the use of machinery or laboursaving 

implements, require a considerable number of working days. 

This is one of the principal factors which has seriously hampered the 

countryts agricultural development up to the present time. The farming of 

the estates depends almost exclusively on the low cost of labour 

(remunerated by the allotment of lands) rather than on intensive and 

scientific methods, The estate owners are used to obtaining certain 

profits from their lands in return for only a very small investment of 

capital. The cash expenses in many cases are limited to the payment of an 

administrator or the purchase of some tools and the payment of the low 

property taxes, Normally, those areas are cultivated which can be tended 

by the peasants on the estate, It is therefore difficult for the owners 

to become accustomed to the idea of making investments, either in the form 

of payment for skilled services, or for the purchase of seed, and for 

fertilizers and machinery. 

Many progressive estate owners have purchased mechanised farm 

equipment, but the majority consider the use of it to be uneconomic, 

because the cost of operating a tractor ttompares too unfavourably with 

the cast of manual labour. Only a few have expanded their area under 

cultivation by using machinery. 

In the region of the estern plains the systems of land tenure and 

labour are influenced by tOe sprsc population and comaunications, with 

consequent shortage of 	 The large estate c.,mers have to limit the 

cultivation of their Land:: to 	nriAbr of hands -.vailable. On the other 

hand, the prices paid to the producer, because of the high freight costs, 

/form another 
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form another factor limiting the level of wages, which in turn prevents the 

formation of savings which would permit the workers to acquire small plots 

of land. 
In the last ton years, with the rise in prices and the prospects of 

now markets, in the Santa Cruz region there has been a strong trend 

towards mechanization, but as farm machinery is not used efficiently, the 

limiting factor is always the lack of labour. 

In summary, then, any attempt to develop Bolivian agriculture would 

first have to remove the serious obstacle represented by the present 

system of land tenure and labour, and in turn provide the necessary 

economic means to permit better training of the farm labourer. 

Climatic Difficulties - Irrigation 

Climatic conditions are also a very limiting factor for Bolivia's 

agricultural development, above all in the High Plateau region and in the 

valleys. For example, summer frosts cause considerable damage, mainly on 

the High Plateau. Hailstorms and tempests cause sporadic, localized losses. 

It is the scanty and poorly distributed rainfall, however, which most 

seriously limits agricultural yields. 

An examination of the available information concerning rainfall for 

the country's principal farming regions shows that in the majority the 

average rainfall is sufficient for limited "dry" farming, perticulnrly 

when it is remembered that the rainy season coincides with the season of 

plant growth. For example, the region of Lake Titicaca shows a rainfall 

of about 500 millimetres e year; the valley of Cochabamba about 600; 

Sucre over 700, and Sante Cruz 1,300 millimetres. Occasionally, however, 

there are years of very little or badly distributed rainfall, with the 

resulting bad harvests.. In the northern region of the High Plateau, it 

is considered that in each five-year period, due to these factors, one 

year shows a total loss for almost all crops, three show fair yields 

with partial losses, and only one may be considered a good year. In the 

southern pert of this region, the position is even worse, because to the 

poor distribution is added a much lower rainfall which only permits the 

cultivation of certain drought-resisting crops such as barley for hay, and 

quinua. 
/The situation 
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The situation is net so extreo in the valleys, but the crops often 

suffer considerable damage thnJugh long dry periods which are accompanied 

by intense heat. 

In the eastern plains, rainfall does not present any greet problem 

for farming. There ore few dry periods, end in general, losses due to the 

weather are not very important. 

Several factors which hamper agricultural development arise as a 

result of the scanty rainfall and its bad distribution. 

The uncertain outcome of the harvests (particularly on the High 

Plateau) helps to curtail the farmers I enthusiasm for investing capitol 

in their properties, 

The use of farm machinery for tilling is hampered by the lack of 

opportune rains. There are years when, due to insufficient humidity in 

the soil, it is materially impossible to use Iaouldboard or disc ploughs 

drawn by tractors; only the colonial type of plough, drawn by oxen, 

succeeds in removing sufficient soil to facilitate sowing in dry lend. 

The use of certain com::tercial fertilizers which are immediately 

absorbed, is difficult and the results are hazardous because the periods 

suitable for their application may be very dry or excessively damp; in 

the first instance, their application is impossible, and in the second, 

the fertilizer is rapidly washed away by the reins before benefiting the 

plants. 

Bolivian farming, in the regions described, 	uld receive a great 

stimulus by the. construction of irrigation systems. This is one of the 

important methods for considerably increasing the margin of safety for 

the crops and speeding up the change—over from primitive to modern 

large—scale farming. 

Since 1939, the Bolivian Government has undertaken the study and 

construction of several irrigation projects, with a view to placing some 

50,000 hectares under cultivaticn. 

Toble 11 shows the studies conducted up to the present, and the 

area which may be irrigated. Their execution is included within the plan 

termed Proqra'zia dc; Obras de Idcgo y su Plan  Financial 1950-1954) 

(Pregra=e for irrigation works and their financing (1950-1954)). 

/Table 11 
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Table 11  Bolivia: Irrigation FrCects Included in the 
"Programa de Obras do Riese y  su Plan 
Financial (1950-1954)" and the Area  
which will Benefit Thereby 

Name of Project 
	

Location 
	

Area to be irrigated 

Department 	Agricultural 
region 

Tacague Oruro High Plateau 4,500 
Hunrina—Pelias La Paz High Plateau 7,000 

Lajn La Paz High Plateau 6,300 

Angostura Cochabamba Valley 8,500 
Alalay Cochabamba ,Valley 1,500 
Pilcomayo.  
Mairana and Valle 

Tarija 
Santa Cruz 

South West 
East 

16,000 
4,300 

Abaje 

Projects for Desaguadero and Vicachani en the High Plateau have also 

been studied, as well as several other small works. 

Total hydraulic resources in the arid and semi—arid regions would 

amount to some 200,000 hectares under unified planning. Difficulties of 

an economic and technical nature have, however, prevented the realization 

of these projects. None has been -completed up to the present; one, the 

Angostura project, which in 1940 it was estimated would cost 22,500,000 

bolivianos and would require three years for completion, is still only 

partly finished, as only a little over 3,500 hectares are being irrigated. 

A wide network of canals still has to be completed and the total cost of 

the project has risen to over 110 million bolivianes, Another, at Tacagua, 

is in course of construction but, as in the previous case, it is very much 

behind the original plans and the cost has so far exceeded the original 

budget. 

It would be difficult to begin the other projects within the periods 

originally stipulated, because of the lack of funds for their execution. 

Of these, the one of greatest economic importance for the country is that 

of Pilcomayo in Villa Mentes, Department of Tarija. This project was 

planned to irrigate 16,000 hectares with the possibility of expanding this 

area to 40,000 hectares. The climate and lands of the region are suitable 

for growing cotton, rice, oilseeds, fruit and sugar canc. There, are, 

however, problems of high freight costs and shortage of labour which can 

/be solved 
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be solved by means of links with the new communication routes being 

constructed in the region, and by colonization. 

The Irrigation System of "La angostura" and its Problems 

The inauguration of the first national irrigation system has brought 

with it a complexity of problems which had not been foreseen and which will 

have to be solved before long if this project is to yield the desired 

results. 

The new irrigation system originally benefited an area of 3,500 

hectares of relatively poor lands which could not be fully utilized on 

account of the region's scanty rainfall, only unirrigated crops with sparse 

and occasional yields being grown. As the construction of the reservoir and 

canals proceeded, these lands rose in value. When the water arrived, the rise 

in prices was sharper, reaching levels which were not justified by yields. 

In spite of this, the demand. for these new irrigated lands did not diminish 

and the sub—division of many properties began forthwith, agravating the 

problem described in the preceding chapter. 

In order to control these strong tendencies, it was necessary for 

the Government to draft laws designed to control speculation in rural 

property and its division into very small lots. 

From a technical viewpoint, the preparation of new irrigated areas 

made it all the more necessary to provide an efficient agricultural 

extension service, The farmers who were used to dry crops met with serious 

difficulties in the use and handling of the water. Problems of erosion and 

washing away of soils were felt immediately as a result of the use of 

excessive quantities of water and the poor outline of the irrigation 

ditches, 

The lands continued to be cultivated under the same primitive methods 

used until then and only in some cases was mouldboard ploughing introduced 

with a fixed shaft, and of a size small enough to be drawn by oxen. Modern 

methods of cultivation are almost entirely unknown and only traditional 

rotationsystems practised, which contributed little to the preservation 

of soil fertility. The experience of the experimental station of "La 

Temborada" is still too recent to have been used by the farmers. 

From the economic viewpoint, the incorporation of new lands in the 

irrigation system did not provide the expected results, because, due to 

the technical deficiencies and the relative poverty of the soils which 

were originally irrigated, yields were not very encouraging and costs were 

somewhat high. Nevertheless, production in the region increased 

/considerably, causing 
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considerably, causing serious problems duo to the limited demand of the 

local market and the lack of distribution systems adequate for incorporating 

other markets. These difficulties resulted in the fall of some prices 

particularly those of perishable products. 

From the Government point of view, the dam at La. Angostura was 

conceived with the main object of increasing wheat production; however, 

only a small proportion of the total area was assigned to this crop, as 

the farmers preferred to employ their efforts in crops with a greater cash 

yield, such as pulses, alfalfa, potatoes and maize, It was not until 1948, 

due to the high price quoted for wheat, that the area assigned to its 

cultivation increased considerably. Nevertheless, the attack of rust and 

damage caused by birds will be factors limiting future production, both 

for summer and winter wheat. 

Modernization of Agriculture  

Bolivian agriculture, except for a small sector of growing 

importance, is in a primitive state, depending exclusively on cheap labour 

and primitive methods rather than on the use of intensive and scientific 

methods, 
There is little Government intervention to foster agricultural 

activity, and this added to many other factors of a physical, economic and 

social nature has stultified the farmer's initiative, this in turn having 

resulted in the stagnation of the country's agriculture. 

From the GovernMent point of view, the production of foodstuffs has 

not boon a matter requiring urgent attention. Except for the last two 

years, even at the cost of prejudicing other sectors of domestic economy, 

there have always been sufficient funds available to import those 

foodstuffs which domestic farming and stock breeding have been unable to 

provide. 
In order to foster agriculture, the Government maintained a 

Ministry of Agriculture between the years 1905-1910, 1936-1940 and from 

1942 onwards. However, this Ministry has always been assigned such minute 

portions of the national budget that it was unable to carry out any work 

on a broad scale. Table 12 gives on exact idea of the importance given to 

the Ministorio de Agriculture, Ganaderla y Colonizaci6n within the national 

budget. 	
/Table 12 
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Table 12 Bolivia: National Budget Funds Allocated to  some  Ministries 

 

Ministry of 	Ministry of 
Agriculture 	Education 	 

Millions 	% of Millions 	% of 

Ministry of 
Defence 

General 
Budget of the 
Republic Years Millions 	% of 

of 
	

the 	of 
	

the 	of 	the 
Bolivianos total Bolivianos total Bolivianos total 

1936 1.5 1.15 6.6 5.07 41.9 32.2 130.1 
1937 
1938 4,5 0.71 23.3 3.7 175.0 27.91 627.0 
1939 
1940 11,5 1.83 80.0 12.75 175.0 27,91 627,0 
1941 • ,0 

1942 0 	• 0 	• • • 

1943 35.3 2.88 168.0 13.69 246,0 20.05 1226.9 
1944 31.3 2.40 169.1 13.00 273.7 21.17 1293.2 
1945 33.7 2.54 193.5 14.80 265.5 20.3 1307.6 
1946 29,8 2.32 201.4 15.66 275.5 21.42 1286.4 
1947 25.4 1.73 260.0 17.65 240.0 16.3 1472.7 
1948 34.5 1.74 386.9 19.49 391.7 19.73 1985.1 
1949 23.2 1.09 372.5 17.53 391.7 18.43 2125.4 

Source: 1936, 1938 and 1940 - Budget of the Republic. 
1943-1949 Annual Report of the Central Bank, 

In 1942, when the Ministry of Agriculture was reinstated, an attempt 

was made to give it a more solid organization of higher standing; however, 

the funds assigned to it only allowed it to carry out administrative work, 

with few development activities. In the course of time the position worsened 

considerably because as inflation increased this Ministry's budget was 

reduced both in world figures as well as in proportion to the country's 

general budget. The amount assigned to it dropped from 35.3 millions in 

1943 to only 23.2 million belivianos in 1949, so that there was a decline 

of 34.3 per cent. In relation to the general budget, its share fell from 

2.88 per cent in 1943 to 1.09 per cent in 1949, that is, a reduction of 

47.6 per cent, 

Apart from the ordinary budget, certain additional funds have been 

set aside for the construction of irrigation works,,  but these sums were 

never large enough to permit the prompt completion of the works envisaged. 

which wore begun several years 7_g. 

Among the principal objectives causing the Government to set up a new 

Ministry of Agriculture in 1942 was the improvement of the technical level 

of agricultural activities by means of research and agricultural extension 

services. The conviction had been reached that the prevailing methods of 

/farming - which 
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farming.•— which still predominate witH_very few changes at the present 

time — made it practically impossible to improve domestic production. 

Cultural practices throughout the country were governed by the models 

introduced by the Spaniards at the time of the colony or by methods 

inherited from the indigenous population. Selection and genetic improvement 

of seeds was unknown; crop rotations had no technical function; neither 

organic nor inorganic fertilizers were used; agricultural pests and 

diseases caused tremendous damage, and modern storage methods were unknown. 

In summary then, both proprietors and peons lacked any knowledge of modern 

methods of cultivation nnd, were left to their. own devices, because they 

received no official guidance cr protection. The few isolated instances of 

progress were due to the private efforts of Certain progressive estate 

owners who, either alone or in cc—operation, sought methods of improving 

their production. 

In spite of the Government's good intentions, the Ministry of 

Agriculture was, unable to do much to improve the situation described; the 

budget assigned to it prevented it from attempting far—reaching agricultural 

research. Only very limited assistance could be given to the farmers through 

the office of Agricultural Development, with its services for the renting 

of farm machinery and the sale, at cost, of certain imported seeds and 

implements. In addition, it was possible to provide some technical 

guidance, on a very small scale, but this was based on theoretical 

knowledge, because there had been no experimentation, and this is the 

basis of all agricultural extension services. 

After 1947 the situation underwent an encouraging change because, 
with the assistance of the United States Government, the Servicio 

Cooperative de Estaciones Experimentnles was inaugurated as an integral 

part of the Ministerio do Agriculture. This Experimental Station Service 

had its principal research centre in the valley region, Cochabauba, with 

two additional stations, one on the High Plateau, near Lake Titicaca, and 

the other in the eastern plains of Santa Cruz. Interesting research work 

was commenced immediately, particularly as regards the selection, 

improvement and acclimatising of varieties of the most important crops 

and grasses for each region, These experiences will play an important 

role in the country's agricultural development, particularly if they 

continue on a sufficiently large scale and during the necessary period. 

Among the organization's plans is included also the work of improving 
/stock breeding 
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stock breeding. 

An integral part of this organization was the establishment of a good 

agricultural extension service, which has already carried out effective 

work among the farmers, spreading the preliminary results which ore being 

obtained in the experimental stations and teaching the general principals 

of agricultural technique. 

The other departments of the Ministry continue struggling within o 

very small budget which only allows them to carry out purely administrative 

work. 

Technical Instruction 

Bolivia has one agricultur 1 school et a university level in the 

city of Cochabamba, Here again, the lack of funds has hampered the 

institutionls progress, as up t date it has• had limited means both as 

regards professors and educaticnal equipment. Nevertheless, some work on 

genetics has been done with pAate,s, -maize,  and quinua. 

As this Faculty is located in the temperate. -zone, it hos mAnly 

attracted students from the valley region, and only a few fro:A the other 

two regions with different climates,  The formation of teaching centres 

at University level on the High Plateau and in the east appears essential 

in order to raise the technical level of agriculture. 

Apart from the Faculty f ,gronuy et Cochabamba, there one three 

practical schools on much lower educational level, but these also have 

found their work practically nullified by the shortage ef funds. 

The shall number of technicians in Bolivia provides a clear 

indication of the backward state 	agriculture, At present, the number 

of Agrononous Engineers who have graduated either from the National 

University or from foreign universities, does not exceed 00, and there 

are only 20 veterinarians, It is worth noting, however, that very few 

estate owners request the services of technicians, because this would 

require the investment of working capital, to which they are not 

occustomed. i'ts as result, nearly all the technicians work for the 

Government, on their own private properties or in activities outside 

their profession. 

Mechanization  

Over 90 per cent of the country's agricultural work is carried out 

using primitive implements. In the eastern region, as w611 as in the 

mountainous distriCts and in parts ,of the High,  Plateau, the tilling 	the 

/soil and • 
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soil and other tasks are carried out exclusively on the basis of human 

labour with the assistance of manual implements. More commonly, however, 

the Egyptian type of plough, drawn by oxen, is used. The intermediate tasks 

and the harvest are also carried out exclusively by hand, Under these 

working conditions, it is easy to deduce that the productivity per man is 

very low. 

The introduction of farming machinery is relatively recent, as until 

the middle of the 'thirties, there was little interest shown in improving 

the methods of cultivation. Until 1937, the number of tractors imported 

annually was insignificant, After 1938, mainly due to the active propaganda 

carried out by agents of farm machinery manufacturers, a greater number of 

tractors and implements began to be imported. The inauguration of the 

Departamento de Crddito Rural in the Banco Central in 1941, gave great 

encouragement to mechanization, and as a result, in 1942, tractor. imports 

for strictly agricultural purposes were the highest for the decade. In 

subsequent years, imports of wheeled tractors declined, while those of 

the caterpillar type increased. (See Table 13)1/  

Table 13 Bolivia: 	Imports of Tractors from the United States 

Total Years Wheeled Tractors 

1935-1949 

Tracklayin 	Tractors 

1925 12 1 13 
1.926 4 — 4 
1927 5 — 5 
1928 1 — 1 
1929 — 3 3 
193 0 7 3 10 
1931 — 1 1 
1932 — 6 6 
1933 — 1 1 
193 4 — 4 4 
1935 — — — 
1936 — 1 1 
1937 — 3 3 
1938 6 10 16 
1939 11 18 29 
1940 15 9 24 
1941 75 21 96 
1942 19 20 39 
1943 5R 15 73 
1944 47 33 70 
1945 56 17 73 
1946 58 51 109 
1947 45 33 - 78 
1948 40 41 81 
1949 56 39 95 

Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States 1925-1929, 

1/ About 99 per cent of the tractors imported into Bolivia come from the 
United States, so that Table 13 may be taken as representing total imports. 

/Assuming that 
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thnt 7beut 50 nur cent _f the tr7:.ckl-vin tracturs aru used 

f,_)r farling , -nd that, due t the scnnty use _m.de sf r:z:..chinory thu 

tractors iLipcirto Burine 1-st fifteen years aro in usoful 

ccnditin, it =7 be sni(j that nt present B iivic hns over 600 tractors 

fsr r,,;2;riculturn1 uses. 

The r7tie between the tAn1 aria under cultivation md the nunbUr 

sf trnctcsrs in cperntion - 700 hectares per trn.ct.r in 1947, w:u1J lead 

t the belief th7t Eslivirs dc,rce f 1:Lochabjzfltion is en:L:7 slightly 

1Jwor than that 'Df the best •e;quippod cuntrics in 	 The 

real situatisn, hewever, is differont: at present, loss than 600 fnr,:i. 

prsportios have the purLanent uJe, t n. r u r. tracters, In view ef the 

inefficient way in which far =chinery is usd, the technicl difficulties 

and the plentiful supply if.chc-12 labeur, it is unlikely that each trsctr 

hr cultiv72tes 	rcth.sn 5 	ctrcc. I Itiic1 survey in.C.to by the 

Y,ixed Wnin.0 Gr'pup cf CFPL-F-0 (Ec..ndc (1]. assiJn fur Latin Aric7 

and F. 	and l\.riculture OrniztL2h) fsunj tht ns ab,ut 20,000 

hectnres, .tht is, 5.8 pur cent sf the tstnl, were ischT.nize. in 

lance nt TThlo 74 cc us that the uss ef cclincerp n ft livi7 has 

buun ainly directed tvotnrds hs-vy wcjk, tirt is, ssil pr -y.r.ticn. The 

1:-117u nusIbur f pleuhs an 	ii' rc 	ii the sh-rtnge A.  ether r,lachines 

and iplei.lents, sh w th-t th tr-.ct rs -re us,:d innuquntely nnd. 

evidently unecAq_Idc7ily, cc it is kn.:.wn thnt Dpur tftv C cbsnrc ,7)rutur 

when the hsurs ef w rk nr.-: less, prticulrly in view ,f the hiLln interest- 

rntes which hnvo t7; be p:id by sud-fixo:J cmitil, Under present c-nditi.- ns 

the =i,jrity sf trnct2rs vvrk -:.1raost exclusivAy fs'r plewhinE anJ 

harr(win7, and a little f;)r trnnspJrt. 

1/ This assui:Iptisn is .r:,de in view f tho fn.ct tfrit th 	j rity f 
tr7,..ctrs I this type -11- rtuJ. by the c..unt:7 h-ve less thnn 49 1.irse- 
pwsr nt the dr ,:..7bar, that is, 	pswer an wuiht 1,.mr..r than tIvA 
nerimlly used f.s..r. inc 	work. 

2/ There is h(:)-d::ubt that the 	 cdculticn :sf 	under 
ltivatin 1-is been unrestivatel, csid y 340,000 hubtares were 

considered. It is very iik 	thst this flure Is hij!.hr thr.t 4.00,000 
hoctarcS. 

1/ U 	iscrinincti n h!.s been 	a between 1:.:1e7sionts which are J.sechnically 
drawn r by anirTcLis, but t.hu nuuber ..f Imrrews, whih arc unerally 
drn_wn by _lachine Trid nre usu-ily p=h--.sed in ciabih'Aibn with n plouFh, 

to the :ssu:Tti-J:n th-t thL n ad r f 	'c Us sf this tykewsuld be 
sinii' C. 
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There are many reasons for the inefficient use of mechanized 

equipment. Among these, the most important are: 

1) The abundant cheap labour available, generally obtained in exchange 

for the use of given areas of arable land. Although in some cases 

this form of compensation may be uneconomic for the proprietor, this 

is not generally so, and usually it assures him of a labour supply 

with no investment of capital and without risks. 

From the point of view of the proprietor, these working conditions 

compete favourably with any other system which it may be desired to 

introduce, and which would entail the investment of fixed or working 

capital. 
There is therefore little interest in mechanization, particularly 

among a sector of the great estate owners. 

Table 14 Bolivia: Farming Machinery and. Imolements Imported from 
1538-1949 

Maize 
Shellers 

Years Ploughs Harrows Cultiva- 
tors 

the United States, 

Grain 	Reapers Combines Threshers 
Drills 

1938 173 6 ai 6 2 - 56 22 

1939 261 31 3 3 — 2 9 10 

1940 497 137 27 8 5 8 11 96 

1941 55()  79 8 18 21 10 4 15 

1942 54 55 49 1 7 4 — — 
1943 409 115 7 20 44 17 8 3 

1944 1210 58 6 5 — 1 1 20 

1945 80 19 4 9 25 — — — 
1946 16 37 1 11 10 6 6 — 

1947 24 9 100 24 11 2 — 10 

1948 20 13 2 14 19 — 2 13 

1949 352 38 16 9 — 5 41 

Total 3646 597 235 128 14L. 55 97 230 

Source Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States, 1938-1949_ 

This may be proved by the experience of a fair number of farmers in 

relation to the purchase of mechanized equipment. Lured by salesman's 

propaganda, they purchased machinery cf different classes and types. 

Nevertheless, when they noted that the operation of this equipment 

represented a fairly large outlay of money for fuel, spares, 

personnel etc., and that the harvest yields did not improve as 

/expected, they 
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expected, they chose to reduce the oporAion of the machinery as much 

as possible and return to using the Tprimitive methods of their 

peasnnts. This explains why imports hive preferably been for implements 

for the heavy working of the soil - ploughlng and harrowing - and not 

for those designed for tillage operations and the harvest. 

2) The purchase of unsuitable equipment. The 

 

fanners' lack of skill 

caused the majority of thm to purchase eauipmnt which was unsuited 

to the size end feetures of their properties and forms. There was a 

marked trend towards the purchase of large size trnctors which arc, 

too costly when used for light work. Their use is limited, therefore, 

to work of soil preparation <rid, in some casos, to transport work 

during the greater part of the year, then, thore is immobilised 

capital -flying high ihten, st rates. 

3) Unskilled oo ,-ators and poor repair servics. 

4) Unfa7-ournble climatic conditions, As n result of the badly 

distributed rainfall end the dryness duHng the period of soil 

preparation, rochnnicl tilling' is Ir,npered, particulnrly when 

dealing with compact soils; mechnical lou hS ar unrb1(: to 

penetrat0 prop ly, and at times it is ncce , r to resort to the 

use of the n7tive 	for preparatory work, 

Thse factors, apart from contributing to the inefficient operation 

of existrip; farm machinery. , 1,,,mper th greater development of 

Th2C is no doubt th.A the principnl fntors which have 

doleyed this proce;3s an: the systems of 1,11d tenure and 17bour, and the 

consequent cheap cost of labour, The r-Itio between the doily wage value 

and the machine vnlue is ul f _ tiourabJ_e to the latter. The initial 

investment which his to be made by the far? .c in order to purchase 

modern 3.3,7.7.ent is very high mod there are rolnlvly few 'leo find such 

en investment justified, pnrticularly when there are no strong pressures 

of en conomic nature. To these should be tided other roe_ ions which also 

hinder a greeter degree of mechaniz-tieh. 

There are few farmers with sufficient c-pitnl to purchase m:,..ch.,7nizd 

equipment. In addition, there ire few farm credit facilities, 	terms, 

even when e  loan c.In be obt-,ined, are unerb0s, particularly 7S regards 

guar7mtecs and perisds of =lertiz:Ttion. Farr mach*nory is the2efore 

beyond the reach of those who n-ed it most, that is, the medium sized farms. 

/The prices 
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The prices paid to the farmer have remained at lower levels than those 

which he has to pay. The policy of ceiling prices maintained by the 

municipalities since the 'thirties concerning foodstuffs, particularly 

during periods of shortage, and the absence of guarantees for keeping them 

at suitable levels during times of plenty, have prevented farm production 

from having an economic incentive. This is yet another factor which limits 

the farmer's desire to make investments. 

A low level of agricultural prices should necessarily be compensated 

by low production costs. Under the present systems of remunerating labour, 

the nominal cost of production is small)."
/
The use of machinery entailing 

a heavy initial investment and high operating costs (fuel, lubricants, 

spares, tractor operators, amortization and interests) severely influence 

the cost of production, particularly considering that whether they work or 

not, the peasants employed by the estate continue to occupy the land 

assigned to them. 

The size of property is another factor liuiting the use of machinery. 

It has been stated that there are a large number of small properties, 

particularly in the valleys, where the use of motorized equipment and even 

of heavy draught animals would be uneconomic, and at times impossible. 

Although the majority of the small farmers are not in a position to purchase 

tractors and their implements, many of them seek the co—operation of the 

farm machinery services of the Ministry of Agriculture; the operating 

costs for this machinery on smallholdings are very high and generally 

discouraging. The situation on the large properties on the High Plateau 

is somewhat similar. The very widespread custom of splitting the land 

into small strips, around which ore distributed very small plots of land 

to the workers on the estate, makes the use of machinery inefficient and 

costly. 

The use of modern implements drawn by animals has also met with 

great difficulties. One of the principal factors limiting the employment 

of these tools is the small size of the draught animals — oxen — which 

1/ No survey has been made up to the present to determine the remuneration 
of agricultural labour under the present system; in the majority of 
cases, this is unquestionably miserable, but in others, it may be more 
or loss high. 

/hove not 
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have not sufficient strent;th to haul _iediuzi-sizud imT.derJents. It hrs only 

been possible to introduce in the valleys a stall :.(::uldboard plough with 

a wc)cdon shaft fixed -t7) the yoke of the oxen. Its sl..11 size and the 

rigidity of the different prts roprosunts only e sall advance ever the 

wooden p1 ugh genorlly used. Other Laplements, such as cultivators, hillers, 

etc, are practically unknown. 

Mech7niztion has also been h=pered during the last few years by the 

difficulty -).f.  obtaining foreign exchange which wo uld perLiit the ioiport of 

machinery and spares. Uthin the sales o.f exchange for irziports, only 

between 1 and 2 per cent :)f the tAal budget is granted for the purchsc 

of f7r=dng ni?.chinery and iup1L,Lk:nts, an aliount which is insufficient to 

moot the requireuents of the united de=d. In 1949, of a total of 

48.2 Lillion dollars granted fr. L,Iports, agriculturets sh7ro was only 

686 th:Yusand dolL- rs, that is, 1.43 per cent. 

Pr-pductivity of the For. :L frbeurer 

It has dredy been stted th'A, acc,)rding t fficilestimts, the 

ratio botwoun the run under cultivtiun and the popuLtin crIg7.ed in 

7,griculture is lcer in  	than in all:lest nny other cuntry in L-tin 

AD:::ricn, no there are Jnly betwen 0.35 and 0.5 hectares C r persc:I. 

Nevertheless, about 80 	cent f the cuuntry,s CtiVupupulation is 

ongng in 	 wDrk, 

Onether this st,te Df aff-irs is due -t7J the systaL Df -)roperty 

distributicn, to th 	 the rurl populticn, to pc9r 

ignorancc _T ';:lodurn frliing 1_Aothds, t 	r us-. if 

labur, nr t 7 c 	 thus and Aher f.7_ct:Ts, the net result is 

that the prcd-JLctiy f fri.ing is 1 w, This is even L.:Jre apparent when 

it is ro:::,or:Lbered thA the 1-re p_rprticn ef active pA.:,ulaticn efl god 

in rurl w.::"rk only 1 rodu7 p.-rt P tnc, C ii 	TIO req.;.irGents fc.r 

and :ilgriculturl rr :Aaterials, lcvin0 se -roily any surlus f%)r. 

the situaticn being rathr :tht c iieidurL1 our,nt,ities P thc:so Liaturials 

and fodstuffs have te be ii.vi.rted tc meet the deficit of dJ:Jestic 

production. 

Thu inefficiency •J' the f-r1:1 17t,..urer :Just be cdded t the f:-.ct 

lnrgo 	ssos of pcpurAin 	c ncentratod in a few prts P the 

ceuntry, c-using pressun-2 :1-1 the lnd and giving rise tc 1 r.)bM1Js of a 

1/ The Jvcrty of the sils -,nd -.pastures n the High Plate= hos brought 
71bJJut a degoneratin Df c•ttle, resulting in 5=11 nnt.als with.ut 
strength. 

/s ciol -nd 
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social and economic nature. In fact, the working methods employed make it 

essential to use excessive quantitie of labour even for the simplest 

tilling operations or crops. Under these conditions, the existence of a 

strong concentration of agricultural population is essential, up to a 

certain point. There is no other explanation for the increasing difficulties 

being experienced by some rural proprietors in view of the slight drift of 

farm workers towards the cities and the relative shortage of labour which 

this represents. 

A study of the number of man-days required for any farm work shows 

the waste of human effort in farming. A discussion of this subject involves 

considering once more, separately, the country's three typical regions, due 

to the considerable differences existing both in the prevailing working 

methods used and in the output of workers and animals. 

As no crop is common to the three regioThs, separate comparison will 

be made of products which are common to at least two of them. (See Table 15). 

Table 15 	Bolivia: Man and  Animal Hours Employed for Cultivating 
One Hectare of Wheat  (Unirrieatod) on the High  

Plateau and Cochabamba 

Nature of Work 	High Plateau  	 Valley  
Man-hours Oxen-hours Man-hours Oxen-hours  

  

Soil preparation  

Ploughing 	 48 
Cross ploughing 	64 
Harrowing  
Clod breaking 	 112 2/ 

	

96 	40 	 80 

	

128 	64 	 128 
16 	 32 

Sowing 

Marking for sowing 	- 	 - 	 2 	 4 
Broadcast sowing 	 3 	 - 	 3 	 - 
Seed covering 	 16 	 32 	 16 	 32 

Cultivation 

Weeding 	 24 2/ 	- 	 48 
Harvest  

Hand reaping 	 56 	 48 
Transport to the 
threshing floor 	 6 	 6 	10 

Threshing and 
winrowing 	 128 c/ 	 - 	60 	 80 d./ 
Sacking and transport _2 	 ___f3 	3 	 9 

Totals 	 489 	 270 	310 	 365  

Source. Unpublished surveys. 

2/ Women and children; b/ Donkeys; g/  With spades; / With donkeys 
and oxen. 

/Teble 16  
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Table 16 lyian and 'nimal Hou7:'s uo,sd 	CutivtipF 

One heyt_re of .L,7ize in the Valleys and in 
Jonta Cruz 

Nature of ',.fork 

 

In the Valleys - _ _      
j1  ri—hours Oxon-hours 

In Ssnta Cruz 
Han-hours 	Oxen-hours 

      

      

      

Soil nroar.Aion 	- 	 - 	 108 

yeeding with 
so dos 	 - 	 108 

First ploughing 	40 	 80 

Cross ploughing b/ 	64 	 128 

	

Harrowing b/ 16 	 32 

Sowing 	 21 a/ 	 28 	 54 

Cultivation 
1. Hilling and 

weeding 	 8 	 16 	 90 

2. Hilling and 
clearing 	 - 	 - 	 90 

Harvst 
Plucking mnize 	32 	 ,.,., -).;. 

e,irs 
Transport 	 8 	 4 IV 	 8 / c/ 

Shelling with 
a stick 	 106 	 96 

'.finnowing, 
sacking etc. 	10 	 10 

Totals 	 325  	288 	 400 

Source: Unpublished surveys; D.c. Thibodsaux: An ..conor.dc Audi,  of 

Bolvian Agric1le,(0,F.ILH. United Sta,cs Deprtment of 
Agriculturo, ,1Ington,, D.C. 1942.) 

al T.Yien and wozich; .b./ Donkoys; c/ Transport is effected in bullock 
carts. 

According to the. survey by B.H. Thiboda-ux, - 2n1conomi_cStudv of 

Bolivian Agriculture,- the numbor of avn-hcacs cod nimal-hours for some 

crops aro much higher than those noted her,_:, Por ep=p1, on tho High 

Plotcau he assigns 1,621 man-hours and 491 excn-hours for ths cultivation 

of a hectare of b[:.rloy, while for a hoot re of potatoes he gives 2,820 

mon-hours, 996 oxen-hours -nd 270 donkey-hours. On the eastern plains, he 

1/ 

 

Th -.mounts of work noted ssom to ho a lit 	exaggeratod, above all 
as rgords tho number of ploughinL:s on the High Plateau, as for barley 

he gives one breaking and four cross ploughings and for potatoes one 
breaking and seven to eleven cross ploughings. 

/assigns 776 
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assigns 776 men-hours for a hectare of rico and 392 hours for a hectare 

of maize, without including the stripping of the grain. 

The corresponding data in Tables 15 and 16 refer to crops grown on 

the land used for the estate owner himself. As a general rule, the peasants 

or workers devote loss man-hours and animal-hours to their own land, as they 

prepare the soil at the most with one ploughing and one cross ploughing; in 

many cases, the cross ploughing also serves to cover the seed, They also 

use a large number of women and children, whose output is lower. Altogether 

the cultivation of a hectare of wheat on the High Plateau takes about 

350 man-hours and in the valley, a little more than 230 man-hours. 

Comparing the three regions, it may be noted that the valley worker's 

output is much higher. There are several factors contributing to this 

greater efficiency, the following being among the most important: 

1) Due to climatic features and the quality of the soil, the valley 

worker has a more balanced and plentiful diet than those of other 

regions, and consequently a greater source of physical energy. 

2) The valley worker usually has stronger and bigger draught animals 

than the peasant of the High Plateau; the animals on the high lands 

graze only on barley straw or tough grasses, whereas those in the 

valleys eat better quality grasses. It is also important to remember 

that on the High Plateau the farm labourer is obliged to contribute 

his own draught animals to the tilling of the proprietor's land; the 

animals are therefore forced to work continuously and this wears 

them out faster. In the eastern plains, almost all the work is 
1/ 

manual,-  oxen being used only for drawing carts. 

A comparison of the amount of labour used for cultivating the same 

product under approximately similar methods in several countries shows 

that Bolivia is not at a great disadvantage. For example, the cultivation 

of one hectare of maize in Mexico requires 477 man-hours when the work is 
entirely Finual, and 297 man-hours and 203 oxen-hours when these animals 

are usod;-  Bolivia uses 480 man-hours in the first instance, and 325 and 288 

respectively, in the second. In Chile, in the irrigated land of the central 

region, using mouldboard ploughs drawn by oxen, the amount of work required 

1/ It was already shown that more mechanization had been introduced in 
the eastern region, do that at the present time there are numor= 
exceptions to the statement in the text. 

2/ John A. Hopkins: Mexican Farm Wages and Farm Labour Pr)duovitv, 
Foreign Lriculturni Report N046, (Office of Foreign Agricuiturni 
Relations, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington D.C.) 

per hectare 
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per hectre is much grcAer, due t 	fct th7t tilling operptions ore 

more ceTrohensive, from the pr,:prntion of the scil to the h7rvest; 427 

mon-hours [Ind 307 oxen-hours are required in Chile for the S=C lictare 
1/ • 

of m7lize.--1  A comparison of these figures with those for the more 

mochanizod regions of the United States, shows tint• there is 7,, trcmend,  

waste go of human potontil in these countries, since in the State of Iowa, 

with complete mechnniz.::tion, only 41 =n-hours Te required for the 
2/ 

cultivtion of ono hectare cf 

s regards wheat cultivtion, the High Ploteou region of Bolivia is 

7 m7rked disadvrrnta.go in rJ7tion to the region of the vaaloys 

oven noro so in relation to other countries, as while 489 m^n-hDurs 

required there for cultivatin no hecta.re, Drily 310 Ire necessary in the 

valleys. In the PuehlT-T17,,x0-,in 	 1:exico, only 257 =-hours ore 

required for irrigated whe[lt, and in Voldivi , Chile, 249, usinrl, axon, 

mcyuldbo-Ird ploughs, crts 	nchino thrc3shing. On the High Pliteu, the 

princip-.1 disa,dvantge lies :L1-1 the fy.ct tint 	wing is done by ly:nd, 

using - species )f club, a.nd threshing is 	ct:r1. by 1-rnd, the wheat 

b.;ing be ten with 1:),n curvod sticks until ':,11 	.;•rnin is sopnrated 

from the tassols, in the St -t_, f 1Thrsns, -with ccz:pletily 

cultivation, one hectare ef i:ii t recuires only 11.4 =n-hours. 

Low end uncertnin yiolds 	:dded t the hig,h 1-locur input. The 

f-7,rm worker's productivity is thorefre very low, Unfortun7t,ay, there 

is not sufficient infornatin 	 to make 2. comp::,,rison between 

different years .71nd discver whether the pesitin hLs improved or 

deterior7.tod in the curso r:f tine. It may be stntod, hLwever, that for • 

vri- us re:isons the 7-v-orgo priductivity 	 17b-Durer hs i4pr N-(A 

n a very so n11 sc"1lc r 	at lest re=ined 

On the Arle ly-nd, the intr ductLn •:f 	au; ntities :f f-dng 

mnchinory 	impleents must hve reduced the roL.Lunt f 1Th.ur used, even 

thugh this reductiun is bly-  perceptible, P-ssibly the intr,..ducti:n f 

the w .den shft m:uldbrd p1 _ugh sins hid 	test influence n 

re-ducing the numb' r f hurs us , d f. r prepring the s.il; the USC f this 

1/ E/C,4.12/164 Appendix C. 	 DevelLpment f Cl ile - rylge 00. 

2/ E,CN/12/164 ippendix C. 	,ge 112, 4pendix 2. 

/imple=t has 
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implement has reduced the work )f ploughing a hectnre if land by at least 

8 hours, that is, abut 15 per cent. Unfortunately its use is not 

sufficiently widespread to influence the cuntrys overage productivity. 

On the other hand, the improvement of the highway network and the 

widespread use of truck transport has had a considerable effect on 

increasing the farm labourer's productivity. At the end of the 'twenties 

the peasants were obliged (and still ore in some isolated places) to 

transport the products of the owner's harvest to the city using their 

own animals, with the resultant less of time. Now the majority of this 

transport is done by truck, leaving time to give better attention to the 

preparation of their own fields. 
It is not possible to discuss yields, as the available information 

on this subject over several years cannot be compared. With average yields 

of 500 kilogrammes if wheat per hectare on the High Plateau and 750 in the 

valleys, productivity per man is only 1.04 and 1.56 kilogrammes, 

respectively, per hour of work. In other words, the production of a metric 

quintal of wheat requires abut 100 mon—hurs on the High Plateau and only 

66 in the valleys. 

With regard to maize production, productivity per man improves 

censiderably, due to the much higher yields of this grain. About 22 man—

hours are required to produce a metric quintal J.  maize in the valleys, 

with an approximate yield of 1,500 kilogrammes. This figure rises to 32 

for the same amount of grain in the eastern plains. The use of farm 

machinery in each region lowers the figures t. 7 and 7.8  man—hours per 

metric quintal respectively. 

In order to introduce some comparisons with other countries, Table 17 

has been cempilcd, showing that despite the ged yields of maize per 

hectare, productivity per mon in Bolivia is small in comparison with that 

of ther countries, As regards wheat, productivity per man is really 

discouraging. 

/Table 17 
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Table  17 
	

Bolivia: Productivity of 	Faym',\IorkerCompared'viith 
Other Countries 

Classification 	Bolivia 
	 Chile 

Valley 	Fast Guana- Jalisco O'HiJinsAve-rT,72. --77-7e-  
juato 

liethods of 
work 
	

Oxen 

_en-hours 
per hectare 	325 
Yield - metric 
quintals per 
hectare 
an-hours per 
metric ouintal 22  

manual Oxen Oxen 

288 311.4 274.3 

	

3.4 	7.96 

	

35,5 	39.4 

Tractor e; 
oxen - 	nixed nary 	,'Aixed 
irro'ated 

	

326.3 	406.8 10.8 67.5 

	

22.43 
	

14.4 29.41 17.81 

28.2 1.4 3.8 

15 	14 

 

Valley -High Ensenada Puebla Valdivia Sant- 	Kansas Average 

	

Plateau Tijuana Tlax- 	 iaao 
cala 

les - Oxen - 	 Tractors 

	

Oxen irri- 	irri- 	Oxen & oxen chines chines 

	

rated 	Rated 

7,...iethods of 
work Oxen 

      

Ban-hours 
per hectare 310 489 116.2 257.0 249:2 121.4 11,4 	21,5 
Yield - metric 
quintals per 
hectare 5 

97,8 

7.5 

66 .5 

0. 

14.7 

34 

52.5 

149.3 16.94 9.14 10.21 
pan-hours 
per metric 
quintal 	 16.7 7.2  1.24 	2.9  

Source 	For Bolivia: unpublishad surveys. 
For Lexico, Chile and the United States: Documnt Eja.12/164 

appndix C. 

Two important conclusions are particulialy notable in Table 17 viz: 

There is a very broad marin indeed for improving the2 productivity 

of the farm labourer. Athout having to invst capital, which is 

beyond the means of the small farmer, the number of man-days could be 

sharply reduced for the different crops by using cheap and easily 

handled implements like th- r.ke and long-handled shovel, which would 

maks tilling operations much casi 	the scythe, which speeds up 

reaping and more skili..d methods of thrshing, or the use of small 

/hand threshing 
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hand threshing machines or strippers. As regards soil preparation, 

the use of th&mouldbonrd plough, small harrows, and mules or horses 

as draught animals would considerably help to accelerate the work 

2) 	Under the present systems of cultivation and the systems governing 

land tenure and labour, it is unlikely that there will be any increase 

in the area of the country under cultivation. The great number of 

working hours necessary for the preparation, cultivation and harvesting 

of any product, and the fact that the appropriate seasons for carrying 

out these tasks are too short, limit the peasant's working capacity, 

thus affecting the area which he can cultivate for the proprietor, 

and more still the amount he can cultivate for himself. 

In the High Plateau region, a peasant with his assistant, using 

primitive methods and ordinary implements, requires 14 eight-hour days 

(28 between the two of them) for the adequate preparation of one hectare 

of land (breaking, two-cross ploughings with oxen and a wooden plough, 

and manual clod breaking with the help of mallets) for sowing wheat. 

barley, quinua, and a little more for sowing potatoes, Nevertheless 

according to the traditional customs of the region, the real work of a 

farm labourer and his yoke of oxen in this type of cultivation does not 

exceed six hours a day (due to the poor feeding and to the reduced strength 

of the oxen); consequently the good preparation of one hectare for sowing 

requires approximately 18 man days. To this must be added the fact that 

under existing laws, four days a week are worked on the proprietor's 

lands, so that the peasant has only three days available for cultivating 

his own land. Assuming that under these conditions the proprietors take 

advantage of the maximum capacity of their labourers, this would ensure 

them a given number of hectares per peasant which would seldom exceed 

three per year, due to the short season available for this class of work. 

As regards the peasant, his position is difficult because the time in 

which he can work his own land would not allow him to cultivate more than 

two hectares, as first, the thorough preparation of one of them would 

require about seven weeks of three dayS each. In practice the position is 

different because the peasant works his land very imperfectly, using a 

minimum of man-hours; therefore the yields are also lower. 

This explains why, particularly in the High Plateau region, such long 

rotations are adopted, leaving great areas lying fallow. It also explains 

/the very 
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the very low living standards of the o 	nt, becaus the liF.lited area 

which he can cultivate gives 	a very so oil "wage and also a very 

haznrdeus one, as weather accidents reduce his harvests to practicolly 

nething. 
The position in the ether farLdng regiens ef the country is net so 

difficult frui the point of viJw of productivity and the ccmponsation which 

the peasant receives for his wok, but there are ether lirtitations, in the 

principal valleys, the capacity and efficiency of the worker arc decreasod 

by the shortage of land and the sall sizes of the cultivated units. In 

the eastern plains, the proble::, lies in the largo,  nuLaber of non-hours 

required to ebtain a harvest, and the ,..x.cessive physical effort which this 

entails, as there is 	assist-ncc freri dr7u.g,ht 

3) 	An Lilprove=nt in yiHlds c uld incro:::: the fam labourorts productivity 

c.)nsidcrbly, As already indic-ted, the use :ef the nest ele=ntary 

principles of agriculturn1 science, the i-owing ef varieties ::Lore 

suited to climatic 7.nd soil cenditiens, 	il_mr.ved seed selection 

could result in 	assurud md abundant n. rvest with the s^rie labour 

output. 

Should any change 	intr euced in the systc,_3 of reunLration of 

labour, without the previous i.::.)rcver::ent of technicl and ecene:lic farming 

conditions, the w2ges received by the rural 1.Irkers weuld necessarily have 

to be low because,, apart fr. a to physical autput per unit of hLu'ian and 

aninl labour, the v7.1uo ::;f the product is generdly very srL:iall, due -Lc tho 

low level of prices paid to the prcducer. 

Transport 7.nd Agriculture  

Cce.iLunicatiun routes ,:uld transport systeLis in Belivi hLve nA helped 

to speed up thu c,_untry's 'gricultural developHnt. The'ceuntryls railways, 

in their great :liajority, were c nstructed to expert edning products and 

only a few - those built :Iore recently - link the gre t censuL.er centres 

with those cf -gricultural production, The building; ef hizhwTs w.i:s also 

greater in the more populated regions L the west and south :T the 

country. While sc,me iliportant prducinF,L; cer.tres werc linked d..-bh these, 

their extent and quality were insufficient to extend the faring frontier 

and to facilitate the 1:,Jveztent of the population within the cuntry. 

The difficulties due 	ceuntry,s tepog;raphy, the;rust 

the relative isclation ef tho 	regicns and the high cst ef 

construction, has retarded the expensiDn f the hij,hway and railway' 

conuunicatiens within the c untry 	the L:,pr':vezient of thosu already in 

existence. 
/in 1948, 
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In 1948, Bolivia had 2,756 kilometres of railways and 24,816 

kilometres of highways. Of these, only between 10 and 15 per cent (about 

3,000 kilometres) corresponded to highways for permanent traffic with some 

kind of reinforcement. The rest were dirt roads, which can only be used by 

wheeled traffic during dry periods. In both cases, however, transport is 

difficult and very costly, to the extent of being prohibitive fer many 

farming products. 
There are still potentially very rich and extensive forming regions 

which are practically isolated from the rest of the country. The eastern 

plains provide the best example of the influence which the lack of suitable 

communications may have on the stagnation of a region's economic 

development. There are large areas of rich land in that region which could 

produce all the sugar, rice, cotton, maize, oilseeds, hard fibres, timbers 

and meat required by Bolivia, as well as a considerable surplus for expert. 

The highways connecting these regions with the rest of the country are dirt 

roads, with no reinforcement, and they can only be used during dry periods. 

The general condition of these highways is bad, and as a result, the wear on 

the vehicles and the costs of transport are very high, so that it is only 

possible to trade in non—perishable products with a high commercial value, 

such as alcohol, hides, 'fine timbers and, recently, rice. 

The lack of suitable highways has therefore meant that the whole of 

this rogicn's agriculture re:anins at on almost primitive level. The high 

freight rates and the difficulties of the journey limit the mnrkets, and 

consequently demand is scanty and the prices received by the farmer are 

low for the majority of local products. There is therefore very little 

incentive to expand the, areas under cultivation and intensify farming. 

However, in spite of these drawbacks, a strong progressive movement has 

commenced during the last decade in the Santa Cruz region, which reached 

greater intensity in view ef the prospects for the relatively rapid 

completion of the asphalt road to Cechabambn and the Railway to Corunbo 

(Brazil). 
There are other regions similar to the eastern plains,. which are 

completely isolated, due te their distance from consumer centres and the 

poor condition of the roads — when these exist. Over 50 per cent of the 

national territory nay be taken as removed from the economic-  life ,7;f the 

country. 
.thu 
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Athin the region best served. by the nationpl departmental and local 

highway network, there are sedtors which in spite of being relatively close 

to the consuming centres and of enjoying good conditions for farming, are 

considered marginal, because the high freight rates prevent their products 

from being taken to the markets. Such conditions frequently occur in the 

mountainous region where, in smite of the fact that there are fairly 

important trunk roads, there are other factors which have a strong influence 

increasing the tariffs. At times these are due to the had condition of the 

highway and the hilly terrain, both these conditions causing heavy wear on 

machines with the resultant high rates of depreciation; in others, the 

lack of local roads made it necessary to use beasts of burden, at least 

as far as the road, with the consequent dama ge, delays and additions to the 

cost. 

Policy of Prices  

There are no statistics v it able permitting a detailed study of the 

prices peid to the farmer and of the influenc of these priCes on 

agricultural progress. Certain conclusions mAy, howev er, be drawn from 

factors which are directly or indirectly related to those prices. 

In general terms, it may - stated that the prices ')sid to the farmer 

have not risen in the same proeortion as the general level of prices and 

that as a result, he has not had sufficient incentive to increase his 

production_ 
On the basis of the cost-of-living index prepared by the Banco Central, 

it may be observed that the sector corresponding to foodstuffs has remained 

lower in almost every year and for the majority of cities, than the 

general index and the partial indices of fuel, clothing and housing. 

Taking this index separately and comparing it with the index of food 

prices and that for imported raw materials for food, it may be seen that 

the second has risen in much higher proportion than the first. Thus, 

while the cost-of-living index in the foodstuffs sector (32 comiodities)  

for the city of La Paz rose to 2,611 in 1')4) 	base 1231 = 100 -, the 

index of prices of imported foodstuffs (48 consooditiec) rose in the same 
]/ 

year, as against the same base, to 4,210.' Bearing in mind that a 

considerable part of the components of the index of foodstuffs is imoorted, 

1/ This index refers to c.i.f. prices at port of destinstion, and therefore 
is much lower than the retsil prices, es it does not tke into account 
transport costs to the consum.er centre. commissions of importers and 
intermediaries, losses, diprecietions otc. 
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it will be seen that products of domestic origin have risen in very much 

lower proportion than imported ones. Remembering. also, that the cost-of-

living index is always calculated on the basis of retail prices in the 

principal cities, it may be assumed that, due to the numerous stages 

through which the farm product has to pass in the process of distribution, 

the prices received by the farmer have also risen in much lower proportion 

than that indicated by the index of the cost of foodstuffs. Within the 

prevailing systems of distribution in Bolivia, the producer is practically 

forced to accept the ruling of the middleman, On the other hand, the 

commercial producer has to meet the competition of the small indegonous 

peasant, who does not take into account either his labour or time; he 

takes his products to the markets and sells them personally, without 

adding the cost of transport or the value of his time to his prices. 

The prices received by the farmer are even more diminished by the 

high freight rates which he has to pay. Since the beginning of the 

Bolivian inflationary process in 1932, both the National Government, as 

well as local or municipal authorities have tried to control the prices of 

essential commodities, and in particular, of foodstuffs. Ceiling prices 

wore set for this purpose, but these were always fixed arbitrarily, 

without taking into account the market conditions or production costs, 

and by means of simple decrees which did not seek ways of regulating the 
1/ mechanism of the market. 

On the other hand, in years of plenty, the supply exceeds demand and 

prices fall to abnormal levels, without any measures being taken to 

prevent this. 

Such sharp price falls have in many cases caused the loss of 

considerable quantities of products on the farms themselves, because the 

1/ Information from the Ministry of Agriculture indicates that only in the 
case of price controls for fresh milk were production costs taken into 
account. In the case of meat, the distribution cost was calculated but 
not that of production. 

2/ The narrow market margins, the lack of distribution systems and high 
freights, all contribute to make these situations frequent and to make 
it impossible to remedy them by taking the products to other markets 
within the country or abroad. 

/market prices 
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market prices wore insufficient to cover the freight costs. Perishable and 

semi-perishable products (ve:,et-bles, potatoes, fruits etc.) are most 

affected under these conditions. 

As a result of these limitations, the relative position of the farmer 

hes deteriorated. While the index of the cost of foodstuffs to the consumer 

rose to en ay. n:g of 2,229 (3. ase 1931 = 1C0) for the five-year period 

1945-1949, the index of the cost of clothing (8 
articles) rose, during the 

some period, to 3,142; that for prices of imported machinery end implermtnts 

rose to 2,494, and for fuel costs, to 2,508. 
These comparisons show that the farmer's position is scarcely promising, 

es his profits are limited and are possibly lower than those of any other 

activity within the country, Such conditions are scarcely conducive to any 

change in the agricultural preducerls attitude, as the economic incentive 

is very small and the risks he runs in investing his capitol are very great. 

Policy of Artificial Prices 

Bolivia is obliged to import each year considerable quantities of 

foodstuffs and agricultural rmn materiels to neJ, the requireents of 

domestic consumption, One of the "..ein factors which prevent the country 

from producing this deficit h's undoubtedly been the cempetition of the 

imported product end the facilities given for bringing it into the country. 

Until the find decade of the last c(:ntury, when construction was cempleted 

of the first railway linking the city of Oruro with the Port of Antofagasta 

on the 'Pacific Coast, Bolivia produced .1most oil its foodstuffs, including 

wheat, sugar, rice end 1.Leat. Tho railway c0nn.ecting the country with.the 

outside world permitted the introduction of growing quantities of better 

quality foodstuffs, 	lower prices then those in force until that 

time, so th7t part of domestic production, particulrly th:Tt coming from 

the eastern region, uas rarddly displaced, l. he abuni-nce of foreign 

exchange derived from the sale of miner:-.1s meant that there was no 

hindrance to this trade. After the Chaco A":r, the devalu7,tien of the 

currency and the growing sh:', rtnge of mons of payment had a marked effect 

on imports. Exchange control and the granting of exchange for imports of 

food and raw materials et preferential rates prevented 	sharp increase 

in prices. This trend became sharper as the boliviano was .devalued, to the 

extent that in 1949, exchange was grmt d for the import of ossential goods 

1' This index refers to prices f.o.b. port of shipment, so that it may be 
assumed that prices t0 trio consumer hnv- risen to even higher levels. 

/Pt 42.42 bolivianos 
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42.42 bolivianos per dollar, while the black market exchange varied at that 

time between 90 and 115 bolivianos per dollar. 

Under this policy, an official subsidy on imports was maintained, 

cronting a completely artificial situation, so that certain imported 

products were quoted in Bolivia at lower rates than in the producing 
countries themselves. Several recent examples may be used to provide 

better illustration of the situation, In the month of May 1950, the 

boliviano was devalued, and two exchange rates wore introduced: an official 

rate of 60 bolivianos per dollar and another "free" - rate of 100 belivinnos 

per dollar. On the black market, the dollar was quoted after devaluation 

at about 170 bolivianos. In June, sugar was quoted c.i,f. Mollendo at 

5.90 dollars per quintal of 100 pounds; rice C.i.f. Antofagasta at a price 

of 6.20 dollars for similar measure, At the official rate of 60 bolivianos 

granted for the import of these goods, the price in bolivinnos was 354 and 

372 respectively. The price to the consumer in the city of La Paz, after 

adding freights, commissions and overprices designed to foster wheat 

production, were fixed by the Minis-boric) de Economia at 530 bolivianos and 

525 bolivianos respectively. Taking into account the total transactions in 

foreign currency, the real exchange for the bolivianc varied, possibly at 

around 110 and 120 bolivinnos per dollnr. Applying the average of these 

exchange rates to the prices set by the Ministerio de Economia, the result 

would be even without deducting the margin of "revertibles" (Government 

earnings in the sale of other products, used as subsidies), that the 

price in La Paz was 4.60 dollars per quintal of sugar and 4.56 dollars 
for rice, these prices being much lower than those quoted in the ports 

of access to Bolivia. Very similar and even worse situations arose as 

regards wool, cotton, condensed milks, barley, meats etc., because the 

prices for these products were not surcharged in order to obtain 

nrevertibles", 

The fixing of artificially low prices has serious consequences for 

the national economy because, on the one hand, they are so much lower in 

some neighbouring countries, that the clandestine re—export of imported 

products is encouraged, together with contraband of national products 

(coffee, wool, textiles etc.), and on the other hand, foreign 

commodities compete favourably with those produced locally. 

This latter situation and the sparse Government technical assistance 

has undoubtedly contributed towards even greater retarding of agricultural 

development. The low prices fixed through the use of multiple exchange 

/rates for 
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rates -far imprted cemditi:s f 	nBc,-,sity runs c inter t the 

interests f the ci ..cAestic prducr, discurginL, h-La 	ri:king a grunter 

investment and intunsifyinF prd.uoticn, As a result, this policy has helped 

to stagnate farming pr ;rust, preventing production from unintAninj, a 

gr-:)wth 	t.) the increase in the pcpulAion and its ureter duF,- nd. 

In snme cases, it has crntributed to the reduction cif E7,-)12,o crps (cJfoc) 

while in cthers it has ...cant thA sr me products rAre used in way which is 

against the nati,-)nal interest - thu manufcture of cane alchol instead H,f 

Any c(nsiduratien uf the cmpetiticn which the dnnstic pr duct has 

should bear in rind that fsdstuffs and agricultur al raw LIaterials 

which are imprted int.- the c untry come frDm countries which :arc 

specializod and efficient producers, whsu c.Jsts purmit thu;:i to compete - n 

the world market, It is izipisiblo, theref, 	c..Jiceive that thu Bolivian 

far:Jers, with difficulties :I 7,11 kinds, 1.)rticularly technical uncs and 

trmsport prcblaas (hija fnA:hts), 	prr.duce nnd sell at lwer prices 

than those ruling n the w(_rld Linrkut. It is pcssible that b(Jcause of the 

low level 	waus, the cst f lab :ur is less th:n in other cDuntries, but 

it has already been prived elsihere in this study that the productivity 

per man is usually ,:uch lower in I-31ivia and that the organizati,:n cf 

production is ossentinlly inefficLnt. It 1..2y well be, therefore, tht a 

calculation 	c,.,p7rative csts w - uld n..t shw any >2reat advantes for 

Ruturning t> thu cse f rico and su;ar, it was found that the price 

of these products in June 1950 in the city of La Paz had been 7.00 dollars 

and 6.50 dollars respectively.  (c.i.f. value plus transport from the port 

of access to the consumer market, and commissions), that is, that at the 

real exchange of 115 bolivianos per dollar, rice would be 805 bolivianos 

and sugar 746.50 (without surcharges for nrevertibles") instead of 525 and 

530 bolivianos, which were the prices fixed by the Linisterio do 'conomia, 

with a view to the immediate and very understandable need of ensuring that 

prices to the consumer were not too high, 

In the case of coffee, while a quintal of 100 pounds was quoted at 

42.13 dollars in Santos Brazil, that is, over 4,000 bolivianos at the 

real exchange and 2,427.80 bolivianos at the official rate of 60 bolivianos. 

per dollar, in the city of La i'az the price was fixed at 1,200 bolivianos, 

in spite of the fact that production in the 	coffee region of the 

country had been reduced, due to adverse weather conditions, to under 

/40 per cunt 
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40 per cent of the normal figure. 

Subsidy Prices  

Increased production of wheat, a basic component of the urban diet 

of Bolivia, was always the principal objective of the Government's policy 

of fostering agriculture, In 1929, one of the first laws was drafted, 

designed to favour domestic produCtion of this cereal and, among other 
measures, a small tax was introduced for imports of foreign wheat and 

flour. Later, both the import of flour and milling of it were burdened 

with new taxes and these funds were assigned to fostering wheat production 

and to irrigation works. Moreover, the Junta de Foment() Trigger° was 

created, designed to increase cultivation by means of the irrigation works 

and the improvement of production methods. These measures, however, did not 

have the desired effect, as production remained stationary and imports of 

both wheat and flour continued to increase. 
In 1941, the first Decree was drafted fixing guaranteed prices for the 

domestic product, granting 45 per cent premium over the prices in force 

until then. First class wheat reached a quotation of 123.25 bolivianos 

for a quintal of 100 pounds. Later this price was reduced to 120 bolivianos. 

These measures did not have any marked effect on production, as 

domestic grain had to meet competition from maize which, being a more 

hardy plant with higher yields, was preferred by the valley farmers. 

After 1946, in view of the enormous increase which wheat had experienced 

in the world market and the difficulties which were being encountered for 
the normal supply of the country's requirements, a policy was initiated of 

subsidy prices which in two stages lifted the price of this cereal by 179 

per cent in relation to that fixed in 1941. Lesser increases were determined 

for other grains (quinue, barley and rye), where an increase in production 
was desired. 

The results of these decrees only became evident in the harvests of 

1948 and 1949, as purchases of domestic wheat by the millers throughout the 
country increased by 120 per cent in 1948 and 276 per cent in 1949, in 

relation to the five-year period 1943-47. Finally, in spite of the serious 
difficulties which have to be overcome by wheat growers, particularly as 

regards cryptogamous diseases and low yields, it had proved possible to 

raise the price to a level where it displaced mcJze and barley over 
considerable areas, and it was also sown in the i-zigated lands of the 

Cochabamba valley. There is no doubt that the r.lopment activities of 

the technical sections of the Ministry of Agriculture partly contributed 

towards improving production. 

1/ Under the 1929 law, which placed a progressive tax on wheat imports, 
the only achievement was to protect the domestic milling industry, as 
the result of this was that imports of flour in two years fell by 
over 86 per cent, while those for wheat increased by more than 2.885 
per cent in a period of three years, rising from 737 tons in 1929 to 
22,011 in 1932. 

/The fixing 
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The fixing of subsidy price- for domestic wheat at levels similar to 

those on the world market, considering the fife par value, as well as the 

import of the balance of comumer requirements at the preferential rate, 

forced the Government to create a compensation fund in order to prevent a 

rise in the price of bread. For this purpose, advantage was taken of the 

fall in imported sugar experienced at the end of 1947. The Government, 

as the sole importer of this product, kept prices at practically the same 

level 7S, the avurago for that year, and used the difference of about 100 

bolivienos per quintal (after deducting commissions, expenses etc.) for 

the payment of the overprice. This fund was also increased by the 

proceeds from a 15 per cent tax on commercial profits from imported goods. 

The purchase of 12,100 tons of domestic wheat in 1948 signified for the 

Government the payment of 25,8.  million belivianos with the object of 

keeping the price of bread stable. 

The guarantee prices fixed for other commodities did not produce the 

same result as with wheat, Only quinue experienced increases of some 

importance in the area cultivotod. barley and rye, on the contrary, seem 

to have lost ground to wheat, ts the price of this was not only at a higher 

level but rose in much greater Proportion. 

Lgricyltural Credit 

The commonest feature of the vast majority of farming in Bolivia has 

been the moderato investment of both fixed and working capitol. Until the 

middle of the 'thirties there were few landowners who had invested any 

important sums in improvements and the increased use of technical methods 

in the agricultural industry. The vast majority of proprietors of farming 

estates continued using the mothods inherited from colonial times, that is, 

workers remunerated with the use of the land, primitive home.-made implements 

and unselected seeds, generally produced on the farm itself. Rural buildings 

were poor, and were almost always built by the peasantsthemselves; only 

in some regions was the proprietor accustom{ to purchasir:g draught 

onimols, as in others, those animals ond the tilling implements were 

supplied by the peasants as part of their obligation. Livestock were 

usually of the creole typo, born and bred on the same properties. As a 

general rule, the only outlay ent7dled in working a farm was the payment 

of a foreman, who received o very smll wage. 

Under those conditions, it was difficult to consider faring as a 

business; it was rather a kind of patriarchal exploitation, in which rural 

property was considered os a rr- J:is of producing a small supplementary 

/income for 
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income for the proprietors, who were mostly absentees, their main activity 

being outside agriculture, Those persons whose income was derived 

exclusively from the land, had to possess large areas of land, either in 

one or several properties, in order to receive an income which would 

allow them to maintain a standard of living comparable to that of the 

upper middle classes in more advanced countries, Briefly, under the 

working conditions described, farming was not considered a lucrative -

investment and only in very rare and exceptional cases did it permit the 

formation of savings. 

When these were accumulated, they were either invested outside 

agriculture or in the purchase of new rural properties, but very seldom 
in the intensification and improvement of agricultural activities. 

At the end of the 'thirties a few farmers began what may be termed 

the principle of slow evolution of Bolivian agriculture. This interest 

in the development of farming activities was shown by the increased imports 

of agricultural machinery, seeds, fertilizers on a very small scale, 

thoroughbred animals for stud purposes, and greater investments in rural 

buildings, Also, partly duo to the pressure of these farmers, the Ministry 

of Agriculture was organized, succeeding, in spite of its sparse economic 

resources, in creating a favourable atmosphere for the intensification of 

agricultural activities. 

This goodwill towards agriculture could not make much progress due to 

the shortage of capital; there were no agriculture savings and the 

commercial banks laid down onerous conditions for the loan of funds for 

this purpose; the amortization periods were very short, interest rates 

very high and collateral requirements excessively so. These banking 

institutions were also somewhat cautious and lacking in confidence as 

regards agricultural activities. 
In view of the impossibility of obtaining capital for the development 

of agriculture, some landowners managed to persuade the Government, in 

February 1940, to entrust the Banco Central de Bolivia with the organization 

of a Department of Rural Credit with a capital of 30 million bolivianos. 

This department commenced its activities in the second half of that year, 

granting drop for livestock loans - (purchase of seeds, fattening of 

cattle etc.), with amortization periods of one year for the first and up 

to three years for the second; improvement loans 	the purchase of 

farming machinery and stud animals, and draught a:J.:nlals, were granted with 

periods up to five years, and finally, real estate raprovement loans wore 
/granted for 
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granted for buildings, f (-ncs irrL,  ion rlorks otc, u'tth periods of up to 

seven yers. 

All the lcans.p7id en ii, rest T 6 rer cent ner 1-inum, and as a 

generTa ruletheywQre granted with r:,ortgge guJrantees up 	50 per cent 

of the cflloKrcial value of thu 	 pronerty being.  lent. The investcht .  

of credits was strictly contrulled by the Bank thruugh its technicl 

personnel through periodic visits to the properties concerned. 

The interest which existed in n:ricultural ctivities could be not -d 

by the rapid-depletion of the :i'ep,:rt::lentls capitnl. In4.pril 1942, the-

belivi,7nes had alredy been loned, and by 27 July, when its 

functions ends d, it had received requests for loans to o toto.1 ef71most 

55 raillion bolivienos. The Deprt:ientis activities were therefore lizzlited 

exclusively to operations with the funds which r-turned to it in the for1:1 

of a!,:i.crtiztions on 1. ins ,lre-Ay effected. 

In this first st'lge 	speci-aized agricultur-a credit, the greater 

part cf—the loans were set ,sine for the purchase of tattling rLaChinery .7:nd 

stud mirAals. By :Jeans of this nsSistance, L-Ipolts of farHng r:lachincry end 

impler:ients increased; shrply, (The quantuLl index fur thus , ii4ports rose by o.o. 

71,5 per 'Qr.Vt, j 1,. 1941 in .;.lotion t 1950•). 

The strong denond for cr edits, the shrtgo of capital ,end the 

difficulties which froL the b_:gihning were observed both in the lieth7ds 

of operAion :end in the conditions required, showed the need to exP,,Ind 

credit assistance to agriculture. For this purpse, the (I_.vernment in 

February 1942 decreed the cretion uf the P-:nco Agricola do Bolivia , with 

an- auth:,rized. cr'.pitT:1 of 2LC 	bolivinnos end a'paid-up copitl of 

bolivianos. To.,frl- the second 	the G.)ver=ent contributed 

20 -..illicn bclivi7n - s in csh, and the rc ailing 30 L4.1licn were' 

contributed by :the Fone , centr-1 do 	in the 	of credit igrnted 

by' its Departent,2 de Cr6dite Rural. 

The Banc0, Agricoln was 	cntinue iheoTeraticno ef the Deprt=ento 

deCre'dito Rural of thea::nc Control ens sonowhet Urger scle.cmd 	- 

moreover, to undertke certnin activitiesf.,:r fostering agriculture. These 

included the crgania7Aion = f public T:uctien rinrkets for agricultural and 

industrid'products,:in order to el.irlinte middlemen ,end rec;u1'te-orices; 

the purchose of 'agricultur7i raw i:Lterials end of productS in the course 

of nracesSing, 	distribution tb industries -in:gcnord; the  iliport'of 

seedS, fortiliters, 	 substmces, thor9ughbred 
/=chinory and 

5 
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machinery and implements for agricultural purposes etc, 

The Bank began its activities in the city of La Paz in July 1942 and 

its activities were soon expanded, agencies being founded in all the 

capitals of the Republic and in some of the principal farming regions. 

The requests for credits presented to the new institution continued 

to be very much higher than its small capital could meet, in spite of the 

fact that this was increasing annually after 1945, by means of a loan of 

60.9 million bolivianos granted by the Corporation Boliviana de Fonento, 

various contributions from the Government, and the profits of the Bank 

itself. On 31 December 1950, its capital had risen to 166.3 million 

bolivianos and its reserves to 44.4 million bolivianos. 

In spite of these capital increases, the Bank was never able to meet 

the limited requests for credits from the farmers, In 1947 it granted 74 

per cent of the total requests presented to it, but in 1946 it only 

succeeded in meeting 45.4 per cent. On an average, from its inception 

until 1948, the Bank granted credits which only amounted to 59 per cent 

of the total of the requests. (See Table 18.) 

Table 18 	Bolivia: Capital, Loans  Requested and Leans Granted by the  
Banco Agricola de Bolivia, and Loans Used by the  
Farmers  

1942 - 1948 

Years Total 	Loans 	Loans 	% of Loans 	Loans 	Loans 

	

Capital Requested Authorized authorized 	Used 	Owed 
over Requests 

1942 50.0 	83.8 49.9 59.5 41.8 32.1 
1943 50,6 	62.o 41.3 66.5 37.4 51.1 
1944 54.9 	44.5 25.5 57.3 32.4 55.5 
1945 114,4 	108,4 62.9 57.9 63.1 81.6 
1946 132.9 	135.7 61.6 45.4 58.4 96.5 
1947 151.9 	96.3 71.7 74.0 64.9 117.3 
1948 175.5 	80.2 47.9 59.6 52.9 114.3 
1949 210.6 	79.6 37.5 47.1 38.5 105.8 

Totals 940.8 	690.5 398.3 59.0 389.4 

Source: Memoria of the Banco Agricola do Bolivia, 1949. 

The figures noted in the preceding table, however, present a 

situation which does not agree with the real problem, The value of the loans 

requested from the Banco Agricola were really only a small part of the real 

credit needs of the farmers, as many of these knowing the small extent of 

the Bank's 
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the Bank's capital fnd the 	-Thich sc-_,etieies elapses befere a len is 

obtained, did net Idake request.s, Cti-- -rs did n-t have sufficiunt collateral 

t meet the Bank's severe roeuire:lents, and the :laj_xity were entirely 

imorant _f the existence and uses ef credit. 

Free the beginning, lack of capital has been the Bank's ::ain cbstacle 

preventing the efficient fulfiirJent ef the task entrusted tc it. The snail 

suns placed at its disp,;sal -)tal-y served to Loot a little ::ver half ef the 

requaests and to give an initial stimulus f positive value, to agricultural 

develepm_ont. Judging by the data published in the Bank's annual repnrts, it 

is pr,bable that in the ten years which have elapsed between the intr:ducti:n 

-f a;ricultural credit int 1-1,1ivia until the end ef 1949, leans were ncgt 

,Tanted t 	than 7 :r 8 theusand propriet- rs.
2/ 

As the total number if 

farm properties in the ceuntry exceeds 150,0CC, it w111 bb seen that the 

benefits -f credit have nly reached abut 5 per cent ef then, 

As the value ef aricultur-1 pr_,ductien fin the c,untry was calculated, 2/ 

in a preliminary manner, at 2,4e 	 b,livien in 15'40, it will be 

seen that the initial capitd f 30 Alien belivian s f:r -gricultural 

credit purpses was extre_uly sall te finance any sect ,r -f production, ne 

atter new small and specific, laking as an exaLple the year 1946, the last 

year ccvering c-=lculati-ns en the value Lf doidestic pr eduction, the 

situation appears t,  have ben even urse, bocausb f',L,r agricultural 

production estimated at a tot1 value -f 	 6,053 million 

b livianes, ,,nly a capital f 108.8 million belivian,s was available and 

now 1- ens were only ;=-ranted fr 61.6 oAl1i.n blivianus. Therefero in that 

year, only about 2 per cent f the value )f prcductien was financed by means 

f develepment credits. In 1-et, r years, this situati,n deterieratcd 

c nsiderably, as the Bank's capital did n t incrugse in relatim t the 

p:ssible increases in pr,ductien, and less in r-L'ticn tc increasesin its 

value, at current prices, c-use.I by the str ng inflatimary pressure, 

N) fi:;ures are available c rresp,  nding t either banking ,14 private 

c=ercial credits granted t 	riculture, but it is kn_wn that those were 

nA of great impertance in ---ricultural Novel ,pment, The use of such credits 

is practically unknown in the c untry, b th because f th lmck f 

c:nfidence which exists as re; rds agriculture, and because' 'f the -ver-

nereus cenditions del,anded by the lending ihstitutims ,r perscns. 

The total number ef lea,ns wes p:)ssibly gre ater, Put any proprietors 

have received tw 	r 	re credits.. 

Estimated calculation by the L.Lnce Central. 
/The Bank's 
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The Bank;s shortage of capital has discouraged the farmers in their 

desire to obtain credit, This discouragement may be noted clearly in the 

way in which requests declined after 1946. In that yearaoans-Were requested 

for 135.7  million bolivianos; in 194, this figure dropped to 80,2 million 

bolivianos, only 4$ million having been authorized, In 1949, requests rose 
to 79.6 million, but loans were granted only to a value of 3745 million. 

In 1948, a proposal was studied for founding the Banco de Fomento de 

la ProducciCn for the purpose of developing both agricultural and 

industrial production. This Bank was to have an authorized capital of 

1,000 million bolivianos and a paid-up capital of 500 million, composed of 

the Governmentts contributions, the Banco Central, the Banco Agricola and 

the Corporaci6'n Boliviana de Fomento. Difficulties of various natures, 

particularly financing, prevented the creation of this institution, 

In its Report for 1945, the Banco Agricola estimated that purely. 
for the partial mechanization of agricultural activities, a minimum of 

1,000 million -bolivianos would be required. As the agricultural development.  

of a country does not depend exclusively cn the direct, assistance, to. 

farmers, but also requires heavy investments on the part of the Government 

in highways, irrigation works, colokization, organization of markets etc.)  

this would imply that Bolivia would need at least double that figure to • 

plan itself on a self-sufficient basis and to unify its.agricultural regions 

and markets., 

In general, the Banco Agricola has confined itself to granting 

improvement loans at terms of about five years, for the purchase of machinery, 

breeding animals, improvements and for perennial crops. It also grants some 

crop and livestock loans with amortization periods varying between one and 

three years. However, due to the customs ofBolivian ugricultureand .the 

risks implied, the Bank prefers not to conduct.this type of operation. :On 

the other hand, many of these short-term loans are converted into fairly 

long-term credits, as in the majority of cases it is necessary to grant. 

renewals. 

Loans with amortization periods exceeding five years and up to a 

maximum of fifteen, have been granted on a much smaller scale than the 

others, due to the capital limitations cf the Bank, but as the investments 

to which these loans are directed are important, their value within the 

whole is of some significance. 
/Of the 
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Of the total 17ans granted, about 80 per cent were assigned directly 

or indirectly to agricultural pr ductien; 14 per cent to animal husbandry 

and the rest to associated industries. During_, recent years, there has been 

greater interest in stock breeding, particul7rly sheep, on the High Pl7teau, 

and catty, for the production of milk, near the large consuming centres and 

in the valleys. 

The Banco Agricola has n t followed a defined policy regarding the 

direction (f its credits and has had to adjust itself to the mentality of 

the farmers and the agricultural atmosphere. In Bolivia, it would be 

impossible to foster the production of a given product more or less 

exclusively, without running the risk of arousing serious discord both of 

a political and a regional nature; that is why the Bank has granted leans 

in a vague Danner for the cultivati:n of 711 kinds uf products. Hemover, 

in certnin cases preference has been given tc: larger: credits for farmers 

who are particularly intorestd in intunsifying the cultivation af products 

important to the national ec.noey, such cotton, sugar, rice, etc. "-
1/ 

1/ Statements by te lYiaser f the Banco A,7::.!c7)1a t: a member of the 
Eixod 	 EI,Pp Fu, 29 NLveber 1948. 
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